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! Thai!goods! ! ! ! !
!
!
I!applied!the!predefined!codes!of!the!content!analysis!to!the!survey!data!in!order!to!
dissect!it!into!segments!of!text.!From!the!tabulations,!the!sub[theme!of!representing!
Thai!culture!was!extracted!from!the!coded!text!segments.!I!connected!the!sub[theme!
to!the!theoretical!framework.!The!survey!data!were!sufficient!to!answer!the!third!
research!question,!which!concerns!action!in!the!floating!markets!and!the!simulacrum!
in!globalised!tourism.!
!
Ethical!considerations!and!problems!
!
The!hotel!staff!were!initially!hesitant!about!distributing!the!survey!interviews!to!
tourists!as!they!did!not!want!to!bother!them.!They!suggested!that!I!stopped!tourists!
on!the!streets!and!ask!them!to!complete!the!survey[interview!questions.!I!told!them!
that!I!had!tried!that!method!but!found!it!unsuitable,!as!the!tourists!did!not!want!to!
waste!their!time.!Additionally,!the!staff!were!suspicious!of!the!research!until!I!
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informed!them!that!I!needed!the!information!for!my!PhD!thesis.!On!discovering!this,!
they!became!far!more!compliant.!
!
Limitations!
!
There!were!some!limitations!to!the!survey!interviews,!although!they!were!a!suitable!
research!technique!to!learn!about!tourist!experiences.!With!36!surveys,!the!findings!
may!not!represent!tourists’!experiences!of!floating!markets!in!general,!but!the!data!
were!sufficient!for!examining!theoretical!issues,!particularly!simulation!of!Thai!
culture.!Also,!I!was!unable!to!ascertain!how!recent!their!experiences!were,!as!some!of!
the!tourists!might!have!visited!the!markets!on!a!previous!trip!to!Thailand!that!might!
have!been!some!time!ago,!and!so!their!memories!might!not!have!been!that!fresh.!
Furthermore,!conducting!the!survey!interviews!excluded!some!groups!of!tourists,!
particularly!non[English[speaking!ones,!because!the!questions!were!in!English.!!
!
I!was!unable!to!conduct!the!survey!interviews!in!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!
Floating!Markets,!as!not!all!the!tourists!could!speak!English.!There!has!been!a!
significant!increase!in!Chinese!tourists!travelling!to!the!floating!markets,!but!
unfortunately,!I!could!not!conduct!the!survey!interview!in!other!languages.!In!
addition,!some!answers!were!too!short!and!unclear.!And!some!tourists!
misunderstood!questions!and!gave!inapplicable!or!irrelevant!answers,!especially!
those!who!were!non[native!English!speakers.!For!example,!there!was!a!French!tourist!
who!answered!‘Non’!under!the!first!question,!which!asked,!‘Have!you!been!to!a!
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floating!market!before?’!However,!the!French!tourist!then!continued!to!complete!
questions!for!tourists!who!have!been!to!a!floating!market.!
!
!
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5.10!Conclusion!
!
All!in!all,!we!can!see!that!the!oral!interview,!documentary!research!and!survey!seem!
to!be!the!most!appropriate!research!techniques!to!study!the!perceptions!and!
experiences!of!workers!and!tourists!in!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!
Markets.!It!is!impossible!to!conduct!interviews!with!tourists,!as!when!they!are!busy!
they!will!not!stop!to!answer!questions.!However,!documentary!research!and!survey!
reflect!some!of!the!tourist!experience,!and!show!how!tourists!preceive!the!floating!
markets!with!regard!to!Thai!culture.!!
!
Having!interviewed!workers!in!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets,!the!
interview!data!were!transcribed!and!then!translated!into!English.!This!was!then!
processed!and!analysed!to!see!how!codes!and!segments!of!text!connect!to!the!
theoretical!framework!and!the!research!questions.!Unlike!the!interview!data,!the!
data!on!TripAdvisor!and!survey!interviews!were!in!written!text.!Qualitative!survey!
interviews!were!only!used!as!supplementary!to!the!data!collected!from!TripAdvisor.!!
!
The!interview!data!was!framed!by!a!list!of!questions,!and!it!is!likely!that!qualitative!
research!involves!the!co[construction!of!social!reality.!The!interaction!between!the!
interviewer!and!interviewee!might!affect!an!account!of!the!interview.!For!instance,!
workers!were!prompted!to!express!their!viewpoints!on!each!question,!and!their!
answers!helped!me!form!follow[up!questions.!Therefore,!the!perceptions!of!workers!
and!tourists!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets,!to!some!extent,!were!
guided!by!the!interview/survey!questions.!There!might!have!been!something!
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important!that!they!did!not!speak!about!if!they!seemed!irrelevant!to!the!questions.!
An!account!of!an!interview!can!thus!appear!to!be!co[constructed.!
!
Regarding!TripAdvisor,!tourists!were!able!to!write!about!anything!on!TripAdvisor.!
They!could!express!their!opinions!on!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets,!
or!they!could!talk!about!other!things!regarding!their!understanding!and!perception!of!
the!places.!Data!retrieved!from!TripAdvisor!were!not!framed!by!any!questions.!This!
facilitates!the!emergence!of!recurrent!issues,!for!example,!some!tourists!thought!the!
floating!markets!were!touristy,!yet!they!still!enjoyed!them,!or!that!price!haggling!in!
the!markets!was!a!fun!experience.!Since!the!data!were!not!framed!by!questions,!
some!of!them!contained!irrelevant!information.!Although!there!were!some!
limitations!to!these!research!techniques,!they!were!the!most!suitable!way!to!study!
workers!and!tourists!in!the!floating!markets!within!the!limited!timeframe!available.!!
!
What!follows!now!is!the!first!thematic!chapter.
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Chapter!6!
!
Circulation!of!value!and!sign!
!
6.1 Introduction!
!
Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!did!not!spontaneously!occur,!and!did!
not!intrinsically!become!tourist!attractions.!Rather,!they!are!tourist[orientated!places,!
and!the!utilities!of!the!places!are!subject!to!economic!exchange[value!and!sign[value!
induced!by!tourism.!Referring!back!to!the!theoretical!chapters,!holiday!time!in!the!
floating!markets!is!non[working!time!for!tourists,!yet!it!is!not!free.!It!depends!on!
economic!exchange[value,!with!tourists!having!to!pay!for!services!as!well!as!an!
admission!fee.!!
!
To!see!how!the!places!became!tourist!attractions,!this!chapter!answers!the!first!
research!question,!namely!in!what!ways!are!the!markets!tourist!attractions?!This!
thesis!suggests!the!circulation!of!value!and!signs!works!in!creating!the!tourist[
orientated!markets,!though!they!are!tourist!attractions!in!different!ways.!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market!has!changed!from!being!a!site!of!local!water!trading!to!a!
tourist!site,!whereas!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!tourist[orientated!market!that!has!
been!gradually!developed!and!expanded.!Regarding!signs,!Baudrillard’s!theory!of!
political!economy!of!signs!will!be!employed!to!see!how!the!circulation!of!value!and!
signs!works!in!creating!tourist[orientated!places.!Throughout!this!chapter,!there!will!
be!an!in[depth!analysis!of!Baudrillard’s!theory!and!discussions!of!data!and!his!theory.!
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Prior!to!presenting!the!interview!data,!brief!descriptions!of!each!market!will!be!
presented.!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!located!in!Ratchaburi!Province,!in!the!
west!of!Thailand.!It!is!situated!on!Damnoen!Saduak!Canal,!where!the!labyrinth!of!the!
canals!connect!to!other!adjacent!provinces!in!the!west,!including!Bangkok.!
Surrounded!by!fertile!soil!and!water!resources,!the!local!people!are!fruit!farmers,!
famously!producing!orchards!of!guava,!banana,!coconut,!watermelon!and!pineapple.!
This!market!has!existed!for!more!than!100!years,!and!local!people!voluntarily!come!to!
it!to!sell!and!exchange!locally!grown!produce.!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!was!
then!relocated!to!the!side!of!the!canal!next!to!the!main!road,!in!order!for!it!to!be!
convenient!for!tourists!travelling!to!the!market!by!car.!
!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!located!in!Pattaya!city,!Chonburi!Province,!in!the!east!of!
Thailand,!which!is!widely!popular!for!its!beautiful!beaches,!vibrant!nightlife!and!
ladyboy!shows.!In!terms!of!its!geography,!there!is!no!canal!in!Pattaya!city,!just!islands,!
sea!and!beaches!surrounding!the!area.!However,!there!was!a!natural!swamp!in!the!
south!of!Pattaya!that!used!to!be!the!site!of!a!restaurant.!The!owner!of!Pattaya!
Floating!Market,!a!former!real[estate!businessman,!bought!the!land!and!constructed!
the!floating!market!in!2008.!Named!the!Four!Regions!Floating!Market,!it!is!well!
known!among!Thai!and!foreign!tourists,!especially!Chinese!tourists.!The!reinvention!
of!the!floating!market!was!not!a!tie[in!with!traditional!culture,!though,!rather!it!was!
created!just!for!money!and!the!arrival!of!tourists.!!
!
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This!chapter!presents!how!circulation!of!value!and!signs!is!developed!through!the!
stages!of!the!floating!markets,!and!gives!a!discussion!of!globalised!tourism,!
elaborating!on!the!limitations!of!working!with!Baudrillard’s!ideas.!
!
!
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6.2!Interview!data!
!
6.2.1!The!purpose!of!the!floating!markets!
!
This!theme!derives!from!an!interview!question!that!asked,!‘How!did!the!floating!
market!occur?’!Looking!first!at!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!Damnoen!Saduak!
Canal!was!ordered!to!be!dug!and!built!during!the!reign!of!King!Rama!IV!in!1866!to!
connect!with!the!Tha!Jean!and!Mae!Klong!rivers!in!adjacent!provinces!in!the!west!of!
Thailand.!The!canal!was!finished!in!the!reign!of!King!Rama!V!in!1868!and!named!
Damnoen!Saduak!Canal,!which!translates!as!‘convenient!transportation’!in!Thai.!The!
canal!is!32km!long!and!links!with!200!other!small!canals.!The!first!purpose!of!the!
canal!was!transportation,!when!boats!were!the!main!mode!of!getting!around.!Living!
by!the!canals!formed!a!riparian!way!of!life,!especially!water!trading,!resulting!in!a!
floating!market!where!local!people!came!to!sell!and!exchange!local!produce.!As!
mentioned,!the!floating!market!has!existed!for!more!than!100!years.!Interviewees!
were!then!asked,!‘When!did!tourists!first!appear!at!the!market?’!Most!of!them!said!
they!could!not!remember,!but!it!was!a!very!long!time!ago.!
!
Before!moving!to!the!side!by!the!road,!tourists!were!only!able!to!access!the!floating!
market!by!boat.!Boat!rowers!collected!tourists!at!the!bus!stop!and!took!them!to!the!
market.!I’m!not!sure!when!tourists!first!visited!the!market.!I!have!seen!tourists!there!
since!I!was!born!(Ms.!Wang#!n=22#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
From!the!interview!data,!the!occurrence!of!water!trading!and!the!floating!market!at!
first!related!to!the!physical!location,!since!it!was!surrounded!by!canals;!also,!boat!
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transportation!and!the!canals!facilitated!floating!markets!to!emerge,!so!that!local!
people!could!exchange!and!sell!produce!to!each!other.!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market!saw!an!increase!in!the!number!of!tourists!after!the!market!was!relocated!to!
another!area!of!the!canal.!!
!
As!Pongajarn,!van!der!Duim!and!Peters!assert,!the!floating!market!changed!its!
location!from!the!Ludpee!canal!to!the!Tonkem!canal!in!a!non[residential!area,!which!
has!been!accessible!by!road!since!1972!(2016,!p.5).!The!relocated!market!is!now!next!
to!the!main!road,!making!it!more!convenient!for!tourists!travelling!to!the!market!by!
car.!Because!of!road!construction,!cars!have!become!the!main!mode!of!
transportation!for!tourists!and!local!people,!and!have!thus!replaced!water!
transportation.!This!was!the!first!stage!of!the!global!reshaping!desires!and!needs!for!a!
floating!market.!Needs!are!not!innate!but!socially!constructed.!
!
Regarding!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!the!place!is!a!tourist!attraction!that!was!
constructed!and!is!run!by!a!private!owner.!It!has!a!different!purpose!from!its!previous!
incarnation.!When!asked!‘How!did!Pattaya!Floating!Market!occur?’,!informants!
stated,!‘The!floating!market!is!run!by!a!single!owner!and!was!constructed!in!2008.’!
!
Me:!Could!you!tell!me!how!did!the!market!started?!
Interviewee:!Prior!to!the!construction!of!the!floating!market,!this!place!was!a!natural!
swamp,!and!Mr.!A!owned!this!land.!He!wanted!to!see!Thai!boat!vendors!like!it!was!in!
the!old!days.!!
(Mr.!B#!n=1#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
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I!also!interviewed!Mr.!A!about!the!establishment!of!the!market.!!
!
Me:!How!did!you!get!involved!in!the!tourism!business?!
Interviewee:!I!came!from!Ayutthaya!city![80km!north!of!Bangkok,!and!the!capital!of!
Thailand!about!250!years!ago].!I!often!went!abroad!and!thought!about!what!I!wanted!
to!see!in!each!country.!In!Thailand,!there!were!many!stories!that!we!did!not!pay!
attention!to!and!didn’t!value!them.!Why!didn’t!we!present!our!Thai!way!of!life!or!our!
identity?!When!tourists!come!here,!they!might!want!to!see!Thainess,!but!they!did!not!
have!the!chance!to!view!it!in!Pattaya.!For!tourists,!Pattaya!city!was!popular!for!
entertainment!and!nightlife.!I!wanted!to!change!this!by!displaying!the!Thai!way!of!life!
in!Pattaya.!I!decided!to!build!the!first!privately!owned!floating!market!in!Thailand.!I!
looked!at!the!original!floating!markets,!such!as!Amphawa!and!Damnoen!Saduak,!
places!that!used!to!be!part!of!the!way!of!life!in!the!past.!But!the!nature!of!those!
places!has!been!changed!by!the!arrival!of!tourists,!especially!group!tours,!meaning!
the!old!way!of!life!has!disappeared.!So!I!focused!on!presenting!the!Thai!way!of!life!in!
[Pattaya]!market.!(Mr.!A#!n=8#!male#!Pattaya)!!
!
!
According!to!the!interview!data,!on!the!one!hand,!the!desire!and!need!for!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!came!from!a!nostalgic!idea!of!Mr.!A!who!wanted!to!see!Thai!boat!
vendors!just!like!it!was!in!the!old!days,!and!he!thought!the!original!floating!markets!
had!changed.!On!the!other!hand,!globalisation!and!tourism!had!brought!about!the!
desire!for!the!floating!market,!as!the!owner!said,!‘Tourists!do!not!have!the!
opportunity!to!see!the!Thai!way!of!life!in!Pattaya.’!The!market!thus!presents!the!Thai!
way!of!life!that!he!thought!tourists!might!want!to!see.!Again,!the!need!for!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!was!not!innate,!but!socially!constructed.!!
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Referring!back!to!Baudrillard,!the!needs!of!people!are!not!their!innate!needs,!but!
rather!are!subject!to!the!regulation!of!the!economic!system,!about!which!he!said,!
‘There!are!only!needs!because!the!system!needs!them’!(1981,!p.81).!People’s!needs!
are!socially!constructed!by!market!demand,!and!this!enables!the!capitalist!economy!
to!continue!to!exist.!In!the!case!of!the!two!floating!markets,!tourist!arrivals!facilitated!
the!recreation!of!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!whereas!nostalgia!for!the!Thai!
way!of!life,!along!with!the!arrival!of!tourists,!shaped!the!need!for!a!floating!market!in!
Pattaya!city.!The!needs!of!tourism!influenced!the!needs!of!local!people!to!construct!
the!floating!markets.!Or!rather,!tourist!arrivals!constructed!people’s!needs!for!the!
floating!markets.!The!social!construction!of!needs!makes!globalisation!and!tourism!
prevalent.!This!paves!the!way!for!the!next!stage:!that!the!markets!are!tourist!sites!
because!of!the!circulation!of!value.!
!
!
6.2.2!Forms!of!exchangeYvalue!and!useYvalue!
!
We!need!to!study!the!form!of!value!in!the!two!floating!markets!as!it!will!enable!us!to!
see!how!sign[value!eclipses!exchange[value!and!use[value!at!a!later!stage.!Looking!
back!at!the!discussion!in!the!Baudrillard!chapter,!Marx!and!Engels!see!use[value!as!
different!from!exchange[value,!in!that!the!former!is!the!utility!of!the!object,!while!the!
latter!is!the!quantitative!attribute.!However,!this!might!be!insufficient!in!
understanding!how!exchange[value!and!use[value!exist!in!the!floating!markets.!For!
Baudrillard,!economic!exchange[value!determines!the!use[value!of!the!object.!In!this!
case,!the!exchange[value!of!the!floating!markets!is!derived!from!the!opposing!gaze!
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upon!tourists!as!the!‘other’.!Employing!the!opposing!gaze,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market!uses!different!pricing!of!goods!for!tourists,!whereas!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
collects!an!admission!fee!from!foreign!tourists.!!
!
Forms!of!exchange[value!and!use[value!of!the!floating!markets!will!now!be!
presented.!!
!
ExchangeYvalue!and!the!opposing!gaze!upon!otherness!
!
This!sub[theme!emerged!from!the!interview!data!collected!from!workers!in!the!two!
floating!markets.!Economic!exchangeability!refers!to!‘commission!and!price!for!
foreign!tourists’,!which!implies!unequal!flows!of!cash!between!the!global!(tourists)!
and!local.!Starting!with!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!the!interview!data!about!
unequal!economic!exchange!is!shown!as!follows:!workers!refer!to!foreign!tourists!as!
‘them’.!Foreign!walk[in!tourists,!or!foreign!group!tours,!have!to!pay!for!rowing[boat!
services.!!
!
Each!boat!service!pays!wages!to!their!boat!rowers!(employees),!while!traders!pay!
rent!to!the!boat[services!owner,!and!commission!to!a!boat!rower!if!they!bring!tourists!
to!their!floating!shop!houses!where!tourists!purchase!things.!A!boat[service!owner!
pays!commission!to!a!tour!guide!(group!tours)!or!a!taxi!driver!(walk[in!tourists).!Boat[
ride!services!involving!economic!exchange!are!useful!for!taking!tourists!around!the!
market.!A!boat!ride!is!exchangeable!with!a!fee.!Thus,!economic!exchangeability!
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determines!the!code!of!utility!of!boat[ride!services.!Economic!exchangeability!affects!
their!local!workers’!views!of!tourists!and!their!uses!of!the!floating!market.!
!
‘We!do!not!use!price!tags!here,!as!we!offer!different!prices!for!foreigners!and!Thai!
tourists,!in!that!we!expect!them![foreign!tourists]!to!pay!a!more!expensive!price!than!
the!Thai!tourists!do,!as!the!first!group!has!more!money!for!travelling,!so!they!should!
pay!a!higher!price’!(Ms.!Aey#!n=29#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Me:!Are!most!tourists!here!foreigners?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!we!have!cheap!tours!visiting!the!market!from!June!to!August,!and!
expensive/rich!tours!coming!here!from!November!to!December.!
Me:!What!do!you!mean!by!‘cheap!tour’!and!‘rich!tour’?!
Interviewee:!Cheap!tours!are!tourists!who!buy!nothing!in!the!market,!just!sightsee.!
But!rich!tours![are!tourists!who]!buy!lots!of!souvenirs,![spending]!up!to!10,000!baht!
(about!232!GB!pounds).!
Me:!How!do!you!know!the!difference!between!these!two!groups?!
Interviewee:!The!tour!guides!tell!us!what!grades/types!of!tourists!they!are.!
(Ms.!Aey#!n=29#!female#!Damneon!Saduak)!
!
!
Workers!also!used!the!terms!‘Thai!price’!or!‘foreigner!price’!to!differentiate!between!
Thai!tourists!and!foreigners.!!
!
‘They!are!not!able!to!ask!for!high!prices!with!Thai!tourists!because!Thais!know![if!they!
are!too!high]!and!refuse!to!buy!things.!Thai!and!foreign!tourists!pay!a!different!fee!for!
the!boat[ride!service,!which!costs!450!baht!(about!4!GB!pounds)!for!a!one[hour!
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rowing[boat!ride!for!Thai!tourists,!whereas!it!costs!600[650!baht!(about!13[15!GB!
pounds)!for!foreigners’!(Ms.!Aey#!n=29#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak).!!
!
Another!example!of!‘Thai!price’!and!‘foreigner!price’!is!shown!as!follows.!
!
Me:!If!I!bought!this!product![made!from!coconuts],!how!much!would!it!cost?!
Interviewee:!I!would!sell!it!to!you!for!90!baht![about!1.5[2!GB!pounds].!
Me:!But!how!much!would!you!sell!this!for!to!foreign!tourists?!
Interviewee:!Perhaps!500!baht![about!11.6!GB!pounds].!We!don’t!use!price!tags!
because!of!price!haggling.!Some!items!are!sold!for!500!baht,!but!they![tourists]!
sometimes!only!offer!to!pay!50!baht![about!£1].!!
(Ms.!Pam#!n=21#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
Due!to!the!status!of!the!utility!of!the!floating!market!being!subject!to!the!economic!
exchange[value,!or!unequal!flows!of!cash,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!
definitely!a!tourist!attraction.!What!becomes!use[value!must!accord!with!exchange[
value,!as!seen!in!the!boat[ride!service.!This!service!is!useful!because!it!can!be!
exchangeable!with!money.!Hence,!use[value!does!not!relate!to!the!physical!place.!In!
the!case!of!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!use[value!is!not!different!from!
exchange[value,!as!it!implies!the!economic!exchangeability!with!income!from!
tourists.!The!use[value!of!the!floating!market!is!partially!regulated!by!the!economic!
exchange[value,!especially!regarding!income!from!tourists!and!commission,!hence!it!
becomes!only!the!code!of!utility.!
!
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Regarding!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!it!was!created!as!a!tourist!attraction!where!the!
exchange[value!is!generalised!and!use[value!is!abstract.!The!use[value!of!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!does!not!relate!to!its!physical!location,!a!natural!swamp,!but!rather!
to!the!economic!exchange!due!to!tourism.!Unequal!flows!of!cash!also!affect!the!use[
value!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market.!The!economic!exchange[value!of!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!refers!to!the!admission!fee,!commission,!rent!and!salary.!The!floating!market!
becomes!a!tourist!attraction!because!of!the!admission!fee.!
!
!When!tourists!arrive!at!the!market,!there!are!two!entrances:!the!first!one,!which!has!
‘We!are!Thai,!free!entry’!written!in!Thai!over!it,!is!only!for!Thai!tourists;!the!other!one,!
where!‘Entrance’!is!written!in!English,!is!for!foreign!tourists,!who!have!to!pay!200!
baht!(about!4!GB!pounds)!for!admission.!Traders!pay!rent!to!the!market,!and!the!
market!pays!commission!to!tour!guides!and!salary!to!staff.!Similar!to!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market,!foreigners!are!regarded!as!‘others’!or!‘them’.!So!why!do!
foreign!tourists!have!to!pay!an!admission!fee,!while!it!is!free!for!Thai!tourists?!The!
following!interviews!may!elucidate.!
!
Me:!I!had!heard!from!TripAdvisor!that!some!foreign!tourists!were!not!happy!with!the!
admission!fee.!What!did!you!think!about!this?!
Interviewee:!At!the!entrance,!there!is!a!sign!written!in!Thai,!saying,!‘We!are!Thai,!free!
entry’.!When!you!travel!abroad!and!visit!a!church,!you!pay!an!admission!fee,!right?!
So,!when!you![foreign!tourists]!visit!my!place,!we!ask!you!to!pay!a!cover!charge.!
What’s!wrong!with!that?!You!visit!my!country,!you!have!to!pay.!If!not,!what!is!the!
point!of!having!a!visa?!!
(Mr.!A#!n=8#!male#!Pattaya)!
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Workers!see!foreigners!as!‘them’,!or!‘others’,!so!the!market!requires!them!to!pay!an!
admission!fee.!The!emergence!of!the!market!depends!on!the!admission!fee.!As!well!
as!this,!the!market!uses!the!admission!fee!for!insurance!and!maintenance.!
!
Me:!Why!do!foreign!tourists!have!to!pay!for!admission?!
Interviewee:!We!explain!to!them![tourists]!that!if!an!accident!occurs,!medical!
treatment!would!be!terribly!expensive.!We!ask!foreigners!to!pay!200!baht!for!the!
admission!fee!so!that!they!are!covered!by!insurance.!Before![two!years!ago],!we!did!
not!collect!a!fee.!But!there!was!an!accident!in!the!market!and!they![the!tourist!
involved]!asked!for!compensation.!Foreign!tourists!have!to!go!to!a!place!like!
Bangkok[Pattaya!Hospital,!which!offers!the!best!medical!service!in!Pattaya!and!is!
terribly!expensive.!But!Thai!tourists!are!fine!with!any!local!medical!treatment,!which!
makes!it!easier.!If!foreigners!drop!their!mobile!phones!into!the!water,!or!fall!over,!we!
are!able!to!provide!them!with!insurance.!
Me:!How!often!does!an!accident!occur?!
Interviewee:!Not!that!often,!once!in!a!blue!moon.!We!like!to!make!sure!that!we!can!
take!good!care!of!our!customers!when!they!visit!our!place!!
(Mr.!Sam#!n=3#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
The!use[value!of!tourist!insurance!depends!on!the!admission!fee.!Admission!fees,!
commission!and!rent!are!economic!exchanges!that!constitute!the!status!of!utility!of!
the!market.!The!economic!exchange[value!of!the!floating!markets!produces!the!code!
of!utility,!and!the!circulation!of!value!enables!the!market!to!be!a!tourist[orientated!
place.!!
!
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Having!presented!a!form!of!exchange[value,!a!form!of!use[value!will!be!presented!in!
the!next!section.!
!
Staged!culture!(useYvalue)!
!
Baudrillard!uses!the!term!‘the!code!of!utility’!to!show!how!use[value!is!equivalent!to!
exchange[value.!In!this!case,!the!code!of!utility!refers!to!staged!culture.!The!use[value!
of!the!two!floating!markets!accords!with!the!economic!exchange[value.!Use[value!is!
not!inherent!in!an!object!or!place,!yet!it!is!implicated!in!the!relationship!of!workers!
with!tourism.!Also,!it!accords!with!the!exchange[value!of!tourism.!In!this!section,!we!
will!see!how!exchange[value!takes!the!form!of!use[value.!People!do!not!need!objects!
because!they!are!useful!objects,!but!rather!because!of!the!code!of!the!object.!
Therefore,!both!use[value!and!exchange[value!are!abstract,!and!turn!out!to!be!
equivalence.!!
!
To!exemplify!this!stage,!the!staged[culture!sub[theme!will!be!presented.!In!this!
context,!staged!culture!refers!to!made[up!culture!that!becomes!the!code!of!utility!of!
the!markets,!and!justifies!the!floating!markets!as!tourist!attractions.!For!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market,!the!place!was!formerly!a!real!market!where!local!people!
came!to!sell!and!exchange!local!produce,!
!
In!the!past,!floating!vendors!wore!fruit!farmers’!clothes,!which!were!blouses!with!
bright!colours!and!farmers’!hats,!and!would!row!boats!from!their!orchards!to!the!
market.!This!place!used!to!represent!a!more!natural!way!of!life.!
!
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Me:!Don’t!they!dress!in!farmers’!clothes!now?!
Interviewee:!Only!a!few!people!do,!but!most!people!wear!typical!blouses!and!hats!
because!of!fashion!and!the!media.!
Me:!How!long!ago!did!it!change?!
Interviewee:!About!20!years!ago.!The!construction!of!the!boat!service!replaced!some!
local!people’s!houses.!There!used!to!be!wooden!houses!alongside!the!canals.!
(Ms.!Nat#!n=24#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
From!the!time!that!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!entered!globalisation!and!
tourism,!use[value!has!become!abstract!and,!thus,!the!equivalence!of!exchange!
value.!For!instance,!the!exchange[value!of!boat!services!eclipses!use[value,!and!
triggers!the!code!of!utility.!The!boat!service!does!not!connect!to!the!physical!location!
of!the!place.!As!previously!stated,!the!market!was!relocated!to!another!side!of!the!
canal!because!of!road!construction.!Boats!are!not!the!main!mode!of!transportation!
any!more,!rather!they!are!reduced!to!a!code!of!utility!that!helps!the!floating!market!
function!as!a!tourist[orientated!place!and!meet!tourist!expectations.!
!
Some!boat!vendors!travel!to!the!market!by!car,!then!transfer!to!rowing!boats!that!are!
stationed!at!different!positions!along!the!canal!so!as!to!act!as!floating!vendors.!
Vendors!come!here!by!car!as!they!want!to!avoid!boat!traffic!with!tourist!boats!on!the!
canals.!It’s!easier!for!them!to!use!a!car!(Ms.!Pam#!n=21#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
In!addition,!the!market!changed!its!opening!times.!!
!
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In!the!past,!fruit!farmers!started!selling!produce!before!dawn!and!finished!in!the!
morning!(9/10am).!But!now!the!opening!times!have!changed!for!tourist!arrivals,!
starting!from!9[9.30am!to!12!or!1pm!(Ms.!C#!n=28#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Based!on!the!interview!data,!the!functionality!of!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!
abstract,!with!its!opening!times!being!dependent!on!tourist!arrivals,!and!floating!
vendors!coming!to!the!market!by!car,!not!only!to!sell!produce!and!other!things,!but!
also!to!act!as!floating!vendors.!The!use[value!and!the!existence!of!the!floating!market!
depend!on!tourism.!The!opening!times!are!useful!for!tourists!who!come!to!see!the!
market!in!action.!Also,!since!the!construction!of!the!road,!boats!do!not!provide!the!
main!mode!of!transportation,!they!have!been!replaced!by!cars.!Boat!transportation!
turns!out!to!be!the!code!of!utility!that!enables!vendors!to!act!as!floating!vendors,!
meaning!the!use[value!is!the!equivalence!of!exchange[value!and!vice!versa.!
!
As!a!constructed!market,!the!use[value!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!abstract!as!well.!
The!function!of!boats!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!does!not!relate!to!its!material!
properties,!or!objective!function,!instead!they!become!the!mere!code!of!utility,!
!
We![Pattaya!Floating!Market]!provide!our!traders!with!rowing!boats,!though!the!
traders!don’t!row!them.!Boats!are!stationed!at!different!positions!and!floating!
vendors!don’t!travel!around!the!market.!All!they!need!to!do!is!just!sit!on!the!rowing!
boats!to!sell!food,!namely!roti,!noodles,!grilled[fish!balls!and!the!like!(Mr.!Sam#!n=3#!
male#!Pattaya).!
!
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The!use[value!of!boats!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!does!not!seem!to!relate!to!its!
material!properties!(using!boats!for!transportation),!or!to!have!a!connection!with!the!
subjects!at!all.!The!below!is!an!example.!
!
At!first,!sitting!in!a!rowing!boat!was!tough!and!uncomfortable,!but!I!got!used!to!it.!It!
took!me,!like,!a!week!to!manage!to!sit!on!the!boat.!It!doesn’t!wobble!that!much!now!
(Ms.!Som#!n=14#!female#!Pattaya).!
!
The!code!of!utility!of!boats!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!enables!vendors!to!properly!
perform!as!floating!vendors!in!order!for!the!place!to!become!a!floating!market.!This!is!
because!a!floating!vendor!is!one!of!the!important!components!of!a!floating!market.!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!provides!some!traders!with!rowing!boats.!The!utility!of!
rowing!boats!is!determined!by!economic!exchange,!including!commission,!admission!
fee!and!income,!from!tourists.!Therefore,!floating!vendors!and!rowing!boats!here!are!
examples!of!staged!culture!that!is!orientated!towards!tourists,!and!their!use[value!is!
dependent!on!the!economic!exchangeability!of!tourism.!
!
Regarding!its!opening!times,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!open!from!10am!to!10pm,!!
!
Foreign!tourists,!especially!group!tours,!arrive!in!the!market!from!4pm!to!7pm,!but!
Thai!tourists!usually!come!here!from!12pm!to!4pm!(Mr.!Nat#!n=9#!male#!Pattaya).!
!
The!opening!times!of!the!market!are!dependent!on!the!arrival!of!tourists.!In!this!way,!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!tourist!attraction,!in!that!tourist!demand!affects!the!code!
of!utility!of!the!market.!Therefore,!use[value!is!the!equivalence!of!exchange[value,!
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which!does!not!relate!to!objects!or!subjects.!What!becomes!personal!need!is!
controlled!by!flows!of!tourism.!In!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!the!market!does!not!need!
rowing!boats!because!of!their!objective!function,!but!rather!because!of!the!code!of!
utility.!Rowing!boats!are!a!made[up!cultural!code!of!utility!in!the!market.!Exchange[
value,!as!well!as!codifiable!utility,!leads!to!what!Baudrillard!calls!‘fetishism!of!use[
value’,!which!is!needs!and!desire!for!the!code!of!utility.!This!is!pertinent!to!tourist!
expectation!rather!than!intrinsic!utility.!!
!
The!fetishism!of!the!code!of!utility!will!be!discussed!in!the!next!section.!
!
!
6.2.3!The!fetishism!of!code!
!
Referring!back!to!Baudrillard,!‘the!code’!refers!to!the!code!of!utility,!or!the!status!of!
utility.!He!says!people’s!needs!are!socially!constructed,!and!this!leads!to!‘the!
fetishism!of!use[value’!(Baudrillard!1981,!p.135).!Economic!exchangeability!does!not!
only!eclipse!use[value,!but!also!leads!to!fetishism.!The!fetishism!of!code!occurs!after!
economic!exchange[value!has!come!into!play.!Local!people!fetishise!the!codes!of!the!
tourist[orientated!floating!markets.!The!purpose!of!constructing!Damnoen!Saduak!
and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!does!not!relate!to!the!physical!attributes!of!the!places,!
rather!it!accords!with!tourist!expectations!and!demand.!!
!
The!following!sections!further!elaborate!on!the!fetishism!of!code!under!the!sub[
theme!of!tourist[orientated!change,!by!looking!at!data!obtained!from!interviews!with!
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workers!in!the!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets.!According!to!the!data,!
the!fetishism!of!code!means!the!idea!of!the!places!meets!tourist!expectations.!!
!
TouristYorientated!change!
!
As!stated!in!the!previous!data!section,!tourist!arrivals!and!road!construction!brought!
about!the!wish!to!re[establish!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!while!the!idea!of!
nostalgia,!along!with!tourism,!recreates!Pattaya!Floating!Market!as!a!tourist!
attraction.!The!construction!of!the!floating!markets!was!about!passion!for!tourist[
orientated!codes,!which!means!the!idea!of!the!local!floating!market!was!introduced!
by!flows!of!tourism.!The!reinvention!of!the!floating!markets!needs!to!meet!tourist!
expectations.!For!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!workers!said!it!had!changed!
from!being!part!of!a!local!way!of!life!to!being!a!‘tourist[orientated!place’.!The!first!
change!was!the!purpose!of!the!floating!market.!!
!
It!used!to!be!a!fruit!market!where!traders!brought!produce!from!their!own!fruit!
orchards!to!sell!and!exchange!with!one!another!(Ms.!Jin#!n=26#!female#!Damnoen!
Saduak).!
!
Having!changed!the!purpose!of!the!market,!the!place!became!a!tourist[orientated!
site.!After!seeing!a!significant!increase!in!the!number!of!tourists!visiting,!the!floating!
market!moved!to!another!side!of!the!canal,!next!to!the!main!road.!This!means!that!
the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!was!relocated!for!tourist[orientated!
purposes.!The!needs!of!local!people,!and!the!original!purpose!of!the!market,!have!
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been!substituted!with!a!tourist[orientated!place,!as!the!following!interview!data!
shows.!
!
Me:!Was!the!floating!market!located!here!first?!
Interviewee:!No,!it!wasn’t!on!this!side,!but!the!other!side!of!the!canal.!The!market!
was!moved!here!because!cars!could!only!access!this!side!of!the!canals.!The!market!
moved!to!this!side!about!20!to!30!years!ago.!!
(Ms.!Pam#!n=21#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
Having!been!relocated,!other!changes!occurred!in!the!floating!market.!As!interviewee!
no.7!said,!‘The!floating!market!is!privately!run!by!the!different!owners!of!boat!
services,!and!there!are!about!10!boat!services!inside!and!outside!the!market’!(Mr.!
Yingyong#!n=25#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Apart!from!the!relocation!and!private!boat!services,!there!have!been!other!tourist[
orientated!changes,!namely!a!few!boat!vendors,!more!tourist!boats,!motorboats,!
tourist[orientated!careers,!a!better!economy!and!income,!a!reduction!in!boat!
transportation,!an!increase!in!car!transportation,!and!extended!waterways.!The!
below!is!an!example.!
!
I!stopped!driving!boats!because!of!road!transportation![networks]!that!now!link!to!
other!areas!in!the!city.!Fewer!tourists!came!to!the!market!by!boat.!In!the!past,!there!
was!only!one!boat!service.!Now,!there!are!many!boat!services!to!take!tourists!in!and!
around!the!market!(Mr.Pete#!n=19#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
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Those!changes!made!the!floating!market!become!tourist[orientated.!The!place!does!
not!depend!on!the!needs!of!local!people!or!the!purpose!of!the!original!floating!
market.!The!passion!for!reviving!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!regulated!by!the!
code!of!tourism,!such!as!boat!services!for!tourists.!!
!
Unlike!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!did!not!change!
from!being!part!of!the!local!way!of!life!to!a!tourist!place,!rather!it!appears!to!have!
been!tourist[orientated!since!the!very!beginning,!and!thus!is!inevitably!subject!to!
economic!exchange[value!and!the!code!of!tourism.!The!code!here!is!the!idea!of!a!
floating!market!that!accords!with!tourist!expectations,!whereby!the!place!may!offer!a!
differentiated!experience!for!tourists.!For!Thai!tourists,!their!experience!is!
differentiated!from!the!outset!with!signage!in!Thai!reading!‘We!are!Thai,!free!entry’.!
When!asked!‘What!do!you!want!Thai!tourists!to!see!in!your!place?’!interviewees!said!
they!wanted!them!to!see!traditional!Thai!culture!from!back!in!the!old!times,!which!
can’t!be!found!elsewhere.!!
!
Similarly,!Cohen!regards!Pattaya!Floating!Market!as!an!‘innovative!new!floating!
market’!that!is!themed!to!present!aspects!of!Old!Siam,!or!Thailand,!in!the!
architecture,!or!decor,!albeit!seen!in!business!enterprises!established!by!private!
entrepreneurs!and!planned!as!all[inclusive!projects!(2016,!pp.74[75).!For!Thai!
tourists,!the!code!of!nostalgia!helps!establish!a!place!as!a!tourist!site.!Additionally,!
there!are!other!significant!tourist[orientated!changes,!as!seen!in!the!following!
exchange.!
!
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Me:!What!has!been!a!significant!change!in!the!market?!
Interviewee:!Well,!we!didn’t!call!it!change,!as!the!concept!of!the!place!was!the!same,!
but!we!called!it!‘development’,!a!constant!development.!We!had!old!and!new!
customers,!old!and!new!shops.!We!expanded!the!market!and!created!new!things!that!
better!fitted!in!the!market.!So,!this!was!development!rather!than!change.!!
(Mr.!Brad#!n=10#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!growing!place!where!the!market!has!become!expanded,!
and!has!experienced!the!construction!of!phase!2!and!3.!The!development!of!the!
market!might!refer!to!‘a!good!change’.!The!expansion!of!the!floating!market!also!
meant!lots!of!shops,!more!tourists,!more!traders,!bigger!tourist!attractions!and!better!
tourist!services.!Another!important!tourist[orientated!change!was!the!construction!of!
photographic!backdrops.!
!
Me:!How!long!have!you!been!working!in!the!market?!
Interviewee:!About!one!and!a!half!years.!
Me:!From!the!time!you!started!working!here!until!now![April!2015],!what!has!been!
the!most!significant!change?!
Interviewee:!In!order!to!work!in!the!floating!market,!I!graduated!with!my!first!
degree,!in!Communication!Arts,!from!a!university!in!Bangkok.!While!I!was!at!
university,!I!joined!a!drama!club!and!I!worked!backstage.!When!I!first!came!to!the!
market,!the!market!had!no!photography!spot,!or!backdrop.!Social!media!is!important.!
Tourists!visiting!a!place!always!take!photos!with!lovely!backdrops!that!they!want!to!
share!on!Facebook.!So!I!initiated!the!creation!of!backdrops!and!we!received!good!
feedback!from!tourists.!They!enjoyed!taking!photos!and!sharing!them!on!Facebook,!
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and!this!was!free!advertising!for!the!market!that!encouraged!tourists’!friends!and!
friends!of!friends!to!visit!the!market.!!
(Ms.!Petch#!n=6#!female#!Pattaya)!
!
From!the!interview!data,!tourist[orientated!changes!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!
including!the!expansion!of!the!market,!the!backdrops,!and!more!besides,!do!not!
relate!to!the!physical!place,!which!used!to!be!a!natural!swamp,!or!to!the!subjects,!or!
the!workers!who!are!employed!in!the!market.!Instead,!the!expansion!of!the!market,!
the!construction!of!phases!2!and!3,!as!well!as!the!backdrops,!represent!the!passion!
for!the!codes!of!a!tourist[orientated!place.!!
!
Therefore,!those!changes!are!not!free!from!global!flows.!Tourist[oriented!codes!
regulate!workers’!skills!and!help!them!establish!the!floating!market.!They!also!affect!
the!purpose!of!the!floating!market,!for!example,!the!creation!of!picturesque!
backdrops!change!the!codes!of!tourist[orientated!places,!the!organisation!of!the!
relationship!between!the!objects!in!the!places,!and!the!relationship!between!workers!
and!tourists.!Backdrops!present!the!way!the!market!should!be!framed,!or!gazed!
upon.!Tourists!know!what!to!do,!they!enjoy!taking!photos,!while!workers!encourage!
them!to!share!the!photos!on!Facebook.!!
!
Moreover,!Baudrillard!sees!the!generalisation!of!exchange[value!as!being!associated!
with!fetishism.!The!reconstruction!of!the!markets!does!not!depend!on!the!needs!of!
the!subjects,!but!is!subject!to!the!economic!exchange[value!induced!by!flows!of!
tourism.!The!passion!for!the!codes!of!tourist[orientated!places!constitutes!the!desire!
of!people,!and!continually!maintains!the!spread!of!tourism.!Fetishism!closely!relates!
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to!the!generalisation!of!exchange[value,!whereby!objects!become!commutable!with!
sign[value.!With!the!fetishism!of!tourist[orientated!codes,!Damnoen!Saduak!and!
Pattaya!Floating!Markets!saw!their!sign[value!transform.!
!
6.2.4!The!play!of!representations!
!
Referring!back!to!the!Baudrillard!chapter,!the!generalisation!of!exchange[value!
facilitates!sign[value,!meaning!the!production!of!commodities!is!accompanied!by!
signification.!As!Baudrillard!states,!sign[value!takes!the!forms!of!exchange[value!and!
use[value,!whereby!exchange[value!can!function!as!‘discourse!of!communication’,!or!
in!this!case,!is!a!cultural!message!for!tourists,!while!use[value!is!only!decoded!as!sign.!
So!what!forms!of!signifier!and!signified!does!the!circulation!of!value!produce?!We!can!
discover!this!from!the!following!data.!
!
Analogy!
17
!!!!!!!!!!! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17!The!informant!no.30#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak!sent!me!the!photograph!on!the!left,!which!is!the!
original!floating!market!in!1970,!when!it!was!called!Klong!Lud!Pee!Floating!Market.!Please!visit!
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The!picture!on!the!left!is!of!the!original!floating!market!of!Damnoen!Saduak,!while!
the!picture!on!the!right!is!of!its!current!incarnation.!In!the!context!of!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market,!the!analogy!refers!to!‘the!old!market’!and!‘the!new!market’.!
Despite!moving!to!the!other!side!of!the!canal,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!sells!
itself!as!the!original.!What!happened!before!that?!A!worker!compares!the!traditional!
floating!market!with!the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!below.!
!
More!than!30!years!ago![1985[1986],!there!was!the!old,!traditional!and!original!
floating!market,!named!Khlong!Lud!Pee!Floating!Market!or!Lao!Tak!Lak!Floating!
Market![a!Chinese!name],!which!was!located!on!another!side!of!the!canals!and!run!by!
the!local!municipality.!We!called!it!‘the!old!market’!and!it!used!to!be!a!local!trading!
centre,!selling!produce!from!local!fruit!orchards.!King!Rama!V!allocated!this!land!to!
Chinese!immigrants.!Local!culture!was!thus!a!mixture!of!Chinese!and!Thai!culture!
(Mr.!Yingsak#!n=30#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
The!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!not!the!original!market,!it!replaced!
the!old!and!original!floating!market,!Khlong!Lud!Pee!Floating!Market.!The!old!market,!
which!had!existed!for!more!than!100!years,!disappeared!because!of!the!relocation.!
Thus,!the!relocation!of!the!market!caused!the!code!of!utility!to!substitute!its!objective!
utility.!The!code!of!utility!is!dependent!upon!tourist!arrivals.!The!use[value!of!the!
current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!an!effect!of!exchange[value.!The!
existence!of!the!floating!market!is!a!signifier,!and!the!original!place!is!a!signified.!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xWNcvtGEeY8&feature=youtu.be!to!see!a!full!video.!The!
photograph!on!the!right,!taken!by!me,!is!of!the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market.!
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Having!been!moved!to!the!other!side!of!the!canal,!the!old!floating!market!
disappeared.!The!current!floating!market!has!been!established!and!privately!owned!
by!different!boat[service!owners,!but!has!been!functioning!as!an!original!floating!
market.!However,!for!the!past!10!years,!the!local!municipality!has!revived!‘the!old!
market’!on!Lud!Pee!Canal!in!order!to!preserve!and!bring!back!local!traditional!culture.!
!
Me:!Do!you!mean!there!are!two!floating!markets!at!the!moment?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market![the!current!market]!was!the!
first!floating!market!of!Thailand!to!be!widely!popular!among!tourists.!But,!Khlong!Lud!
Pee,!or!Lao!Tak!Lak!Floating!Market,!is!called!‘the!old!market’.!The!floating!market!
used!to!be!located!on!the!Lud!Pee!Canal,!then!moved!to!the!Damnoen!Saduak!Canal,!
for!it!was!much!more!convenient!for!car!transportation.!Now,!the!municipality!is!
reviving!the!old!floating!market.!
Me:!Now?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!only!some!tourists!visit!the!old!market.!Attractive!spots!are!the!Big!
Buddha!of!Rad!Charoentum!Temple,!rowing!boats!and!the!traditional!Thai!way!of!life.!
It’s!open!daily.!If!tourists!came!here,!they!would!see!a!natural!way!of!life.!
Me:!Are!there!several!shops!in!the!old!market?!
Interviewee:!Well,!some!shops,!but!not!as!many!as!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market.!
Me:!How!long!have!you!been!reviving!the!old!market?!
Interviewee:!For!a!long!time,!about!10!years.!The!anniversary!of!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!was!held!in!the!old!market.!!
(Ms.!Nat#!n=24#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
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Also,!the!old!market!is!run!by!the!local!municipality,!but!is!not!that!popular!with!
tourists.!There’s!one!coffee!shop!and!one!noodles!boat!over!there.!Group!tours!don’t!
come!to!the!old!market!as!it!is!not!close!to!the!main!road.!Most!vendors!go!to!the!
new!market!(Ms.!Wang#!n=22#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
From!the!interview!data,!the!economic!exchange[value!of!tourism!makes!the!floating!
market!(signifier)!become!a!tourist!attraction!to!display!the!local!way!of!life!(the!code!
of!utility),!with!the!place!claiming!to!be!the!original!(signified).!Whereas!the!revived!
old!market!that!is!useful!for!displaying!and!preserving!the!natural!way!of!life!(use[
value),!becomes!merely!the!old!market!(signified).!The!old!market!that!used!to!be!the!
original!water!trading!centre!does!not!appear!to!be!the!original,!as!the!existence!of!
the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!does!not!allow!the!other!one!to!do!so.!!
!
In!other!words,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!the!analogy!of!the!old!revived!
floating!market,!with!the!current!market!selling!itself!as!being!original.!Additionally,!
its!code!of!utility,!or!use[value!that!is!abstract,!is!only!the!effect!of!the!economic!
exchange[value,!or!signifier.!The!old!market!is!reduced!to!being!the!alibi!of!the!
current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market.!The!old!floating!market!and!the!current!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!involve!both!the!logic!of!the!commodity!and!the!
logic!of!sign.!The!objective!utility!of!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!abstract!
because!of!the!relocation!of!the!market.!The!market!was!moved!to!the!other!side!of!
the!canal,!next!to!the!main!road.!It!does!not!serve!the!original!purpose!of!the!place!
any!more.!!
!
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To!generalise!exchange[value,!it!functions!as!a!form!of!communication,!whereby!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!represents!the!original!way!of!life.!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market!functions!as!a!sign!object,!with!its!existence!being!an!effect!of!
sign[value.!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!a!tourist!attraction!comprising!a!
combinatory!of!signs,!including!the!canal,!boat!transportation,!boat!service,!wooden!
houses,!floating!vendors,!rowing!boats,!shops,!and!more!besides.!The!exchange[value!
and!signifier!have!become!the!legitimisation!of!utilities!of!those!objects.!
!
Regarding!the!revived!old!market,!it!was!re[established!by!the!local!municipality!to!
preserve!local!traditions!and!the!culture!of!the!past.!The!relation!of!exchange[value!
with!use[value!is!equivalent!to!the!relation!of!signifier!with!the!signified,!for!the!
revived!old!market!does!not!serve!its!objective!function.!Furthermore,!the!old!market!
is!a!substitute!for!the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market.!Tourist!arrivals!
caused!the!old!market!to!disappear,!as!it!did!not!fit!into!the!context!of!tourism.!The!
objective!utility!of!the!old!floating!market!is!abstract!and!renders!the!place!
exchangeable!with!tourist[orientated!signs!in!accordance!with!tourism.!Since!the!
revived!old!market!has!lost!its!original!status!to!the!current!floating!market,!it!is!
subject!to!another!set!of!tourist[orientated!signs,!or!‘the!discourse!of!communication’!
(exchange[value),!such!as!one!coffee!shop,!a!rowing!boat,!a!noodles!boat,!a!natural!
way!of!life,!and!the!like,!so!as!to!rationalise!the!utility!of!the!market.!!
!
The!signifier!and!signified!of!the!revived!old!market!turn!out!to!accord!with!the!
current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!and!tourism.!In!this!way,!the!circulation!of!
use[value!and!exchange[value,!and!of!signifier!and!signified,!affects!the!emergence!of!
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the!old!and!current!floating!markets!as!tourist!attractions,!with!the!objective!utility!of!
the!floating!markets!being!equivalent!to!convertible!signs!that!only!produce!its!
rationalised!social!usage.!In!contrast!to!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!is!not!an!analogy!of!an!old!floating!market,!instead!it!is!an!inherent!
copy.!The!differentiation!between!Pattaya!Floating!Market!and!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!will!be!elaborated!on!in!the!next!sub[section!
!
Manipulating!signs!
!
Prior!to!elaborating!on!interview!data,!it!needs!to!be!stressed!that!the!logic!of!the!
commodity!is!equivalent!to!the!logic!of!the!sign.!Instead!of!using!the!word!‘analogy’,!
the!term!‘manipulating!signs’!will!be!employed!to!show!how!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
engages!the!play!of!representation,!where!the!place!becomes!partially!connected!to,!
and!disconnected!from,!the!original!floating!market.!!
!
18
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!taken!from!www.bangkok.com/pattaya/floating[market.html!
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This!picture!shows!what!Pattaya!Floating!Market!currently!looks!like.!It!is!a!recent!and!
new!place,!having!been!constructed!in!2008.!But!paradoxically,!it!presents!well[
organised!and!well[displayed!ancient!Thai!culture.!Coded!data,!derived!from!
interviews!with!workers!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!are!categorised!into!two!types:!
an!analogy!or!connection!to!the!original!floating!market;!and!disconnection!from!the!
floating!market.!Informants!were!asked!the!question,!‘As!a!simulated!place,!what!
made!tourists!know!that!they!should!visit!the!floating!market?’!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!needs!signs!to!become!a!floating!market,!including!boat!vendors,!floating!
shops,!waterways,!the!ambience!of!water!trading,!river!banks,!piers,!wooden!houses,!
stalls!on!wooden!paths,!cooking!on!small!rowing!boats!and!boat!rides.!These!sign!
objects!take!the!form!of!the!floating!market!and!affect!the!emergence!of!the!place!as!
tourist!attraction.!
!
However,!some!informants!regarded!the!market!as!different!from!the!original!
floating!markets,!as!seen!below.!
!
Well,!we!have!an!amphibious!boat!here!that!tourists!could!have!a!ride!on.!We!were!
located!in!Pattaya!city,!which!was!one!of!the!most!famous!cities!for!tourists!(Mr.!
Chris#!n=2#!male#!Pattaya).!
!
Amphibious!boats!and!the!location!are!sign!objects!that!disconnect!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!from!original!floating!markets.!The!most!significant!thing!is!‘being!a!copy’,!
which!means!a!constructed!place!intrinsically!becomes!a!tourist!attraction!from!the!
very!beginning.!The!market!is!sold!as!a!commodity!to!tourists,!and!its!use[value!is!
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only!an!effect!of!exchange[value.!Referring!back!to!Baudrillard,!the!logic!of!the!
commodity!thus!anchors!it!in!the!logic!of!the!sign.!
!
The!floating!market!was!constructed!to!welcome!tourist!arrivals!in!famous!Pattaya!
city.!As!a!tourist!attraction,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!subject!to!exchange[value!that!
functions!as!economic!exchangeability!and!communication!exchangeability.!Sign[
value!comes!into!play,!and!it!eclipses!exchange[value!and!use[value.!Indeed,!sign[
value!functions!as!exchange[value!and!use[value.!The!relationship!of!exchange[value!
with!use[value,!as!well!as!the!relationship!of!the!signifier!with!the!signified!becomes!
the!differential!combination!of!signs.!In!this!way,!exchange[value!does!not!only!refer!
to!tourist!arrivals,!but!also!to!‘the!discourse!of!communication’,!which!is!
interchangeable!with!other!signs,!or!signifiers.!Thus,!use[value!becomes!decoded,!or!
signified;!for!instance,!boat!vendors!and!waterways!are!reduced!to!being!an!analogy!
of!the!original!floating!market.!
!
Use[value!and!the!signified!become!the!alibis!of!economic!exchange[value!and!
signifier!respectively.!Or!rather,!the!former!is!created!in!accordance!with!the!latter.!
The!boat!vendors,!waterways,!ambience,!floating!shops,!and!more!besides,!are!signs!
that!show!connection!to!the!original!floating!market,!whereas!the!place!that!is!a!
copy,!with!
19
amphibious!boats,!an!attractive!location,!regional!Thai!performances!and!
popularity!as!a!film!location!are!convertible!signs!that!represent!a!disconnection!from!
original!floating!markets.!With!commutable!signs!that!connect!to!and!disconnect!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19!These!signs!that!show!a!disconnection!from!original!floating!markets!will!be!elaborated!in!chapter!7!
and!8!
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from!floating!markets,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!marks!itself!as!a!differentiated!tourist!
attraction.!!
!
Having!elaborated!on!the!circulation!of!value!and!signs,!we!can!see!how!sign[value!
appears!to!function!as!the!exchange[value!and!use[value!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!
Pattaya!Floating!Markets.!It!is!important!now!to!direct!our!attention!to!tourists!in!
terms!of!their!perception!of!the!floating!markets,!which!enables!us!to!understand!
how!signs!communicate!with!tourists,!and!results!in!the!two!floating!markets!
appearing!on!the!tourist!stage.!
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6.3!Tourist!perceptions!
!
To!study!tourists!who!have!been!to!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets,!I!
conducted!documentary!research,!selecting!the!30!most!recent!comments!for!each!
market!that!tourists!posted!on!TripAdvisor!from!04/06/2015!to!20/06/2015.!They!
were!from!tourists!who!had!been!part!of!group!tours!and!independent!travellers.!
Data!obtained!from!TripAdvisor!suggests!that!tourists!are!able!to!go!with!the!flow.!
With!the!circulation!of!value,!along!with!the!play!of!representation,!most!tourists!find!
the!two!floating!markets!acceptable.!
!
Being!acceptable!for!tourists!means!that!the!markets!are!worth!visiting.!At!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market,!tourists!saw!it!as!the!original.!Based!on!the!comments,!being!
an!acceptable!experience!is!divided!into!three!groups.!First,!the!market!was!
acceptable!for!them!because!it!appeared!to!be!the!original!place.!!
!
It!was!the!original!floating!market,!although!it!did!seem!to!be!a!bit!organised!
(comment!no.7#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Second,!the!market!was!an!acceptable!place,!in!that!they!could!enjoy!things!in!the!
market,!such!as!buying!food!and!taking!a!boat!ride.!
!
I!saw!tourists!having!fun!with!buying!food!and!other!items!(comment!no.4#!Damnoen!
Saduak)!
!
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It!was!a!nice!experience!to!be!on!a!boat!and!have!a!meal!on!a!boat!(comment!no.17#!
Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Third,!although!the!market!was!a!construct!for!tourists,!it!was!worth!a!visit.!For!
example,!!
!
It!was!really!not!a!typical!market!any!more,!it!was!more!a!tourist!spot,!but!it!was!still!
worth!the!visit!(comment!no.22#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
It!was!worth!seeing!and!bargaining!(comment!no.5#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
It!was!a!tourist!trap,!yet!you!should!visit!once!for!the!sake!of!saying!been!there!and!
done!that!(comment!no.13#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Going!for!the!experience!(comment!no.19#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
At!this!point,!what!affects!tourist!perceptions!of!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!
not!the!objective!utility,!but!rather!the!sign[value.!The!exchange[value!of!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market,!or!‘discourse!of!communication’,!determines!the!code!of!
utility!or!signified,!for!instance,!being!acceptable!means!that!the!place!is!either!
original,!or!worth!a!visit!for!the!sake!of!saying!‘been!there’,!while!those!meanings!
(use[value)!are!rational!decoding.!Sign[value!takes!the!form!of!exchange[value!and!
use[value,!and!it!generalises!exchange[value!and!rationalises!use[value.!!
!
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In!relation!to!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!being!an!acceptable!place!for!tourists!showed!
what!they!enjoyed!in!the!market.!The!following!comments!are!examples.!
!
There!were!8!boats!in!my!hour!visit,!and!2!boats!played!some!lovely!music.!The!
market!was!nice!with!various!food!and!souvenir!options!(comment!no.8#!Pattaya).!
!
There!were!lots!to!do!and!to!explore,!and!it!offered!a!good!family!experience!
(comment!no.21#!Pattaya).!
!
The!things!that!made!Pattaya!Floating!Market!acceptable!for!tourists!were!the!boats,!
music,!activity,!family!experience,!food!and!souvenirs.!As!with!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market,!visiting!the!floating!market!was!also!a!must[do!activity!for!tourists.!
!
It!was!nice!to!go!to!say!you!have!been!there!(comment!no.8#!Pattaya).!
!
According!to!the!comments!on!TripAdvisor,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!an!acceptable!
place!for!tourists,!as!there!are!many!things!in!the!market!to!be!enjoyed.!Some!of!the!
posters!stated!that!they!had!visited!the!place!for!the!sake!of!saying!‘been!there’.!An!
attempt!to!construct!an!acceptable!place!for!tourists!bolsters!the!exchange[value!of!
the!floating!market!so!that!the!market!meets!tourist!expectations,!and!sign!exchange[!
value!as!‘the!discourse!of!communication’!helps!legitimise!use[value.!For!instance,!if!
tourists!see!some!boats!during!their!visit,!they!find!the!market!acceptable.!!
!
However,!some!tourists!re[read!signs!of!the!floating!markets!differently!from!the!
cultural!connotations!attributed!by!the!markets.!From!the!data,!some!tourists!
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perceive!the!two!markets!as!a!must[do!activity,!meaning!they!just!follow!the!codes!
and!norms!of!holidays!without!paying!attention!to!the!special!cultural!messages!of!
each!market.!In!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets,!signs!of!the!original!
market!and!of!traditional!culture!may!not!be!that!important!for!tourists,!because!they!
just!want!to!enjoy!seeing!a!market.!The!markets!are!acceptable!to!them!because!they!
are!enjoyable!places.!!
!
Although!Baudrillard’s!theory!enables!us!to!see!how!sign[value!takes!the!forms!of!
use[value!and!exchange[value,!his!theory!might!oversimplify!issues!of!value!and!code.!
We!will!now!move!on!to!the!discussion!section.!
!
!
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6.4!Theoretical!discussions!!
!!
6.4.1!The!conception!of!globalised!tourism!
!
We!might!say!that!circulation!of!value!and!sign!tourism!in!the!floating!markets!
becomes!global,!for!the!places!involve!the!movement!of!people,!flows!of!culture!and!
the!movement!of!capital!as!the!existing!literature!says.!But!the!term!‘global!tourism’!
cannot!tell!us!how!global!flows!affect!tourism!in!a!local!place.!As!stated!previously!in!
the!Baudrillard!chapter,!globalised!tourism!refers!to!the!effect!of!global!flows!on!
tourism!in!a!local!place!where!the!difference!between!contrived!culture!for!tourists!
and!the!local!culture!is!effaced.!In!this!chapter,!I!will!show!that!what!is!globalised!is!
the!exchangeability!of!each!floating!market!with!money!and!cultural!signs.!In!this!
manner,!tourism!in!the!floating!markets!that!is!inherently!local!becomes!globalised!
rather!than!global,!since!their!use[value!becomes!exchangeable!with!other!cultural!
signs.!!
!
This!makes!the!utilities!of!the!revived!traditional!floating!market!(Damnoen!Saduak)!
and!of!the!artificial!floating!market!(Pattaya)!replaceable.!Damnoen!Saduak!and!
Pattaya!Floating!Markets!have!become!tourist!attractions,!and!the!emergence!of!the!
places!is!subject!to!economic!exchange[value!induced!by!global!flows.!This!causes!the!
use[value!of!the!floating!markets!to!be!recreated!in!accordance!with!tourist!demand.!
This!can!refer!back!to!Baudrillard’s!hyperculture.!The!code!of!utility!introduced!by!the!
global!replaces!the!real!use[value!of!the!floating!markets,!for!example,!the!sign[value!
of!boat!services!in!the!floating!markets!eclipses!the!use[value!of!boats!for!
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transportation.!The!distinction!between!use[value!of!an!object/!place!and!the!code!of!
utility!for!tourist!purposes!is!eroded.!Although!Baudrillard’s!idea!enables!my!thesis!to!
develop!the!concept!of!globalised!tourism,!his!work!has!some!limitations!in!
understanding!use[value!and!‘the!code’.!!
!
6.4.2!The!limitations!of!Baudrillard’s!theory!
!
ExchangeYvalue!and!useYvalue!
!
Use[value!has!no!autonomy!at!all!(Baudrillard!1981,!p.139).!This!implies!exchange[
value!and!use[value!have!a!causal!relationship,!whereby!the!former!determines!the!
latter.!However,!Baudrillard!is!too!pessimistic!in!denying!that!use[value!has!
autonomy.!In!this!way,!Baudrillard’s!work!still!represents!economic!reductionism,!
through!which!he!regards!needs,!desire!and!use[value!to!be!socially!constructed!in!
accordance!with!economic!exchangeability.!Use[value,!to!some!extent,!is!subject!to!
economic!exchangeability!and!communication!exchangeability,!or!sign[value,!in!
tourism,!though!it!also!relates!to!people’s!needs!and!desires.!I!would!say!use[value!of!
the!markets!as!well!as!people’s!needs!can!change!anyway,!depending!on!the!current!
context.!We!don’t!expect!the!utility!of!places/objects!to!remain!the!same.!
!
It!is!impossible!to!say!use[value!does!not!relate!to!personal!satisfaction!at!all.!!
!
Kellner!argues!that!we!are!able!to!specify!what!needs!and!use[values!of!various!
commodities!serve!our!own!purposes!and!self[defined!needs,!but!to!at!least!some!
degree!one!can!generally!determines!one’s!needs,!or!create!one’s!own!use[values,!
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and!hence!evaluate!commodities!in!accordance!with!their!uses!for!specific!ends!and!
projects!(1989,!p.38).!!
!
In!contrast!to!Baudrillard,!Kellner!regards!use[value!as!subjective,!whereby!people!
can!use!commodities!to!satisfy!self[defined!needs.!One’s!own!use[value!might!be!
different!from!another’s!use[value;!what!is!useful!for!one!group!of!people!might!not!
satisfy!a!different!group.!In!reference!to!the!case!studies,!the!floating!markets!are!
tourist!attractions!and!they!may!satisfy!local!people’s!needs.!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!was!established!after!being!moved!to!the!other!side!of!the!canals,!
next!to!the!main!road!in!order!to!be!convenient!for!tourists!travelling!to!the!market!
by!car.!The!arrival!of!tourists!has!caused!significant!changes!in!the!market,!yet!the!
code!of!utility!induced!by!tourism!may!be!internalised,!which!then!becomes!the!local!
people’s!use!of!the!market.!Because!of!road!construction,!local!workers!travel!to!the!
floating!market!by!car,!then!transfer!to!boat!in!order!to!act!as!floating!vendors.!!
!
Their!mode!of!transportation,!along!with!staged!culture,!turns!out!to!fulfil!local!
people’s!needs,!with!them!commuting!to!the!floating!market!by!car!so!as!to!avoid!
tourist!boats!on!the!canals.!Commuting!to!the!market!by!car!takes!less!time!than!by!
boat.!In!this!way,!use[value!appears!to!be!the!everyday!culture!of!local!people!who!
are!able!to!make!use!of!the!market!to!satisfy!their!needs.!On!the!one!hand,!the!utility!
of!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!dependent!on!the!economic!exchange[value!
in!tourism,!though!on!the!other!hand,!this!may!become!routine!in!people’s!everyday!
life!so!that!that!they!can!make!use!of!it!for!different!ends.!
!
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In!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!tourist!arrivals!and!economic!exchange!play!a!more!
important!role!in!determining!the!code!of!utility!than!they!do!in!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market.!This!is!because!the!place!was!a!constructed!market,!or!a!copy,!from!
the!very!beginning.!The!owner!of!this!land!had!a!natural!swamp!and!wanted!to!see!
Thai!floating!vendors!like!it!used!to!be!in!the!past.!So!he!decided!to!build!the!floating!
market!to!preserve!the!traditional!Thai!way!of!life.!Although!the!economic!exchange[
value!and!globalised!tourism!affect!the!use[value!of!the!market,!creating!the!floating!
market,!to!some!degree,!fulfils!the!self[defined!needs!of!the!owner.!Since!the!place!
did!not!spontaneously!occur,!the!construction!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market!depends!on!
the!owner’s!motivation!to!preserve!Thai!culture.!The!utility!of!the!place,!in!this!way,!is!
subjective.!
!
Regarding!the!two!floating!markets,!their!use[value!has,!to!some!extent,!autonomy!
that!pertains!to!self[defined!needs!and!individual!needs.!This!thesis!suggests!that!
exchange[value!and!use[value!are!not!necessarily!involved!in!a!causal!relationship!
where!the!latter!is!only!an!effect!of!the!former.!Rather,!the!relationship!of!exchange[
value!with!use[value!may!be!reciprocal,!with!use[value!juxtaposing!with!one’s!own!
needs,!and!tourism,!for!instance!road!construction!in!Damnoen!Saduak,!not!only!
serving!tourists,!but!also!being!useful!for!local!people!–!for!example,!it!improves!the!
transportation!system!in!the!local!area.!Therefore,!use[value!does!not!necessarily!
depend!on!exchange[value.!
!
Regarding!tourists,!the!floating!markets!are!an!acceptable!experience!for!them!
because!of!their!cultural!messages!and!sign[value,!rather!than!the!objective!utility!of!
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the!markets.!For!example,!they!perceive!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!as!
original,!and!their!perception!is!consonant!with!the!cultural!connotation!created!by!
the!place.!Or!rather,!the!tourists!just!follow!the!norms!and!codes!of!holidaying!in!
Thailand,!whereby!they!view!the!two!markets!as!must[do!activities.!However,!the!
utility!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!for!tourists!may!differ!from!
that!for!local!people.!Tourists!find!these!two!markets!acceptable!as!they!can!enjoy!
seeing!things!in!the!places!rather!than!conforming!to!codes!and!holidays.!!
!
Tourists,!in!this!way,!are!able!to!perform!‘the!second!gaze’!as!suggested!by!
MacCannell!(2001).!Referring!back!to!the!review!chapter!of!tourism,!MacCannell!
contends!that!tourists!know!a!place!is!not!original!and!is!constructed,!and!they!do!not!
believe!what!they!see.!They!know!something!may!be!hidden!behind!it.!In!the!case!of!
the!two!markets,!the!data!show!some!tourists!do!not!perceive!the!places!according!to!
the!cultural!messages!and!signs!of!the!floating!markets.!Instead,!they!perform!their!
own!gaze,!through!which!they!view!the!floating!markets!as!enjoyable.!
!
Regarding!Baudrillard,!his!work!may!have!limitations!in!understanding!sign[value,!
since!it!is!reduced!to!be!the!effect!of!economy,!whereby!he!states!the!logic!of!
commodity!is!associated!with!the!logic!of!signification.!However,!Böhme!and!Engels[
Schwarzpaul!argue!that!the!aesthetic,!or!stage[value,!is!an!autonomous!type!of!value,!
with!further!qualities!being!added!in!order!to!exchange!a!commodity’s!exchange[
value,!and!the!aesthetic!economy!linked!with!developed!capitalism!witnessing!the!
relative!increase!of!commodities!that!only!have!aesthetic!value!(2016,!p.11).!
Aesthetic!value!sounds!similar!to!the!discourse!communication!(sign!exchange!
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value??)!proposed!by!Baudrillard,!but!they!are!not!the!same.!Aesthetic!quality!makes!
economic!exchange[value!increase,!and!some!commodities!may!be!produced!to!serve!
only!the!purpose!of!atmosphere,!such!as!using!different!materials!to!suit!the!
preferences!of!different!groups!of!people.!In!this!manner,!aesthetic!value!is!
dependent!upon!the!actor,!or!producer,!rather!than!the!market.!To!further!
understand!the!production!of!stage[value,!we!may!need!to!pay!more!attention!to!the!
actor!in!the!production!process.!
!
The!code!
!
Baudrillard!emphasises!that!the!logic!of!commodities!is!associated!with!the!logic!of!
significations,!but!sign[value!is!undertheroised!in!his!work.!How!these!two!are!
developed!in!the!capitalist!economy!is!left!unclear.!To!better!elaborate!on!the!term!
‘signs’,!Böhme!and!Engels[Schwarzpaul!assert!that,!in!contemporary!aesthetics,!
reference!and!understanding!of!signs!are!possible!only!insofar!as!they!are!embedded!
in!culture:!signs!are!conventional!(2016,!p.4).!References!of!signs!are!based!on!culture!
and!tradition.!In!the!case!of!the!floating!markets,!what!becomes!the!code!of!utility!
and!sign[value!is!the!local!way!of!life!and!the!idea!of!nostalgia.!!
!
Furthermore,!Baudrillard!may!overstate!the!predominance!of!the!code!over!object!
and!subject.!To!question!this!point,!Kellner!contends,!‘Baudrillard!sees!the!code!as!an!
overarching!regulative!principle!or!system!that!determines!the!relative!prestige!or!
sign[value!of!commodities,!yet!it!is!not!clear!who!establishes!the!code,!or!how!it!
functions!in!specific!cases’!(1989,!p.30).!The!problem!is!that!Baudrillard!uses!the!term!
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‘the!code’!in!a!general!sense!that!appears!to!be!overarching!the!structures!of!the!
systems.!In!other!words,!the!system!of!codes!comes!to!govern!both!the!subject!and!
object.!This!is!a!one[way!relationship!between!the!code!and!society.!!
!
The!system!of!codes!may!not!intrinsically!happen,!as!the!code!is!a!kind!of!language!
game.!The!system!of!codes,!to!some!extent,!depends!on!the!relationship!between!
subject!and!object.!The!code!of!an!object!affects!the!desire!and!needs!of!people,!yet!
the!subject!simultaneously!modifies!it.!Baudrillard!does!not!elaborate!on!how!the!
system!of!codes!is!constituted.!It!is!thus!hard!to!identify!‘the!code’!in!practical!case!
studies.!In!the!case!of!the!floating!markets,!this!thesis!suggests!the!places!engage!in!
interaction!between!the!global!and!the!local.!There!must!be!some!sets!of!codes!that!
are!consonant!with!tourism,!while!there!might!be!other!sets!of!codes!created!by!local!
people,!or!even!pre[established!by!local!culture.!Locally!produced!codes!of!a!
traditional!way!of!life!and!floating!markets!might!be!precedents!for!flows!of!tourism.!!
!
With!the!natural!attributes!of!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!the!place!becomes!
an!original!floating!market!(instead!of!the!revived!old!market),!and!an!acceptable!
place!for!tourists.!Tourists!are!able!to!enjoy!the!place!and!even!perceive!it!as!must[
see!destination.!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!appears!to!be!original,!because!to!
some!extent,!it!presents!locally!produced!codes!and!signs!of!floating!markets,!
including!a!local!way!of!life,!canals,!boats,!floating!vendors!and!Thai!ambience,!while!
those!sign!objects!happen!to!meet!tourist!expectations.!!
!
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Regarding!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!it!is!a!constructed!place,!and!is!a!copy!that!
displays!locally!constructed!codes!and!sign!objects!that!connect!to!traditional!floating!
markets,!namely!waterways,!boats,!vendors,!banks!and!piers.!But!some!codes!show!
disconnection!from!a!traditional!floating!market,!such!as!the!different!entrance!signs!
for!Thai!and!foreign!tourists,!the!amphibious!boat,!its!location,!its!existence!as!a!
contrived!market,!and!so!on.!On!the!one!hand,!these!are!locally!produced!sign!values,!
but!on!the!other,!they!are!created!by!sign[value!for!tourism.!Locally!produced!signs!
may!juxtapose!with!signs!induced!by!tourism,!especially!the!differentiation!between!
the!Thai[tourist!entrance!and!foreign[tourist!entrance.!The!sign!reading!in!Thai!‘We!
are!Thai,!free!entry’!shows!that!income!from!domestic!tourism!does!not!matter!to!
the!floating!market.!What!they!produce!and!offer!in!the!market!is!not!principally!
made!for!Thai!tourists.!!
!
However,!foreign!tourists!have!to!pay!an!admission!fee!before!entering!the!market.!
Therefore,!income!from!international!tourism!does!matter!to!the!emergence!of!
Pattaya!Floating!Market,!and!the!cultural!value!along!with!an!experience!of!a!floating!
market!and!Thai!culture!are!specifically!created!for!foreign!tourists,!especially!
Chinese!ones.!This!will!be!discussed!further!in!the!following!chapters.!In!this!way,!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!can!mediate!flows!of!tourism,!albeit!in!a!contrived!place.!We!
should!bear!in!mind!that!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!have!
become!tourist!attractions!due!to!both!locally!pre[established!codes!and!tourist[
orientated!codes.!Therefore,!‘the!code’!cannot!be!treated!as!totality.!!
!
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6.5!Conclusion!
!
This!thesis!uses!Baudrillard’s!theory!to!elaborate!its!argument.!From!the!interview!
data,!it!can!be!seen!that!the!globalisation!and!tourism!involved!in!flows!of!capital,!
tourist!arrivals,!the!economic!system!and!unequal!flows!of!cash,!to!some!extent,!
foster!the!circulation!of!value!and!signs.!It!permits!signs!to!take!the!forms!of!the!
floating!markets,!where!signs!function!as!both!exchange[value!and!use[value.!They!
are!tourist!attractions!because!of!the!circulation!of!value!and!signs.!
!
Starting!from!the!circulation!of!value,!desire!and!need!for!the!floating!markets!are!
not!innate,!but!socially!constructed.!The!arrival!of!tourists!caused!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!to!move!to!the!other!side!of!the!canal,!next!to!the!main!road,!in!
order!for!it!to!be!much!more!convenient!for!tourists!travelling!to!the!market!by!car.!
The!appearance!of!the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!partially!depends!on!
tourists!and!flows!of!capital.!In!order!to!accommodate!foreign!tourists!in!Pattaya!city,!
the!owner!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market!decided!to!build!a!floating!market!over!a!
natural!swamp.!It!is!an!investment!in!building!a!floating!market!in!exchange!for!
tourists!and!money.!Flows!of!tourism!affect!the!desire!and!need!for!the!floating!
market.!
!
Unequal!flows!of!cash!between!tourists!and!local!people,!and!tourism,!have!
facilitated!the!floating!markets!to!become!tourist!attractions,!especially!with!regards!
to!commission,!income!from!tourists!and!admission!fees.!The!exchange[value!of!the!
floating!markets!also!appears!to!be!‘the!discourse!of!communication’,!which!renders!
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the!markets!codifiable!and!generalised.!For!Baudrillard,!it!seems!that!commodities,!
endowed!with!economic!exchangeability,!are!abstract,!and!the!code!takes!the!form!
of!exchange[value!and!use[value.!Things!that!can!be!exchanged!for!money!
inextricably!involve!the!code!and!signification.!At!this!stage,!sign[value!comes!into!
play!and!replaces!exchange[value!and!use[value.!
!
Use[value!is!used!as!the!code!of!utility,!which!is!only!the!legitimisation!of!exchange[
value.!For!example,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!uses!rowing!boats!to!set!up!a!scene!of!
floating!vendors.!The!objective!utility!of!rowing!boats!is!substituted!for!the!code!of!
utility!in!a!place!that!offers!a!tourist[orientated!boat!service.!Moreover,!the!floating!
markets!are!tourist!attractions!due!to!the!play!of!representation.!Based!on!the!data,!
we!can!see!the!analogy!between!the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!and!
the!revived!old!market,!while!Pattaya!Floating!Market!manipulates!signs,!in!this!way!
showing!connection!to,!and!disconnection!from,!the!original!floating!markets.!
Therefore,!the!circulation!of!value!and!sign,!to!some!extent,!enables!the!floating!
markets!to!become!tourist!attractions.!Despite!the!play!of!value!and!signs,!most!
tourists!find!the!two!floating!markets!acceptable!when!they!are!able!to!go!with!the!
flow.!For!tourists,!the!floating!markets!are!worth!a!visit.!!
!
Having!seen!in!what!ways!the!places!are!tourist!attractions,!it!is!necessary!to!turn!to!
the!cultural!contents!of!the!floating!markets,!which!will!be!discussed!in!the!next!
chapter.!
!
!
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Chapter!7!
!
!A!false!dichotomy!of!globalisation!and!the!play!of!differences!
!
7.1!Introduction!
+
The!previous!chapter!discussed!the!way!in!which!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!
Floating!Markets!are!tourist!attractions.!It!went!through!the!different!stages!of!the!
floating!markets,!including!constructed!desire,!exchange[value,!sign[value!and!the!
play!of!representations.!The!circulation!of!value!and!signs!enables!us!to!understand!
the!relationship!between!globalised!tourism!and!the!local.!With!the!circulation!of!
signs,!how!can!this!affect!the!cultural!contents!of!the!floating!markets?!
!
This!chapter!focuses!on!the!cultural!contents!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!
Floating!Markets,!or!the!production!of!cultural!value!in!the!places.!The!cultural!
contents!of!the!floating!markets!enable!each!place!to!differentiate!itself!from!the!
other,!and!to!attract!tourists.!This!chapter!answers!the!second!research!question:!‘Is!
there!any!difference!between!the!interpretations!of!Thai!workers!and!those!of!
tourists!in!regard!to!Thai!culture?’!This!chapter!examines!to!what!extent!Ritzer’s!
theory!fits!into!a!non[Western!context!of!Thailand.!Ritzer’s!theory!may!be!an!example!
of!the!whole!strand!of!globalisation!and!he!proposes!that!globalisation!is!
dichotomised!to!give!two!categories!of!‘something’!and!‘nothing’.!!
!
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However,!this!seems!to!be!too!simple!a!way!to!study!the!cultural!contents!of!the!
floating!markets,!meaning!Ritzer’s!theory!appears!to!be!a!false!dichotomy.!Since!the!
circulation!of!value!and!signs!propels!the!floating!markets!into!being!tourist!
attractions,!this!chapter!suggests!that!there!are!no!fixed!criteria!that!separate!
distinctive!cultural!content!from!generic!cultural!content.!This!thesis!will!argue!the!
cultural!contents!and!cultural!value!of!the!two!floating!markets!have!become!
inessentially!different!from!each!other.!In!order!to!challenge!Ritzer,!Baudrillard’s!
theory!of!‘the!system!of!objects’!will!be!employed.!For!Baudrillard,!the!cultural!
content!of!an!object!does!not!depend!on!its!practical!application,!but!on!the!
relationship!between!the!object!and!the!subject,!or!the!relationship!between!an!
object!and!its!context.!!
!
!There!are!three!main!sections!in!this!chapter:!the!first!section!presents!interview!
data!on!workers!and!data!analysis.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!involves!the!play!of!
differences!to!a!higher!extent!than!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!with!the!
former!turning!out!to!be!a!series!object.!Then,!data!on!tourists!obtained!from!
TripAdvisor!will!be!presented!so!that!we!can!understand!tourist!interpretation!of!the!
two!floating!markets!with!regard!to!Thai!culture.!The!third!section!concerns!
theoretical!discussions!regarding!the!limitations!of!working!with!Ritzer’s!and!
Baudrillard’s!theories.!
!
!
!
!
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7.2!Interview!data!
!
7.2.1!The!definition!of!authenticity!
!
Both!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!define!themselves!as!authentic,!
and!these!places!focus!on!creating!value.!The!following!interview!data!illustrate!the!
signification!of!authenticity.!How!does!each!floating!market!define!authenticity?!
Referring!to!the!discussions!in!the!Baudrillard!chapter,!there!are!no!fixed!criteria!for!
differentiating!distinctive!cultural!content!from!generic!cultural!content.!Regardless!
of!distinctive!and!indistinctive!cultural!content,!a!place!can!still!become!authentic.!
The!cultural!contents!of!the!floating!markets!do!not!depend!on!practical!application,!
therefore!their!difference!is!not!singular!but!abstract.!Based!on!Baudrillard,!an!
antique!object!is!authentic!when!it!relates!to!nostalgia!for!origin!and!the!source!of!
value.!In!this!case,!authenticity!is!anchored!in!the!significations!of!time!and!of!value.!
What!is!antique!is!thus!authentic.!
!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market:!Originality!
!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!sees!its!cultural!content!as!‘original’.!Interviewees!
were!asked,!‘What!makes!the!floating!market!attractive!to!tourists?’!most!of!them!
answered!that!this!floating!market!was!natural,!or!it!represented!the!genuine!way!of!
life!of!local!people.!The!below!exchange!is!an!example.!
!
Me:!What!makes!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!more!attractive!than!other!
markets?!
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Interviewee:!Well,!this!market!is!original!and!genuine.!!
Me:!OK!!How!would!you!tell!tourists!that!this!place!is!original!or!genuine?!
Interviewee:!This!place!is!absolutely!original!and!has!existed!for!more!than!100!years.!
Me:!What!is!original!in!the!market?!
Interviewee:!Like!those!fruit,!we!didn’t!buy!them!from!Pak!Khlong!Talat!Flower!
Market![in!Bangkok].!What!is!sold!here!was!brought!from!local!fruit!orchards.!
Me:!Right!!Why!do!tourists!want!to!visit!the!place?!
Interviewee:!They!want!to!see!an!old[fashioned!market,!which!they!couldn’t!find!
back!home.!This!market!is!an!old[fashioned!place!in!Thailand.!Water!trading!became!
a!local!tradition!and!a!way!of!life.!Tourists!love!to!see!things!that!are!outdated!and!
not!modern.!They!can’t!find!this!kind!of!market!in!their!home!countries,!where!there!
are!floating!vendors!or!you!can!eat!noodles!on!boats.!Tourists!like!to!see!things!that!
are!opposite!to!their!life!back!home.!They!don’t!like!high!technological!stuff!because!
they!have!it!back!home.!!
(Mr.!Pong#!n=20!#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
‘Original’!refers!to!the!signifying!time!that!the!market!has!existed!for!100!years,!and!
the!nostalgia!for!origins,!where!objects!in!the!market!relate!to!the!specific!locality.!
What!makes!original!content!stand!out!is!the!away!experience,!where!the!original!
floating!market!is!different!from!what!tourists!can!find!back!in!their!own!homeland.!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!an!original!floating!market!because!it!shows!
traces!of!the!past!and!that!becomes!the!source!of!value.!To!define!cultural!content!as!
original,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!seems!to!involve!nostalgia!for!its!origins,!
with!the!old[fashioned!place!as!created!in!its!temporal!closure,!especially!the!
signifying!time!of!its!existence.!In!the!meantime,!the!market!derives!authenticity!from!
its!source!of!value,!such!as!locality,!tradition,!the!way!of!life!and!its!fruit!farmers.!The!
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original!and!authentic!content!of!the!market!is!thus!embedded!in!the!relationship!
between!the!place!and!its!subjects.!
!
The!source!of!value!that!makes!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!more!attractive!to!
tourists!than!other!places!is!its!natural!ambience,!closeness!to!Bangkok,!the!daily!
market,!convenience!for!travelling!and!its!worldwide!reputation.!
!
Me:!What!makes!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!famous?!
Interviewee:!The!market!has!a!natural!ambience!and!the!advantage!of!being!close!to!
Bangkok.!When!people!think!about!going!to!a!floating!market,!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!is!the!first!place!that!comes!to!mind.!Our!vendors!are!local!people!
who!grow!local!produce!to!sell!and!exchange!with!others.!!
(Ms.!Nat#!n=24#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
In!this!manner,!the!demand!for!authenticity!is!an!obsession!with!the!source!of!value!
that!is!anchored!in!the!relationship!between!the!object!and!subject.!Although!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!appears!to!be!authentic,!it!is!not!in!itself!authentic,!
rather!the!floating!market!functions!as!a!sign!of!nostalgia,!namely!local!tradition!and!
way!of!life,!and!also!as!a!sign!of!witness,!as!seen!in!its!worldwide!reputation.!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!becomes!an!original!place,!and!what!makes!the!
place!authentic!is!not!the!market!itself,!or!its!practical!application,!but!rather!its!
association!with!the!signification!of!time!and!the!source!of!value.!Since!the!cultural!
contents!of!the!place!are!open!to!a!combinatory!system!of!sign,!the!place!involves!
the!play!of!differences.!
!
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Pattaya!Floating!Market:!Thainess!
!
Unlike!with!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!Thainess!is!the!source!of!value!that!
enables!Pattaya!Floating!Market!to!become!authentic.!This!confirms!Pongajarn,!van!
der!Duim!and!Peters’s!findings,!which!suggest!Pattaya!Floating!Market!connects!
Pattaya!with!the!rest!of!Thailand,!rather!than!represents!the!locality!of!Pattaya!(2016,!
p.10).!Despite!being!a!copy,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!constructed!as!a!tourist[
orientated!place!that!preserves!Thainess.!The!place!can!claim!authenticity,!and!it!
attempts!to!beat!a!path!back!to!the!origin,!or!to!the!mother!to!whom!it!has!never!
belonged.!The!floating!market!itself!exists!only!in!the!present!and!never!in!a!former!
time.!Pongajarn,!van!der!Duim!and!Peters!also!state!that!floating!markets!in!Pattaya!
city!were!previously!non[existent!(2016,!p.10).!Pattaya!Floating!Market!becomes!
attractive!to!tourists!because!of!the!concept!of!Thainess.!Interviewees!see!Thainess!
as!important!to!the!floating!market,!namely!water!trading!in!the!past,!water!
transportation!and!the!old!way!of!life.!
!
Me:!Was!Pattaya!Floating!Market!created!to!preserve!Thainess?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!the!Thai!way!of!life!in!the!past!referred!to!boat!transportation!
[80%].!The!owner!really!likes!boats!because!he!comes!from!Ayutthaya!province![the!
old!capital!of!Thailand].!We!had,!like,!40[50!boats!here!to!offer!boat[ride!services!to!
tourists.!We!are!now!using!30!boats.!Water!transportation,!which!was!the!Thai!way!
of!life!in!the!past,!caused!the!floating!market!to!emerge.!No!matter!whether!local!
people!were!going!to!Bangkok,!or!Ayutthaya,!boat!was!the!main!mode!of!
transportation.!There!was!no!road,!just!forest,!which!was!dangerous.!Only!the!rich!
could!travel!on!land,!such!as!by!elephant.!But!people!normally!used!boats,!cooked!on!
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boats,!and!stopped!in!different!areas.!People!sold!and!exchanged!what!they!had!on!
boats,!such!as!chilli!and!eggplants.!This!is!why!the!floating!market!emerged.!Our!
place!really!takes!tourists!back!to!old!times.!!
(Mr.!Sam#!n=3#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
Thainess,!which!refers!to!uniqueness!and!authenticity,!is!the!cultural!content!of!
Pattaya!Floating!Market.!Undoubtedly,!the!floating!market!itself!does!not!inherently!
become!authentic,!but!authenticity!is!socially!constructed.!Thainess!becomes!the!
source!of!value!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market.!Thainess!is!embedded!in!the!nostalgia!for!
origins,!which!is!regression!into!the!past.!Thainess!does!not!relate!to!practical!
application!of!the!place,!but!rather!the!signifying!of!time,!or!sign,!and!this!makes!the!
place!antique.!As!Baudrillard!states,!an!antique!object!is!authentic.!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!is!unique,!for!the!cultural!content!of!Thainess!relates!to!the!moment!of!
creation,!or!the!birth,!of!the!floating!market.!Thainess!is!the!play!of!differences.!The!
play!of!differences!makes!the!cultural!content!of!the!market!abstract!and!it!is!only!
with!marginal!differences!that!the!status!of!authenticity!can!function.!!
!
Apart!from!signification!of!time,!Thainess!also!refers!to!the!source!of!value,!which!
includes!personal!characteristics,!namely!hospitality,!Thai!greetings,!Thai!markets,!
Thai!manners,!Thai!language,!a!smile!and!a!warm!welcome.!In!this!way,!Thainess!
makes!the!cultural!content!of!the!market!distinctive.!Thainess!derives!its!meanings!
from!the!relationship!between!the!place!and!subject.!Mr.!Liam!clearly!states!how!the!
word!‘Thainess’!was!created!below.!!
!
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Interviewee:!You!know!!It!is!very!easy!to!understand!the!word,!but!to!explain!it!is!a!
bit!complicated,!but!I’ll!try.!The!word!‘Thainess’!first!means!to!give!support!to!
everybody,!showing!smiling!faces,!giving!them!a!warm!welcome,!having!the!instinct!
to!take!care!of!them,!presenting!your!old!style!to!them,!being!open[minded,!and!so!
on.!
Me:!Um,!the!concept!of!Thainess!is!a!bit!abstract.!
Interviewee:!I!created!it!on!a!big!billboard!on!the!motorway!–!‘Pattaya!Floating!
Market,!the!Home!of!Exotic!Culture!and!Charming!Thainess’.!This!word!was!my!
creation.!It!was!a!long!time!before!TAT![Tourism!Authority!of!Thailand]!used!this!!I!
was!a!bit!surprised!when!I!saw!them!using!this!word!to!promote!Thailand,!but!it!was!
not!an!easy!time!for!the!Thai!tourism!market!then.!You!know!TAT![called!Tor!Tor!Tor!
in!Thai]!talks!about!‘Exploring!Thainess’.!But!I!had!used!this!word!already,!a!long!time!
ago,!before!TAT!created!that!phrase.!!
(Mr.!Liam#!n=4#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
As!a!constructed!place,!it!is!necessary!for!Pattaya!Floating!Market!to!demand!
authenticity!and!the!source!of!value,!so!as!to!invent!cultural!content.!The!floating!
market!uses!the!word!‘Thainess’!in!order!to!become!a!distinctive!place.!The!demand!
for!authenticity,!along!with!the!creation!of!Thainess,!based!on!the!data,!is!an!
obsession!with!certainty,!such!as!origin,!date,!author!and!signature!of!a!work.!
Thainess!created!by!the!market!appears!to!be!the!signature!of!the!floating!market.!!
!
Therefore,!the!cultural!content!of!the!place!depends!on!the!source!of!value,!where!
authenticity!is!the!sign.!Signification!of!time!and!the!source!of!value!make!the!floating!
market!antique!and!authentic,!and!the!demand!for!value!permits!the!place!to!exist!in!
the!present.!Although!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!introduce!the!
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different!concepts!of!originality!and!Thainess,!the!places!are!inessentially!and!
marginally!different!from!each!other,!since!the!cultural!contents!of!the!markets!do!
not!depend!on!their!practical!application,!but!rather!significations!of!time!and!value.!
Establishing!the!source!of!value!does!not!only!involve!obsession!with!certainty,!but!
also!with!searching!for!others,!which!will!be!presented!now.!
!
7.2.2!Contested!authenticity!and!searching!for!authenticity!
!
The!status!of!being!
!
In!this!section,!authenticity!refers!to!the!presence!of!others.!Damnoen!Saudak!and!
Pattaya!Floating!Markets!claim!to!be!authentic!because!of!the!emergence!of!the!
other.!In!this!case,!contested!authenticity!means!‘what!I!do!is!better!than!what!others!
do’.!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!are!endowed!with!a!source!of!
value,!with!which!they!sometimes!contest!each!other.!The!emergence!of!the!other!
enables!each!floating!market!to!become!authentic.!For!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market,!the!original!cultural!content!of!the!place!is!opposed!to!that!of!a!constructed!
market.!A!constructed!floating!market!is!defined!as!follows.!
!
A!constructed!floating!market!hires!people!to!sell!stuff!to!create!an!image!of!a!
floating!market!and!gain!income.!They!tell!tourists!that!their!market!is!a!local!way!of!
life,!but!it!is!not.!They!try!to!make!the!place!look!like!a!floating!market!to!fool!
tourists.!They!just!dug!a!canal,!but!it!is!not!a!floating!market,!as!seen!with!Pattaya.!
They!dug!a!beautiful!canal!and!let!their!land!to!earn!an!income.!It!is!like!that.!But!
those!are!not!genuine!markets.!The!genuine!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!was!
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local!trading!for!local!people,!which!took!a!very!long!time!for!local!people!to!gather!
together!and!sell!stuff.!But!those!constructed!markets!create!an!image!of!trading.!It!is!
not!trading,!just!exploitation!!(Mr.!Pong#!n=20#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
The!demand!for!authenticity!does!not!inherently!occur!in!the!market,!rather!it!is!
contested!in!other!places.!The!floating!market!pits!its!cultural!content!against!that!of!
artificial!floating!markets,!so!as!to!draw!a!contrast!between!itself!and!others.!Another!
example!follows.!
!
Me:!OK,!what!makes!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!more!unique!than!other!
markets?!
Interviewee:!Here,!we!didn’t!dig!a!canal!like!the!one!called!Ayothaya!Floating!
Market.!This!is!the!real!Damneon!Saduak!Canal,!and!the!Damneon!Saduak!
community!lived!by!the!canals.!We!didn’t!construct!the!canal!to!build!shops!and!stalls!
in!the!markets!like!Hua!Hin!Floating!Market,!or!Sam!Phan!Nam!Floating!Market!in!
Thai![located!in!Hua!Hin!city,!famous!for!beautiful!beaches].!Our!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!is!a!natural!place![I!think!she!meant!genuine
20
.].!Some!tourists!
criticise!our!place,!but!this!doesn’t!stop!other!tourists!visiting!here.!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!is!linked!with!other!small!canals.!We!didn’t!make!up!the!canals,!they!
were!ordered!to!be!built!in!the!reign!of!King!Rama!IV,!and!later!finished!in!the!reign!
of!King!Rama!V.!It!was!named!Damnoen!Saduak!because!the!canal!connected!to!
other!small!canals,!making!water!transportation!much!more!convenient.!!
(Ms.!Pam#!n=21#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20!Being!a!genuine!floating!market!means!that!the!place!was!not!created!for!tourist!purposes.!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!was!originally!used!by!local!people!for!water!trading.!
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The!status!of!authenticity/being!authentic!derives!from!the!emergence!of!other!
floating!markets,!especially!Pattaya!and!Hua!Hin!Floating!Markets.!Contesting!other!
places!that!are!a!source!of!value!helps!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!become!
authentic.!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!uses!other!artificial!floating!markets!to!
legitimise!its!authenticity.!The!original!and!genuine!cultural!contents!of!the!market!
become!distinctive!only!when!they!are!cultural!contents!as!opposed!to!other!artificial!
floating!markets.!The!definition!of!authenticity!is!dependent!on!the!signification!of!
value,!where!the!relation!between!itself!and!other!places!creates!the!value!of!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market.!
!
Regarding!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!being!a!copy!does!not!preclude!the!place!from!
engaging!in!contested!authenticity!–!‘I!can!be!better!than!you,!despite!being!a!
constructed!floating!market.’!
!
Me:!The!place!is!not!authentic,!right?!
Interviewee:!Not!authentic,!no!!What!we!did!here!is!man[made.!We!didn’t!do!a!
traditional!and!old!floating!market,!but!we!had!advantages.!We!did!man[made,!so!we!
could!follow!our!own!style.!You!could!plan!everything!in!advance.!But!a!historical!
one…!for!example,!if!you!go!to!a!traditional!one!like!Damnoen!Saduak,!you!have!to!
get!up!early!in!the!morning,!like!6!or!7,!or!8!o’clock,!and!everything!disappears!at!
noon.!It!is!not!that!convenient,!especially!for!tourists,!because!they!like!to!sleep.!In!
the!evening,!they!go!to!a!bar!to!have!a!drink,!go!to!bed!late!and!don’t!want!to!get!up!
that!early.!So!that![making!our!opening!times!later]!has!made!our!floating!market!
successful.!
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Me:!I!have!seen!comments!on!some!websites,!like!TripAdvisor,!like!this!–!‘This!place!
is!a!replica!of!a!real!floating!market!and!this!market!was!made!up!for!tourists,!but!the!
place!was!not!usual,!so!is!not!to!be!missed.’!Do!you!agree!or!disagree!with!that?!
Interviewee:!Of!course,!we!needed!to!see!the!commercial!side!of!the!area.!It!wasn’t!
only!about!the!floating!market,!but!also!the!need!to!create!something!special.!The!
area!is!nice.!We!have!a!floating!market.!Besides,!at!this!place!you’re!able!to!relax,!or!
walk,!not!being!chased!by!noisy!motorbikes.!So!it’s!worth!coming!here,!and!it’s!also!
nice!to!get!a!glimpse!of!the!atmosphere.!!
(Mr.!Liam#!n=4!#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!thus!makes!its!cultural!content!more!unique!by!contesting!
that!of!traditional!floating!markets.!For!example,!tourists!do!not!need!to!get!up!early!
to!visit!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!and!it’s!a!place!where!people!can!relax!and!walk!
comfortably.!Some!interviewees!also!attempted!to!draw!a!contrast!between!a!copy!
and!an!original!floating!market.!
!
Interviewee:!Pattaya!Floating!Market!offers!a!different!ambience,!so!you!can’t!
compare!it!to!that!sort!of!market![original].!Here’s!a!tourist!attraction,!but!those!
markets!were!everyday!life.!If!tourists!visit!those!places,!they!can!see!the!way!of!life!
of!local!Thai!fruit!farmers.!But!our!market!is!tourist[orientated.!
!!!!!!!! Me:!What!makes!this!market!unique?!
Interviewee:!Well…!a!variety!of!products!and!many!groups!of!tourists,!but!in!these!
markets![original],!you!can!find!only!local!products!for!daily!life!use.!Our!market!
attracts!foreign!tourists!to!visit,!so!we!offer!various!types!of!product.!!
(Mr.!Frank#!n=15#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
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Being!a!tourist[orientated!floating!market!is!different!from!being!an!original!floating!
market.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!not!an!original!place,!and!it!provides!a!different!
ambience!for!tourists.!The!status!of!authenticity!depends!on!the!presence!of!other!
markets!and!the!emergence!of!a!traditional!floating!market!turns!out!to!be!a!source!
of!value!for!Pattaya!Floating!Market.!
!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!was!constructed!and!continually!expanded.!Some!tourists!
have!come!here!and!said!this!was!not!the!market!they!wanted!to!visit.!We!asked!
them!why!they!wanted!to!visit!markets!like!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Amphawa.!Our!
floating!market!is!made!up,!while!those!markets!have!natural!canals.!It!is!different.!If!
they!go!to!those!places,!they!could!see!natural!ambience,!such!as!canals,!fruit!
orchards,!and!so!on.!But!we!don’t!have!those!things!here.!What!we!have!are!shops.!
In!those!places,!tourists!can!take!a!boat!trip!outside!the!market,!experience!local!life!
and!see!fresh!ingredients!from!orchards,!like!coconuts.!But!they!can’t!see!those!kinds!
of!things!here.!Our!market!had!the!opportunity!to!be!situated!in!a!better!location.!
We!can’t!compare!to!them!because!they!are!original!(Mr.!Kong#!n=16#!male#!
Pattaya).!
!
Contesting!traditional!floating!markets!paradoxically!constitutes!the!status!of!
authenticity.!Without!contesting!original!floating!markets,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
might!not!have!become!differentiated.!The!place!is!more!distinctive!than!an!original!
one!in!terms!of!the!variety!of!products,!different!ambience!and!its!better!location.!
That!cultural!content!only!appears!to!be!authentic!when!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
contests!the!original!floating!markets.!Therefore,!similar!to!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
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Market,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!can!also!use!the!presence!of!the!‘other’!in!the!
legitimisation!of!its!authenticity.!
!
We!cannot!say!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!more!distinctive!than!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!or!vice!versa.!There!are!no!fixed!criteria!to!differentiate!authentic!
culture!from!generic!culture.!This!is!because!authenticity!does!not!depend!on!
practical!application!of!the!markets.!Instead,!it!is!dependent!on!the!source!of!value!
that!is!the!presence!of!the!other.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!derives!its!authenticity!
from!the!emergence!of!the!traditional!floating!market,!whereas!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!becomes!authentic!only!after!construction,!and!after!other!artificial!
floating!markets!have!appeared.!If!there!is!only!one!floating!market,!and!the!
difference!is!singular,!the!status!of!authenticity!may!not!be!that!important.!Apart!
from!the!definition!of!authenticity,!what!is!authentic!in!the!floating!markets?!
!
7.2.3!Authenticity:!the!quest!for!an!alibi!
!
Products!
!
Authenticity!is!not!about!separating!distinctive!cultural!content!from!indistinctive!
cultural!content!as!Ritzer!proposes.!Ritzer!says!the!former!is!embedded!in!the!
dimension!of!locality,!while!the!latter!is!exposed!to!the!global.!If!this!were!the!case,!
then!authenticity!would!seem!to!get!polarised!in!regard!to!local!culture!and!tourist[
orientated!culture.!However,!the!interview!data!show!authenticity!can!be!found!in!
both!distinctive!and!generic!cultural!content.!In!contrast!to!Ritzer,!Baudrillard!
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suggests,!‘The!quest!for!authenticity!(being[founded[on[itself)!is!very!precisely!a!
quest!for!an!alibi!(being[elsewhere)’!(Baudrillard!1996,!p.81).!For!Baudrillard,!a!quest!
for!an!alibi!is!the!co[existence!of!antithetical!objects,!namely!the!mythological!object!
and!the!functional!object.!The!mythological!object!derives!social!usage!from!the!
existence!of!the!functional!object!in!the!same!context,!whereas!the!functional!object!
attains!cultural!value!from!the!co[presence!of!the!mythological!object.!Each!searches!
for!an!alibi!that!lies!in!the!other,!and!co[exists!in!a!complementary!way.!In!relation!to!
the!floating!markets,!the!functional!markets!that!serve!tourist!purposes!need!to!look!
for!alibis,!or!mythological!objects,!to!fulfil!the!status!of!authenticity.!!
!
!Authentic!cultural!contents!are!not!objectively!different.!On!the!condition!that!the!
markets!are!functionally!different,!they!would!not!search!for!authenticity!and!value;!
authenticity!is!therefore!the!play!of!differences.!Functional!and!mythological!objects!
in!the!floating!markets!refer!to!a!variety!of!products!that!are!assigned!cultural!value,!
or!assigned!some!purpose.!Interviewees!in!both!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!
Floating!Markets!view!their!products!as!unique,!and!as!items!that!distinguish!one!
market!from!the!other.!In!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!products!that!are!
associated!with!authenticity!are!locally!grown!fruit!and!crops,!along!with!souvenir!
items,!as!seen!in!the!following!interview!data.!
!
!
Me:!Did!you!sell!these!souvenirs!from!the!beginning?!
Interviewee:!At!the!beginning,!my!mum!sold!fruit,!which!we!brought!from!our!
orchards.!At!first,!we!didn’t!sell!tourist!souvenir!clothes.!
Me:![Pointing!to!a!mango.]!Are!these!from!your!orchard?!
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Interviewee:!No,!we!bought!them.!We!have!bananas!and!coconuts!in!our!orchard,!
but!we!already!cut!down!our!mango!trees.!Before!the!floating!market!moved!to!this!
side,!my!mum!and!I!rowed!a!boat!to!sell!fruit!in!the!old!market![Khlong!Lud!Pee!
Floating!Market].!About!20!years!ago,!this!area!of!the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!used!to!be!filled!with!local!vendors!selling!watermelon,!garlic!and!
onions.!
Me:!Selling!watermelon!here?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!vendors!sold!garlic,!pineapple!and!watermelon,!and!we!didn’t!sell!
these!clothes!at!all.!
Me:!Why!did!you!change!to!sell!clothes?!
Interviewee:!Since!road!transportation!enables!traders!and!intermediaries!to!access!
local!orchards,!they!can!easily!bring!produce!to!the!other!markets!in!the!city.!Local!
people!don’t!come!to!this!area!to!buy!those!crops,!and!we!can’t!sell!them.!We!
decided!to!sell!clothes!instead,!for!clothes!don’t!go!rotten!like!fruit.!What!we!sell!now!
depended!on!a!change!in!the!environment.!Intermediaries!now!buy!fruit!and!crops!
directly!from!orchards.!They!don’t!need!to!travel!to!the!floating!market!to!buy!
produce.!!
(Ms.!Pam#!n=21#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
Traders!don’t!buy!produce!directly!from!orchards,!yet!there!are!some!traders!
[intermediaries]!who!buy!fruit!and!crops!from!orchards!to!sell!to!other!vendors.!Then!
those!vendors!offer!the!produce!to!tourists.!In!the!past,!local!fruit!farmers!came!
directly!from!their!homes!to!sell!fruit!and!crops,!but!now!vendors!buy!produce!from!
intermediaries.!They!don’t!buy!produce!directly!from!orchards,!as!one!orchard!might!
grow!a!kind!of!fruit!that!is!not!convenient.!Vendors!go!to!another!market!in!the!city!
called!Sri!Muang!Market!to!buy!produce!from!fruit!farmers,!or!get!them!from!
intermediaries.!They!get!in!their!car,!go!to!the!floating!market!and!arrange!produce!
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in!the!boat!to!perform!as!floating!vendors.!But!if!it’s!a!boat!vendor!who!offers!only!
one!product!on!a!boat,!such!as!guava,!he!or!she!might!be!a!fruit!farmer!who!has!
come!directly!from!their!orchard!(Mr.!Wong#!n=23#!#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Based!on!the!interview!data,!although!the!arrival!of!tourists,!along!with!road!
construction,!has!caused!a!change!in!product!distribution,!it!does!not!mean!local!
produce!stops!functioning!in!the!floating!market.!Now!the!fruit!that!is!being!sold!in!
the!market!is!not!brought!from!vendors’!own!local!orchards,!but!by!vendors!who!buy!
it!from!other!intermediaries.!In!terms!of!meaning,!they!signify!origin!and!signature!of!
a!work,!which!means!locally!grown!produce!by!fruit!farmers.!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!was!a!place!selling!local!fruit!and!crops!and!became!a!place!of!local!
trading.!The!existence!of!a!fruit!market!is!the!point!of!creation!and!the!source!of!
value.!!
!
Local!fruit!and!crops!that!used!to!be!functional!objects!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market!are!mythological!objects,!with!vendors!nowadays!buying!fruit!and!crops!from!
intermediaries!and!arranging!them!on!boats!to!sell!to!tourists.!Local!fruit!and!crops!
have!maximal!meaning!that!relates!to!the!origin,!but!they!have!minimal!function!
when!assigned!to!serve!some!purpose!to!ensure!that!have!a!reason!to!be!in!the!
context!of!tourism.!Local!fruit!and!crops,!or!mythological!objects,!appear!to!be!a!
cultural!performance!for!tourists.!!
!
The!quest!for!authenticity!is!not!found!in!local!produce!itself.!This!is!because!to!be!
authentic,!an!object!must!be!used.!Local!produce!needs!to!search!for!an!alibi,!which!is!
the!co[presence!of!a!functional!object.!So,!having!become!one!of!the!most!famous!
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tourist!spots,!which!types!of!products!function!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market?!
To!respond!to!tourist!demand,!the!floating!market!also!offers!a!variety!of!souvenirs,!
as!noted!below.!!
!
The!floating!market!used!to!offer!only!local!produce,!but!now!most!vendors!sell!
souvenirs.!What!was!sold!here!has!totally!changed.!They!sell!souvenirs!on!boats,!
though!some!are!locally!produced!(Ms.!Wang#!n=22#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
In!the!past,!local!vendors!sold!fruit!and!crops!that!were!grown!in!their!orchards!and!
came!to!the!floating!market!to!exchange!them!with!others.!But!now,!what!is!being!
sold!is!brought!from!other!places!and!this!makes!our!floating!market!look!like!other!
floating!markets,!especially!Pattaya!(Ms.!Nat#!n=24#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
A!souvenir!is!a!functional!object!that!has!a!maximal!function,!for!its!existence!is!
associated!with!the!context!of!tourism,!or!a!souvenir!is!used!to!respond!to!tourist!
purposes.!On!the!other!hand,!it!has!minimal!meaning,!whereby!it!possibly!does!not!
extend!beyond!the!realm!of!tourism.!In!order!to!become!authentic,!the!functional!
object!(souvenir)!has!to!search!for!an!alibi!that!has!cultural!value,!whereas!the!
mythological!object!(fruit!and!crops)!has!to!look!for!an!alibi!that!has!function.!
Therefore,!the!functional!object!(souvenir)!co[presents!with!the!mythological!object!
(locally!grown!fruit!and!crops).!!
!
In!contrast!to!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!might!be!
inauthentic!because!it!does!not!have!a!function!outside!its!performance!for!tourists.!
The!fact!that!Pattaya!city!has!beautiful!beaches!and!islands!does!not!relate!to!any!
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traditional!floating!market.!However,!it!might!not!be!as!simple!as!that.!Workers!in!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!say,!‘The!place!has!more!advantages!than!a!traditional!
floating!market,!namely!different!ambience,!location,!various!souvenirs!and!opening!
times.’!In!this!way,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!functional!place!that!is!a!tourist[
orientated!market!where!local!vendors!sell!products!to!tourists.!Unlike!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market,!each!product!that!is!sold!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!can!be!
split!into!those!that!have!functional!and!those!that!have!mythological!attributes.!One!
interviewee!mentioned!how!regional!and!OTOP!products!marked!the!place!out!as!
distinctive.!!
!
What!is!sold!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!becomes!authentic!since!the!items!that!are!
sold!there!are!carefully!selected!by!the!market.!Interviewees!say!the!market’s!
department!of!product!design!has!the!responsibility!of!recruiting!traders,!choosing!
products!to!fit!with!the!conception!of!Thainess,!and!choosing!the!location!for!each!
product.!Different!products!are!sold!in!different!zones!of!the!market.!The!following!
interview!data!shows!this.!
!
Me:!Do!most!shops!sell!identical!items?!
Interviewee:!Not!that!similar!!The!products!are!different!in!each!regional!zone.!In!the!
Southern!zone,!vendors!sell!silverware,!weaving!products,!and!in!the!Northern!zone!
they!sell!wooden!items.!!
(Mr.!Sam#!n=3#!male#!Pattaya)!
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Apart!from!regional!products,!OTOP
21
!products!are!offered!at!Pattaya!Floating!
Market.!
!
Interviewee:!As!a!constructed,!or!man[made,!market!we!can!follow!our!own!style,!
the!idea!being!to!promote!OTOP!products.!You!know!OTOP,!right?!
Me:!Yeah,!OTOP.!
Interviewee:!OTOP!stands!for!One!Tambon![sub[district]!One!Product,!and!the!idea!
initially!came!from!Japan.!
Me:!Oh,!Japan!!
Interviewee:!It!was!adopted!in!Thailand!under!the!patronage!of!the!royal!family.!
Let’s!say!they!wanted!to!give!a!chance!for!people!in!rural!areas!to!use!materials,!
whatever!they!have,!to!create!a!product.!In!the!floating!market,!you!have!the!
opportunity!to!find!OTOP!products!in!our!shops.!Imagine!you!are!travelling,!most!
people!need!to!bring!souvenirs!back!home!to!their!beloved!ones,!or!family,!right?!
Imagine!you!walk!along!busy!roads!in!Bangkok!or!Phuket!!So!our!market!is!a!good!
place!for!hunting!for!and!buying!souvenirs.!Well,!when!I!say!souvenirs,!I!don’t!mean!
souvenirs!in!the!traditional!way,!as!in!the!kind!you!put!on!a!sideboard,!dust!them!and!
take!good!care!of!them.!What!I!mean!is!a!souvenir!that!is!really!worth!using,!like!
hand[made!soap![no!chemicals].!When!you!come!to!our!place,!you!are!able!to!find!
designed!products!and!unique!items.!!
(Mr.!Liam#!n=4#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
Thus,!in!the!constructed!and!tourist[orientated!floating!market,!a!souvenir!appears!to!
be!a!functional!object!because!the!items!are!tourist[orientated.!Tourists!might!want!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21!OTOP!is!a!local!entrepreneurship!stimulus!programme!that!aims!to!support!unique,!locally!made!
and!marketed!products!of!each!Thai!tambon!(local!sub[districts)!all!over!Thailand!(Thai!embassy,!
2015).!
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to!buy!souvenirs!for!their!family!and!to!remember!visiting!the!place.!As!interviewees!
stated,!what!is!sold!in!Pattaya!Floating!market!are!not!traditional!souvenirs,!but!
rather!souvenirs!for!everyday!use.!Thus,!souvenirs!that!are!sold!in!the!floating!market!
do!not!only!have!a!functional!attribute,!but!also!a!mythological!attribute.!They!are!
used!to!serve!a!tourist!purpose,!while!they!derive!sign[value!from!the!reference!to!
regional!Thai!culture.!They!show!a!regression!to!origin!and!to!the!source!of!value.!The!
status!of!authenticity!of!OTOP!products!does!not!only!refer!to!the!source!of!value!in!
Thai!culture,!but!also!local!adaptation!of!Japanese!culture.!!
!
As!the!informant!stated,!the!idea!of!OTOP!originally!came!from!Japan.!The!idea!of!
OTOP!has!been!internalised!within!local!Thai!culture!and!has!become!the!source!of!
value!of!Thai!products.!Looking!back!at!Baudrillard’s!theory,!the!different!terms!of!
functional!attribute!and!mythological!attribute!can!co[exist!with!their!counterpart!in!
a!complementary!fashion.!Functional!and!mythological!attributes!can!co[present!in!
one!product,!which!enables!the!product!to!be!authentic.!For!example,!silverware!that!
is!manufactured!in!the!south!of!Thailand!has!the!signification!of!value!(the!place!of!
creation),!and!is!also!used!to!serve!the!tourist!trade!(souvenir).!!
!
Moreover,!another!well[known!souvenir!is!‘yellow!oil’
22
,!which!is!a!product!created!
by!the!market!(the!market’s!product),!and!is!one!of!the!best[selling!items!here.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22!Yellow!oil!is!a!traditional!Thai!medicine!that!can!heal!muscle!pain.!There!are!many!brands!of!yellow!
oil!that!are!popular!among!Thai!people.!
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23
!!
Unlike!OTOP!products,!yellow!oil!is!produced!to!be!sold!to!Chinese!tourists.!Yellow!oil!
is!authenticated!by!the!arrival!of!Chinese!tourists,!thus!authenticity!is!socially!
constructed!and!specifically!marketed!at!Chinese!tourists.!An!Interviewee!recounted!
how!Thai!tourists!don’t!buy!Pattaya!Floating!Market’s!yellow!oil,!as!it!is!expensive!for!
them,!and!there!are!many!brands!of!yellow!oil.!This!correlates!with!research!
conducted!by!Pongajarn,!van!der!Duim!and!Peters,!in!which!they!suggest!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!connects!to!Asian!tourists!while!disconnecting!from!Western!tourists!
(2016,!p.11).!As!the!interviewees!stated,!the!main!target!group!of!the!market!is!
Chinese!tourists.
24
!The!following!interview!explains!this.!
!
Me:!Is!yellow!oil!one!of!the!market’s!products?!
Interviewee:!Yep,!this!is!one!of!the!market’s!products.!
Me:!Where!do!you!find!the!ingredients?!
Interviewee:!This!is!our!formula,!which!was!created!by!the!floating!market.!We!use!
ingredients!that!are!well!known!to!Chinese!people,!as!this!was!the!product!we!chose!
for!Chinese!people.!This!place!is!a!tourist!attraction!for!Chinese!tourists,!so!what!is!
sold!here!is!particularly!for!Chinese!tourists.!
Me:!Why!is!this!product!popular!with!Chinese!tourists?!
Interviewee:!This!one?!It!started!from!green!balm,!which!is!popular!among!Chinese!
people.!We!wondered!why.!We!looked!at!different!colours!and!the!characteristics!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23
!Picture!of!yellow!oil!products.!
24!This!is!how!they!start!reconfiguring!flows!of!tourism!in!the!market.!Further!details!of!this!will!be!
presented!in!the!next!chapter!regarding!activity!in!the!place.!
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prospective!users,!then!we!created!yellow!oil.!From!our!research,!we!found!that!
Chinese!people!like!green!and!yellow.!Yellow!oil!is!a!good[quality!product!that!
contains!extracts!from!108!kinds!of!herbs.!One!bottle!of!yellow!oil!costs!350!baht!
[about!7.9!GB!pounds],!but!if!they!buy!up!to!two!bottles!of!yellow!oil,!they!pay!only!
300!baht!each![about!6.8!GB!pounds].!With!this!strategy!Chinese!tourists!don’t!
engage!in!price!haggling.!
(Mr.!Nat#!n=9#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
Yellow!oil!seems!to!involve!two!functions:!mythological!and!functional!attributes.!If!it!
were!purposeless,!it!would!become!a!mere!cultural!sign!rather!than!an!authentic!
object.!Yellow!oil!is!used!as!traditional!Thai!medicine,!especially!for!relieving!muscle!
pain,!and!is!a!unique!souvenir.!Its!functional!attribute,!where!the!frame!of!reference!
is!the!present,!does!not!allow!the!object!to!trace!back!to!the!origin,!but!its!
mythological!attribute!shows!the!regression!to!origin!and!to!the!source!of!value,!
which!are!the!108!Thai!herbs.!It!also!presents!the!signature!of!the!product,!as!it!is!
locally!produced!by!the!floating!market.!!
!
Yellow!oil!is!thus!an!authentic!object,!for!it!suits!the!preference!of!Chinese!tourists!
and,!paradoxically,!has!signification!of!value.!The!product!is!split!into!two!attributes!
so!as!to!strike!a!balance!between!these!terms,!which!can!co[exist!in!a!complementary!
way,!albeit!antithetical.!The!quest!for!authenticity,!in!this!way,!is!the!quest!for!an!
alibi,!or!another!attribute.!What!makes!the!products!authentic!is!not!merely!
functional!difference,!but!rather,!a!functional!attribute!needs!to!co[exist!with!a!
mythological!one,!and!authenticity!pertains!to!the!play!of!differences.!Apart!from!
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authenticity,!the!socio[ideological!function!is!another!thing!that!makes!the!cultural!
contents!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market!nonessential.!
!
7.2.4!Pattaya!Floating!Market:!a!series!object!
!
Globalisation!and!tourism!do!not!correlate!with!generic!cultural!content,!or!what!
Ritzer!calls!‘nothing!form’.!But!a!place!can!recreate!authentic!and!distinctive!cultural!
content!in!tourism.!In!this!section,!only!Pattaya!Floating!Market!will!be!discussed
25
.!
This!is!because!Pattaya!Floating!Market!appears!to!be!serial!forms!of!a!floating!
market,!where!successive!series!make!the!place!become!a!personalised!floating!
market.!The!place!has!to!water!down!the!floating!market’s!functional!essence!so!as!to!
allow!specific!differences,!or!personalised!attributes,!to!emerge.!Inessential!
difference!of!the!socio[ideological!system!refers!to!model!and!series.!What!follows!is!
a!sub[theme!that!emerged!from!the!interview!data.!
!
Modalities!of!Thainess!
!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!named!the!Four!Regions!Floating!Market!in!order!to!
distinguish!it!from!other!floating!markets.!Specific!differences!of!the!place!are!
reflected!in!its!modalities!of!Thainess.!
!
Me:!What!is!the!uniqueness!of!this!artificial!floating!market?!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!does!not!fit!in!the!model/series!scheme,!as!the!place!does!not!get!
personalised.!Rather,!the!cultural!contents!of!the!market!are!either!genuine!or!fake,!thus!we!might!not!
see!a!specific!difference!there!as!clearly!as!we!do!with!Pattaya!Floating!Market.!
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Interviewee:!With!our!Four!Regions!Floating!Market,!the!place!didn’t!inherently!
become!a!floating!market,!as!with!Amphawa!Floating!Market,!where!the!local!
community!grouped!together!to!create!the!market.!But![Pattaya]!is!a!constructed!
floating!market,!so!we!knew!what!sort!of!uniqueness!we!would!go!for!from!the!start.!
Our!uniqueness!is!traditional!Thai!houses![called!Baan!Ruen!Thai].!The!traditional!
houses!are!divided!based!on!the!four!regions!and!architectural!styles.!If!we!walk!into!
the!Northern!zone,!the!style!of!houses!is!called!Ka!Lae.!The!symbols!of!traditional!
Thai!houses!in!central!Thailand,!the!south!of!Thailand!and!the!northeast!of!Thailand!
are!called!Pan[lom!style,!Peek!Pee[Seua!style!and!Yod!Tong!style!respectively.!Each!
different!style!helps!divide!the!market!into!each!regional!zone![the!North,!the!South,!
the!Central!and!the!Northeast].!We!present!this!story!to!tourists!so!that!they!know!
the!origins!of!these!symbols.!!
(Ms.Petch#!n=6#!female#!Pattaya)!
!
In!this!case,!being!a!four!regions!floating!market!is!the!specific!difference!that!makes!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!a!serial!form!of!floating!market.!This!specific!difference!does!
not!resonate!with!the!floating!market’s!physical!essence,!which!is!tied!to!a!local!
specialty,!not!the!four!regions!of!Thailand.!Being!a!four!regions!floating!market!also!
refers!to!‘the!whole!of!Thailand’.!
!
The!cultural!contents!of!our!market!are!distinctive!because!the!floating!market!
represents!the!whole!of!Thailand.!If!you!asked!me!whether!we!have!products!from!
the!south!or!the!north,!yes!!We!have!all!the!regions’!products.!We!asked!tour!
agencies!and!they!said!the!tourists!thought!our!place!looked!like!the!whole!of!
Thailand.!Well,!OK,!there!might!be!something!we!missed,!but!we!tried!to!do!the!best!
we!could!(Ms.!Nan#!n=11#!female#!Pattaya).!
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Neither!being!‘the!four!regions!floating!market’!nor!‘the!whole!of!Thailand’!is!the!
floating!market’s!functional!essence,!instead!those!specific!differences!are!a!
successive!series!of!a!floating!market,!where!the!specific!differences!enable!the!
market!to!become!personalised.!Another!personalisation!function!is!‘more!than!a!
floating!market’,!of!which!the!following!interview!gives!an!example.!
!
Me:!Do!you!think!the!floating!market!meets!tourist!expectations?!Because!in!
comments!on!TripAdvisor,!some!tourists!said,!‘The!floating!market!was!made!up!for!
tourists,!but!it!was!unique,!so!shouldn’t!be!missed’.!
Interviewee:!There!are!two!points.!Some![of!these]!tourists!saw!a!simulated!four!
regions!floating!market,!where!they!could!experience!the!Thai!way!of!life.!There!were!
many!comments,!with!some!agreeing,!while!others!didn’t.!However,!the!floating!
market!has!been!continually!improved/developed.!Some!thought!our!place!was!
‘more!than!a!floating!market’!because!it!is!a!learning!centre.!Our!floating!market!is!a!
learning!centre!of!the!local!community,!where!we!provide!free!lessons!in!Thai!
traditional!art,!Thai!painting,!etc.!!
(Mr.!B#!n=1#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
‘More!than!a!floating!market’!is!another!serial!form!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market!that!
operates!at!the!level!of!a!secondary!function,!or!the!personalisation!function.!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!is!devoid!of!functional!essence!so!as!to!allow!specific!differences!to!
emerge.!According!to!the!interview!data,!the!specific!differences!contribute!to!a!
successive!series!of!objects/floating!market.!Although!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!
presented!as!a!‘four!regions!floating!market’,!or!‘the!whole!of!Thailand’,!or!‘more!
than!a!floating!market’,!these!cultural!contents!are!non[essentially!different.!The!
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place!becomes!personalised!to!be!different,!with!the!market!being!able!to!conceal!
the!fact!that!there!is!no!specificity!in!its!essence.!
!
With!regard!to!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!each!specific!difference,!including!being!a!
‘four!regions!floating!market’,!‘the!whole!of!Thailand’!and!‘more!than!a!floating!
market’,!attempts!to!distinguish!itself!from!the!others!in!order!to!respond!to!the!
floating[market!model.!However,!these!are!only!inessential!differences.!In!this!way,!
the!floating[market!model!reflects!the!series.!Despite!successive!series!of!Thainess,!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!anchored!in!relative!differences,!whereby!the!model!can!
integrate!within!the!whole!series!of!the!floating!market.!The!personalisation!of!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!seems!to!conform!to!the!model!of!the!artificial!floating!
market!and!the!code!of!the!tourist[orientated!floating!market.!However,!a!series!
object!also!relates!to!time.!
!
Serial!time!!
!
Referring!back!to!the!Baudrillard!chapter,!model!and!series!are!associated!with!time.!
Serial!time!is!not!enmeshed!in!either!the!present!or!the!past,!rather!it!seems!to!be!an!
immediate!past,!or!an!indefinite!past,!which!bears!no!relation!to!people!who!live!in!a!
specific!time.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!engages!serial!time,!with!the!sub[theme!of!
‘different!periods!of!Thainess’!being!presented.!There!are!currently!three!phases
26
in!
the!floating!market,!as!described!in!the!below!interview!data.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
26!Interviewees!used!the!word!‘phase’!to!describe!the!characteristics!of!the!market.!Phase!is!typically!
used!in!Thai!language!to!explain!the!expansion!of!the!building!project.!In!this!case,!the!three!phases!
refer!to!different!times!the!market!was!expanded,!e.g.!phase!1!refers!to!building!traditional!floating!
market!and!regional!Thai!houses,!phase!2!refers!to!constructing!top!shop!zone!and!air[conditioned!
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!
We!have!traditional!Thainess!and!applied/contemporary!Thainess.!In!phase!2,!it!
shows!Thainess!in!the!present.!The!market!presents!Thainess!in!different!periods!–!
traditional!Thainess,!contemporary!Thainess!and!also!modern!Thainess!(Mr.!Brad#!
n=10#!male#!Pattaya).!!
!
Moreover,!the!three!phases!display!different!stories!of!Thainess.!
!
Me:!What!are!the!differences!between!the!three!phases?!
Interviewee:!Phase!I!represents!traditional!Thai!culture,!which!took!six!years!to!build,!
while!phase!2!displays!modern!Thainess,!which!took!10!months!to!build.!But!phase!3!
has!only!just!been!finished![It!had!been!open!for!three[four!months!when!I!was!there!
in!2015.],!and!it!shows!Thai!culture!in!the!past,!such!as!the!Thai!riverside!culture![the!
riparian!way!of!life],!how!Thai!people!lived!in!the!past.!It!is!built!in!a!very!Thai!style.!
All!the!houses’!roofs!in!phase!3!were!made!from!one!kind!of!banana!leaf,!called!‘Bai!
Tong!Teung’!in!Thai.!Also,!in!phase!3!there!is!an!elephant!camp,!an!economically!self[
sufficient!village,!a!fruit!garden,!an!organic!rice!farm,!a!monkey!show!and!a!boat!
museum!(Mr.!Aong#!n=13#!male#!Pattaya).!
!
Below!is!a!further!description.!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
food!court,!and!phase!3!refers!to!re[creating!tourist!spots!around!the!market,!such!as!a!traditional!Thai!
village,!rice!farm,!boat!museum,!etc.!Different!areas!in!the!market!also!represent!different!periods!in!
Thai!culture:!phase!1!shows!a!traditional!floating!market!and!regional!Thai!culture!(regional!house!
styles);!phase!2!presents!modern!Thai!culture,!such!as!shops!selling!chic!and!high[quality!items!(called!
top!shop!zone);!and!phase!3!displays!traditional!Thai!culture,!which!does!not!connect!to!floating!
market!at!all. 
!
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Interviewee:!In!phase!1,!there!are!old!wooden!houses,!while!we!have!modern!
wooden!houses!in!phase!2,!where!there!is!also!an!air[conditioned!food!court.!In!
phase!3,!there!is!a!‘Bai!Tong!Teung’!(a!banana!leaf!village)!and!a!monkey!show.!We!
also!display!the!ancient!way!of!life!when!there!was!no!electricity!and!gas.!Our!staff!
live!in!the!village!to!show!the!way!of!life!in!the!past.!I!am!one!of!them!who!has!tried!
living!in!the!village.!
Me:!Was!it!hard!to!adapt!to!that!sort!of!thing?!
Interviewee:!Not!really,!because!I!come!from!the!countryside,!and!this!was!similar!to!
life!in!a!rural!area,!which!was!not!convenient.!
Me:!Which!city!are!you!from?!
Interviewee:!From!Sakon!Nakorn![in!the!northeast!of!Thailand].!I!got!used!to!that!
sort!of!life.!The!village!in!phase!3!shows!the!Thai!way!of!life!in!the!past,!such!as!rice!
farming,!cooking!rice!with!clay!pots,!and!Thai!massage.!So!in!phase!3!you!can!see!
both!the!ancient!and!local!Thai!way!of!life.!
Me:!Do!many!tourists!visit!phase!3?!
Interviewee:!Yeah,!lots!of!them!!They!are!able!to!buy!a!boat[tour!package!on!our!
amphibious!boat!
27
to!take!them!there.!!
(Ms.!Kaew#!n=17#!female#!Pattaya)!
!
Based!on!the!interviews,!modalities!of!Thainess!can!also!be!divided!into!different!
periods.!There!is!traditional!Thainess!in!phase!1,!modern!Thainess!in!phase!2,!with!
ancient!Thainess!in!phase!3.!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!as!an!antique!
object/commodity!sold!to!tourists,!is!regulated!by!the!same!laws!in!accordance!with!
the!model/series!scheme.!The!place!refers!to!cultural!nostalgia!and!that!different!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
27!This!boat!runs!on!land!and!floats!on!water.!It!was!created!and!patented!by!the!owner,!who!is!really!
fond!of!boats.!
!
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periods!of!Thainess!are!serial!times.!Serial!times!allow!the!market!to!go!higher!up!the!
ladder!of!created!value!in!the!quest!for!personalisation,!which!is!regression!to!the!
past.!!
!
These!pure!series,!traditional!and!modern!Thainess,!are!not!located!exactly!in!either!
the!past!or!the!present,!instead,!they!are!indefinite!past!and!serial!times!that!are!
inessentially!different.!The!people!or!workers!in!the!market!do!not!live!in!a!time!that!
is!theirs.!For!example,!workers!attempt!to!bring!back!the!past!and!allow!tourists!to!
enter!a!period!of!traditional!Thainess.!Ironically,!workers!are!presenting!a!time!that!is!
not!theirs,!while!tourists!who!are!taking!part!in!an!amphibious!boat!ride!enjoy!seeing!
different!periods!of!Thainess!in!a!context!and!timeframe!that!they!have!never!
belonged!to.!The!serial!times!are!only!established!value!to!search!for!specific!
difference,!but!are!devoid!of!essentials.!
!
Some!staff!live!in!the!traditional!village!in!phase!3,!which!in!fact!bears!no!relation!to!
that!time!at!all.!Although!the!floating!market!displays!different!phases!of!Thainess,!
such!as!organic!rice!farming!and!a!self[sufficient!and!traditional!village!in!phase!3,!the!
serial!times!do!not!differentiate!one!phase!from!the!others.!This!is!because!serial!
times!are!insignificantly!different,!with!the!floating!market!just!turning!back!to!an!old!
time!(phase!1),!and!an!older!time!(phase!3),!whereas!phase!2!shows!how!modern!
Thainess!does!not!associate!itself!with!the!present.!The!serial!times!appear!to!be!
ephemeral,!where!one!serial!time!gets!produced,!and!is!followed!by!other!serial!
times!to!increase!value!in!the!place.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!turns!out!to!be!a!model!
that!can!be!disseminated!into!several!series!objects.!Only!when!the!serial!times!are!
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insignificant!can!they!personalise!the!floating!market.!But!how!does!the!abstractness!
of!difference,!together!with!inessential!difference,!affect!tourist!interpretation!with!
regard!to!Thai!culture?!We!will!now!move!on!to!the!tourist!section.!
!
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7.3!The!interpretation!of!tourists!
!
In!order!to!study!tourist!interpretation,!I!conducted!documentary!research!whereby!I!
selected!the!30!most!recent!comments!on!each!market!that!tourists!had!posted!on!
TripAdvisor,!from!04/06/2015!to!20/06/2015,!and!used!content!analysis!as!the!
method!of!analysis.!These!comprised!comments!both!from!members!of!tour!groups!
and!from!independent!travellers.!We!might!question!whether!tourists!have!any!firm!
criteria!for!differentiating!distinctive,!from!indistinctive,!cultural!content.!Data!on!
TripAdvisor!highlight!tourist!interpretations!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!
Markets.!From!the!data,!tourists!regard!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!as!
authentic,!which!depends!on!different!sources!of!value.!Tourists!at!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!interpret!the!market!as!authentic,!while!some!do!not!search!for!authenticity!
at!all.!Additionally,!unique!and!generic!cultural!content!can!co[present.!The!following!
data!are!examples.!
!
Starting!with!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!some!tourists!interpreted!the!market!
as!authentic!and!were!impressed!with!it.!!
!
It!was!a!rich!culture!in!that!streets!were!made!of!water!and!the!only!mode!of!
transportation!they!had!were!boats!(comment!no.28#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
What!was!unique!here!was!the!labyrinth!of!canals!that!abounded,!along!with!the!
market!stalls!on!the!sides!of!the!canals!(comment!no.14#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
!
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The!tourists!were!impressed!with!the!unique!location!of!the!floating!market,!namely!
the!waterways,!the!boats,!the!labyrinth!of!canals!and!the!market!stalls.!This!might!be!
a!different,!or!an!away,!experience!that!they!are!unable!to!find!in!their!home!
countries.!However,!some!tourists!expanded!on!this.!
!
It!was!like!nothing!else,!and!the!attractions!might!be!touristy,!yet!sometimes!those!
are!the!best!things,!the!floating!market!had!something!for!everyone!(comment!no.!
24#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
It!was!an!amazing!place!of!business.!Got!up!early!to!see!the!best!of!it.!So!many!boats!
were!going!in!all!directions!and!the!variety!of!produce!was!huge.!I!could!not!imagine!
seeing!anything!like!this!anywhere!else!in!the!world!(comment!no.20#!Damnoen!
Saduak).!
!
Tourists!do!not!see!‘being!unique’!as!being!opposed!to!being!a!tourist!attraction,!or!a!
place!of!business.!As!a!tourist!attraction,!the!place!can!become!different!and!unique.!
Referring!back!to!Baudrillard’s!theory,!the!mythological!and!the!functional!attributes!
of!an!object!can!co[present!so!that!the!object!becomes!authentic.!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market!can!offer!an!away!experience!to!tourists!(mythological!attribute),!
while!it!functions!as!a!tourist!attraction!in!the!present!(functional!attribute).!For!
instance,!it!is!a!place!where!tourists!can!see!a!variety!of!produce,!but!it!is!also!a!place!
of!business,!or!a!tourist!attraction.!
!
Some!tourists!regard!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!as!being!distinctive,!and!it!can!
relate!to!any!source!of!value.!For!example,!tourists!view!the!floating!market!as!
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representing!Thailand!and!vice!versa.!They!seem!to!wrongly!match!the!place!with!
Thailand,!or!the!whole!country,!when!in!fact,!a!floating!market!has!local!cultural!
content!that!is!tied!to!a!specific!locality,!
!
Thailand!is!rather!famous!for!its!floating!markets,!so!if!you!have!not!been!to!any!
floating!market,!you!have!not!been!to!Thailand.!One!who!visited!Thailand!must!visit!
the!floating!market!(comment!no.!26#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
There!were!numerous!floating!market!places!in!Thailand,!so!I!guessed!these!were!
unique!to!Thailand!(comment!no.!21#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Those!tourists!interpreted!the!cultural!content!of!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!
in!relation!to!Thailand!and!Thai!culture.!The!whole!country,!or!Thailand,!turns!out!to!
be!the!source!of!value,!or!the!mythological!attribute!of!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market!(a!functional!place).!Thailand!becomes!an!alibi!of!a!floating!market.!As!well!as!
this,!what!is!unique!might!be!the!source!of!value,!as!suggested!in!the!below!comment!
about!Damneon!Saduak!Floating!Market.!
!
The!most!impressive!thing!was!that!it!was!99%!ladies!doing!all!the!work!here,!maybe!
the!blokes!were!unable!to!stand!the!humidity!and!needed!to!sleep!(comment!no.22#!
Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Eating!Thai!food!and!mango!with!sticky!rice!on!a!boat,!from!ladies!who!sold!them!on!
their!boats,!was!extraordinary!(comment!no.7#!Damnoeen!Saduak).!
!
Some!vendors!were!old!and!admirable!(comment!no.!28#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
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Some!tourists!were!impressed!with!the!female!vendors!who!could!manage!to!cook!
Thai!food!and!sell!items!on!boats!on!their!own.!Again,!what!becomes!authentic!is!not!
inherently!found!in!the!floating!market!itself,!but!rather!the!quest!for!an!alibi!that!is!a!
mythological!attribute!of!the!place.!The!origin!of!the!floating!market!is!Thailand,!and!
the!signature!of!the!market!is!that!women!are!able!to!do!all!the!work!in!the!market.!
These!are!the!sources!of!value!that!enable!the!place!to!become!authentic.!
!
Concerning!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!tourist!interpretation!of!the!place!varies!
according!to!different!experiences.!There!are!tourists!who!regard!the!market!as!
distinctive!and!who!do!not!search!for!authenticity!at!all.!Some!tourists!were!
impressed!with!the!physical!place,!as!seen!below.!
!
I!visited!here!five!years!ago.!It!was!quite!small!compared!to!Bangkok!floating!market.!
But!recently!I!visited!this!April,!and!it!is!now!greatly!extended!and!better!than!
Bangkok!was!when!I!last!visited.!It!had!a!further!phase!to!go,!so!should!be!really!
excellent!in!another!year!or!so!(comment!no.1#!Pattaya).!
!
As!stated!in!the!previous!section,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!series!object.!The!place!
pertains!to!the!personalisation!function!and!specific!difference,!where!the!extended!
phases,!or!‘the!different!phases!of!Thainess’!are!series.!It!seems!that!the!series!object!
of!the!market!makes!its!cultural!contents!unique.!!
!
In!addition,!what!impresses!tourists!is!the!source!of!value,!
!
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It!was!great!that!I!have!been!to!the!floating!market.!It!was!a!good!experience.!Though!
the!water!was!brown,!you!were!be!able!to!see!how!the!local!people!did!it!there!
(comment!no.!15#!Pattaya).!
!
We!went!with!a!tour!group!and!did!not!have!enough!time!to!really!shop!hard.!There!
were!so!many!little!stalls!and!food!experiences,!you!needed!to!probably!give!yourself!
a!few!hours!to!wander.!There!was!a!cover!charge,!but!it!was!not!much.!The!setting!
was!very!clever,!and!it!was!quite!a!unique!experience.!I!was!a!bit!rushed,!but!happy!
with!my!purchases!here!(comment!no.29#!Pattaya).!
!
This!agrees!with!Baudrillard’s!theory,!in!that!authenticity!relates!to!an!obsession!with!
certainty,!such!as!local!culture!and!local!people,!while!visiting!the!floating!market!
enables!tourists!to!see!the!local!way!of!life.!Authenticity!therefore!is!tied!to!origin,!
and!also!means!the!signature!of!a!work,!whereby!the!setting!of!the!floating!market,!
which!includes!stalls!and!food,!appears!to!have!distinctive!cultural!content!for!
tourists.!What!is!more,!the!quest!for!authenticity!is!also!the!quest!for!an!alibi.!
!
Photo!enthusiasts!would!love!this!place,!for!there!were!tons!of!shots!you!could!take!
and!observe!their!way!of!life.!If!you!ain’t!been!to!any!floating!market,!you!ain’t!been!
to!Thailand!(comment!no.26#!Pattaya).!
!
It!was!a!very!nice!market!in!the!boat.!All!the!things!from!the!market!were!for!daily!
use.!One!who!visits!Thailand!must!visit!a!floating!market!(comment!no.30#!Pattaya).!
!
Again,!the!demand!for!authenticity,!or!the!quest!for!authenticity,!that!is!found!in!
Pattaya!Floating!Market,!lies!elsewhere,!especially!Thailand.!Or!rather,!Thailand,!as!a!
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mythological!attribute,!is!an!alibi!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market.!Thailand!has!no!part!to!
play!here!because!its!social!existence!should!have!been!displayed!elsewhere.!Only!
when!the!floating!market!is!associated!with!Thailand!and!Thai!culture!does!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!appear!to!be!authentic,!and!can!the!mythological!attribute!co[exist!
with!the!functional!attribute.!!
!
However,!some!tourists!do!not!search!for!authenticity.!Rather,!they!were!impressed!
with!the!floating!market,!for!they!could!have!fun!and!enjoy!shopping!there.!
!
I!loved!the!floating!market,!the!winding!boardwalks!with!small!stalls!everywhere,!and!
the!haggling!was!so!much!fun,!people!were!friendly.!A!very!enjoyable!couple!of!hours!
in!an!unusual!setting!(comment!no.2#!Pattaya).!
!
It!was!a!good!place!for!a!bargain!and!for!casual!shopping!(comment!no.9#!Pattaya).!
!
These!tourists!found!haggling!enjoyable.!Tourists!do!not!search!for!authenticity,!and!
do!not!see!the!place!as!authentic!either.!They!just!wanted!to!go!shopping,!see!new!
things!and!have!fun.!For!tourists,!there!seems!to!be!no!fixed!criteria!for!justifying!
authentic!and!distinctive!culture.!Some!of!them!visit!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
regardless!of!authenticity.!Their!interpretations!vary!according!to!expectation!and!
presupposition.!There!are!some!tourists!at!Pattaya!Floating!Market!who!did!not!come!
to!the!market!to!see!authentic!culture.!However,!there!are!some!theoretical!points!
that!Baudrillard!and!Ritzer!oversimplify,!which!will!be!presented!in!the!next!section.!
!
!
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7.4!Theoretical!discussions!
!
7.4.1!Globalised!tourism!
!
With!the!production!of!value!and!the!play!of!differences,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market!is!global!rather!than!globalised.!It!recreates!the!idea!of!authenticity!to!meet!
tourist!demand,!with!the!market!offering!both!souvenir!items!and!local!produces.!The!
scale!of!tourism!in!the!market!is!expanded!in!terms!of!product!range.!In!contrast,!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!globalised!rather!than!global.!Authenticity!derives!from!
flows!of!an!idea!that!was!originally!created!in!Japan,!seen!in!the!OTOP!products!
available!to!buy!in!the!market.!This!idea!of!OTOP!has!been!adopted!in!Thailand!and!
presented!as!Thai!authenticity.!The!difference!between!authentically!Thai!and!
externally!authentic!is!blurred,!for!local!people!have!internalised!the!effect!of!
globalisation.!
!
Another!degree!of!globalised!tourism!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!the!series!object,!
or!the!modalities!of!Thainess.!It!becomes!globalised,!due!to!the!reproducibility!of!
floating[market!culture.!Modalities!of!Thainess!and!serial!times!are!contrived!culture!
for!tourists!which!do!not!relate!to!a!traditional!floating!market!at!all.!But!those!series!
objects!make!the!place!more!personalised!and!specific!than!a!traditional!floating!
market.!In!this!way,!global!flows!cause!the!singular!difference!between!the!real!
traditional!floating!market!and!the!reproduced!culture!for!tourists!to!disappear.!
Having!presented!globalised!tourism,!what!follows!is!the!limitations!of!working!with!
Ritzer!and!Baudrillard’s!ideas.!!
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7.4.2!The!limitations!of!Ritzer’s!theory!of!the!globalisation!of!nothing!
!
To!stress,!Ritzer’s!criteria!for!differentiating!distinctive!cultural!content!from!the!
indistinctive!seem!to!be!overdrawn.!Social!forms!with!attachment!to!place,!
uniqueness,!human!relations!and!personal!services!are!‘something’,!whereas!social!
forms!that!have!no!tie!to!a!particular!place!and!are!generic,!dehumanised!and!an!
automated!service,!are!‘nothing’.!For!Ritzer,!social!forms!without!distinctive!cultural!
content,!or!‘nothing’,!are!compatible!with!globalisation,!while!those!with!distinctive!
cultural!content,!or’!something’,!tend!to!be!associated!with!glocalisation.!!
!
In!this!manner,!authenticity!becomes!polarised!between!the!global!and!the!local,!
where!globalisation!waters!down!unique!local!content,!whereas!cultural!content!that!
is!embedded!in!the!local!is!meaningful.!‘Something’!is!similar!to!authentic!culture,!
while!‘nothing’!looks!inauthentic.!Referring!back!to!the!floating[market!case!studies,!
the!places!appear!to!fall!into!the!‘nothing’!end!of!the!continua,!rather!than!the!
‘something’!one,!as!they!are!tourist!attractions.!So!are!we!able!to!establish!firm!
criteria!for!separating!distinctive!cultural!content!from!indistinctive!content?!Is!there!
any!local!culture!unaffected!by!globalisation?!Or!does!globalisation!exist!without!
interaction!with!the!local?!
!
According!to!the!interview!data,!what!becomes!authentic!varies!due!to!the!different!
interpretations!of!workers!and!tourists,!for!example,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market!becomes!an!original!market,!albeit!having!changed!to!become!a!tourist[
orientated!place.!It!welcomes!the!arrival!of!tourists,!yet!is!still!pertinent!to!its!locality,!
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as!seen!in!the!natural!ambience!of!the!market,!the!labyrinth!of!the!canals,!local!
people,!and!so!on.!!
!
!Pattaya!Floating!Market!seems!to!be!a!unique!place,!for!it!is!the!only!floating!market!
in!Pattaya!city,!which!is!popular!for!beautiful!beaches.!It!is!an!artificial!floating!
market,!but!it!differentiates!itself!from!other!markets!by!using!the!concept!of!
Thainess.!Globalisation!and!tourism!do!not!preclude!the!two!floating!markets!from!
establishing!their!unique!cultural!content.!Therefore,!we!are!unable!to!say!that!one!
has!more!distinctive!cultural!content!than!the!other.!This!is!because!the!markets!are!
sold!to!tourists!as!commodities.!As!commodified!objects,!the!cultural!contents!of!the!
floating!markets!are!not!dependent!on!practical!application,!but!rather!sign[value.!
!
!
7.4.3!The!limitations!of!working!with!Baudrillard’s!ideas!
!
In!contrast!with!Ritzer,!Baudrillard’s!theory!enables!us!to!understand!how!objects!
constitute!the!system,!and!we!can!apply!his!theory!to!study!the!cultural!contents!of!a!
tourist!place.!However,!there!are!limitations!to!working!with!Baudrillard’s!ideas.!
Baudrillard’s!theory!is!one[dimensional,!and!focuses!on!the!influence!of!objects!over!
individuals.!‘Baudrillard!elaborates!on!the!ways!in!which!subjects!relate!to!use,!
dominate,!or!are!dominated!by!the!system!of!objects!along!with!signs!that!structure!
our!everyday!life.!His!work!operates!within!the!framework!of!a!subject[object!
dialectic!in!which!the!subject!faces!a!world!of!objects!that!attract,!fascinate!and!
sometimes!control!his!or!her!perception,!thought!and!behaviour’!(Kellner!1989,!p.8).!
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It!seems!that!‘the!system!of!objects’!produces!a!causal!relationship!between!objects!
and!subjects,!whereby!objects!impact!upon!the!social!life!of!subjects.!Objects!
determine!the!subject’s!perception!and!action,!for!example,!antique!and!authentic!
objects!are!valuable!for!the!possessor!as!they!might!delineate!social!status!and!social!
class.!Looking!back!at!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets,!authentic!
objects!and!series!objects!affect!people’s!actions!in!tourist!places.!The!fruit!and!crops!
sold!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!give!a!sense!of!locality,!while!the!OTOP!
products!that!are!offered!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!represent!the!idea!of!four!
regional!Thai!cultures.!
!
However,!the!social!life!of!people!is!not!necessarily!dependent!upon!the!order!of!
objects,!as!Baudrillard!proposes.!Subjects,!to!some!extent,!reflexively!manipulate!
objects,!and!in!an!artificial!tourist!place,!subjects!might!be!able!to!organise!objects!so!
that!the!place!becomes!distinguished!from!other!places.!As!stated!previously,!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!recruits!traders!and!chooses!what!products!to!sell!to!fit!in!with!the!
theme!of!Thainess.!Regarding!series!objects,!there!are!different!modalities!of!
Thainess!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!and!workers!display!three!particular!different!
phases!in!the!play:!phase!1!presents!traditional!floating!market!culture;!phase!2!
shows!modern!Thainess;!phase!3!turns!back!time!to!the!past!to!exhibit!the!traditional!
Thai!way!of!life.!!
!
The!system!itself!does!not!organise!objects!in!this!way,!rather!the!workers!reorganise!
and!rearrange!cultural!objects!and!put!them!into!that!order.!Therefore,!it!is!likely!
that,!in!this!case,!the!workers!organise!the!order!of!the!objects!rather!than!the!other!
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way!round.!Workers!can!monitor!the!system!of!objects,!and!in!this!manner,!‘the!
system!of!objects’!generates!interaction!between!the!object!and!subject,!whereby!
subjects!are!able!to!change!the!order!of!objects!in!accordance!with!their!perception!
and!thought.!It!may!be!possible!to!say!that!there!is!subject!reflexivity.!Not!only!can!
workers!reflexively!rearrange!cultural!objects!in!the!floating!markets,!but!also!tourists!
can!reflexively!interpret!the!places.!
!
To!understand!how!tourist!performance!co[produces!a!place!and!the!relationship!
between!the!subject!and!object!better,!we!should!look!back!at!‘the!performance!turn’!
presented!in!the!literature!review!chapter.!Larsen!states!that,!‘Tourist!places!are!
produced!places,!where!tourists!are!the!co[producers!of!such!places!and!the!
performers!of!these!places,!hence!most!tourist!places!become!dead!unless!actors!
take!the!stage!and!enact!them’!(2006,!p.422).!Tourist!performance!makes!a!place!
exist,!and!tourists!become!co[producers!of!the!places.!Without!tourist!performance!a!
place!does!not!become!a!tourist!attraction.!According!to!the!data,!tourist!
performance!reproduces!and!assigns!different!meanings!to!the!floating!markets.!For!
example,!some!tourists!see!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!as!
authentic!and!unique,!while!some!tourists!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!do!not!view!the!
place!as!unique,!but!just!a!fun!and!new!experience.!
!
Another!limitation!is!that,!although!Baudrillard!attends!to!the!system!of!objects,!he!
says!nothing!about!the!system!itself.!The!system!of!objects!is!treated!as!totality.!
Although!his!previous!work!on!the!political!economy!of!sign!and!sign[value!is!based!
on!this!approach,!the!connection!between!the!dimensions!of!economy!and!culture!
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seems!to!disappear!in!the!system!of!objects.!As!Kellner!maintains,!‘Although!
Baudrillard!describes!the!system!of!objects!as!a!system!of!commodities!that!
constitutes!a!consumer!society,!there!is!little!discussion!of!the!emergence!of!the!
system!of!objects!in!the!course!of!the!development!of!capitalism’!(1989,!p.11).!
Baudrillard!does!not!draw!out!the!connection!between!capitalism!and!the!system!of!
objects.!The!system!of!objects!works!as!a!system!of!commodities,!yet!Baudrillard!
does!not!develop!how!the!system!of!objects!links!with!others,!such!as!the!cultural!
system!and!economic!system.!The!system!of!objects!may!inextricably!involve!the!
implosion!of!economy!and!culture.!Authentic!cultural!content!can!be!an!example.!
!
What!is!sold!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!local!fruit!and!tourist!souvenir!
items,!while!Pattaya!Floating!Market!offers!regional!and!OTOP!products,!which!can!
function!as!souvenirs,!and!show!a!regression!to!the!origin!and!source!of!value,!
especially!the!four!regions!of!Thailand.!We!cannot!say!the!cultural!contents!of!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!are!more!authentic!than!the!ones!of!Pattaya!
Floating!Market,!due!to!the!co[presence!of!mythological!and!functional!attributes.!So!
how!do!these!two!antithetical!traits!co[present!in!the!same!context?!This!may!link!
with!the!commodification!process.!!
!
Commodification!bolsters!the!co[presence!of!these!two.!Baudrillard!states!
mythological!objects!have!maximal!meaning!but!minimal!function.!It!can!imply!that!
mythological!objects!discord!with!the!present!moment,!and!with!a!context.!In!order!
to!appear!in!a!context!and!time!that!it!does!not!belong!to,!the!mythological!object!is!
commodified.!Referring!back!to!Baudrillard’s!example!of!the!warming!pan!in!the!oil
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heated!house,!the!origin!of!the!warming!pan!is!modified!and!commodified!to!present!
it!in!a!modern!context.!!
!
Looking!back!at!the!co[existence!of!fruit!and!crops!with!tourist!souvenir!items!in!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!the!local!fruit!farmers!do!not!come!directly!from!
their!orchards!to!sell!produce!in!the!market,!rather!intermediaries!buy!produce!from!
the!orchards,!then!sell!it!to!the!market!vendors.!The!origin!of!local!produce!is!
watered!down!so!that!they!can!present!it!in!the!context!of!tourism.!Also,!the!origins!
of!the!regional!products!sold!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!do!not!relate!to!the!origin!of!
the!floating!market.!Both!regional!products!and!the!floating[market!culture!become!
commodified!to!be!sold!to!tourists,!while!the!cultural!contents!of!the!place!get!
hollowed!out!so!that!they!can!exist!in!a!context.!In!these!case!studies,!authenticity!
accompanies!vested!economic!interest.!The!commodification!process!can!account!for!
the!social!construction!of!authenticity,!which!is!not!taken!into!account!by!Baudrillard.!!
!
Also,!Baudrillard’s!theory!offers!us!a!limited!understanding!of!authenticity,!asserting!
that!authenticity!is!created!by!the!order!of!objects!being!juxtaposed!with!the!
mythological!attribute!and!functional!attribute.!However,!the!interview!data!indicate!
otherwise,!as!seen!with!the!yellow!oil!sold!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!being!
authenticated!by!Chinese!tourists.!In!this!manner,!authenticity!is!co[produced!by!local!
workers!and!Chinese!tourists.!The!construction!of!authenticity!is!both!a!globalised!
and!localised!process.!Authenticity!is!created!by!local!workers!and!then!reproduced!
by!tourist!performance.!If!yellow!oil!didn’t!suit!their!preference,!Chinese!tourists!
would!not!buy!it.!!!
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To!understand!the!social!construction!of!authenticity!better,!we!can!look!back!at!
‘existential!authenticity’,!which!was!discussed!in!the!literature!review!chapter.!
‘“Existential!authenticity”!is!derived!from!tourist!participation!in!activity!at!a!place’!
(Wang,!1999).!Tourist!performance!can!reproduce!the!concept!of!authenticity!in!a!
tourist!place!by!joining!activity!there.!Or!we!can!better!capture!changes!in!
authenticity!of!the!tourist!setting!by!using!MacCannell’s!front!stage!and!back!stage!
continuum,!in!which!tourist!settings!offer!different!degrees!of!authenticity!(the!back!
stage),!for!example,!a!tourist!site!is!decorated!to!be!like!a!back!region,!or!a!real!
culture!(2013,!pp.101[102).!MacCannell’s!theory!may!be!used!to!study!comparative!
authenticity!in!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets,!and!in!other!floating!
markets.!This!may!perhaps!be!of!interest!to!future!research.!
!
!
!
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7.5!Conclusion!
!
Ritzer’s!theory!of!the!globalisation!of!‘nothing’!is!insufficient!for!studying!the!cultural!
contents!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets.!His!criteria!for!separating!
distinctive!cultural!content!from!generic!cultural!content!are!overdrawn!and!the!
globalisation!of!‘something’/‘nothing’!is!thus!a!false!dichotomy.!The!cultural!contents!
of!the!floating!markets!do!not!depend!on!practical!application,!so!the!difference!is!
not!singular.!The!cultural!contents!of!the!places!pertain!to!the!play!of!differences.!
!
In!order!to!challenge!and!highlight!the!limitations!of!Ritzer’s!theory,!this!thesis!uses!
Baudrillard’s!theory!concerning!the!system!of!objects.!The!definition!of!authenticity!is!
anchored!in!the!myth!of!origin!and!the!source!of!value,!such!as!originality!(Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market)!and!Thainess!(Pattaya!Floating!Market).!The!markets!
produce!their!cultural!value!of!authenticity,!whereby!authenticity!pertains!to!social!
use,!as!well!as!the!source!of!value.!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!
are!authentic!because!of!the!co[existence!of!the!functional!object!and!the!
mythological!object!in!the!places.!Each!object!searches!for!authenticity,!or!an!alibi,!
that!lies!in!its!counterpart!in!order!to!fulfil!itself;!local!fruit!depends!on!the!function!of!
tourist!souvenir!items!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!and!vice!versa.!
Additionally,!the!regional!and!OTOP!products!that!are!sold!in!Pattaya!Floating!
Markets!have!both!function!and!the!sign!of!value.!They!function!as!tourist!souvenirs!
and!also!present!four!regional!Thai!cultures.!!
!
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Apart!from!the!play!of!differences,!only!Pattaya!Floating!Market!turns!out!to!present!
‘inessential!difference’,!in!that!its!cultural!contents!are!insignificantly!different.!As!an!
artificial!floating!market,!the!functional!attribute,!or!primary!function!of!the!floating!
market!gets!substituted!with!a!secondary!function,!with!the!place!needing!to!be!
personalised.!The!unique!cultural!content!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!such!as!its!
modalities!of!Thainess,!makes!the!place!personalised.!The!singular!difference!of!the!
floating!market!is!shielded!by!a!series!of!objects!and!of!serial!time!that!is!enmeshed!
in!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!for!example,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!four!regions!
market,!whereby!being!a!four!regions!floating!market!does!not!mark!the!place!out!as!
unique,!but!instead!allows!the!cultural!contents!of!the!floating!market!to!be!
exchangeable!with!other!signs.!As!a!series!object,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!appears!to!
be!non[essentially!different.!
!
With!regard!to!tourists,!they!do!not!have!any!firm!criteria!for!separating!distinctive!
cultural!content!from!generic!cultural!content!either.!Cultural!content!does!not!
intrinsically!occur!in!an!object!that!appears!to!be!authentic!and!unique,!rather!it!is!
associated!with!the!source!of!value,!the!origin,!the!point!of!creation!and!the!signature!
of!the!work.!For!example,!some!tourists!were!impressed!with!female!vendors!who!
managed!all!the!work!on!their!own!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!and!also!
viewed!Pattaya!Floating!Market!as!an!extraordinary!setting.!However,!some!tourists!
in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!do!not!search!for!authenticity,!but!just!visit!to!have!fun!
and!an!enjoyable!experience.!The!interpretation!of!tourists!varies!according!to!their!
presuppositions!and!backgrounds.!In!terms!of!tourist!interpretation,!the!floating!
markets!seem!to!be!a!sign!of!difference!rather!than!functionally!different.!
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Having!studied!the!cultural!contents!of!the!floating!markets,!what!are!the!cultural!
consequences!of!globalisation!in!these!places?!How!does!globalisation!and!tourism!
lead!to!simulacrum?!This!will!be!elaborated!on!in!the!next!thematic!chapter.
!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Chapter!8!
!
!Globalisation!and!Simulacra!
!
8.1!Introduction!
!
With!the!play!of!differences,!how!is!the!experience!of!local!Thai!culture!constituted!in!
globalisation!and!tourism?!This!chapter!answers!research!question!number!three:!
‘What!are!the!cultural!consequences!of!globalisation!and!tourism?’!This!concerns!the!
study!of!the!action!in!the!floating!markets!in!order!to!examine!the!interpenetration!of!
the!global!into!the!local,!as!well!as!the!adaptation!of!the!local!to!the!global.!The!
argument!is!that!globalisation!and!tourism!lead!to!simulacrum!in!Thailand,!as!seen!
with!how!the!case!studies!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!move!
away!from!reality.!!
!
Baudrillard’s!theory!on!simulation!will!be!extensively!used!to!study!the!cultural!
consequences!of!globalisation.!Referring!back!to!the!theoretical!chapters,!
mainstream!globalisation!theories!attempt!to!reduce!the!cultural!consequences!of!
globalisation!and!tourism!to!specific!ends,!such!as!hybridisation,!homogenisation,!
glocalisation,!McDisneyisation,!and!so!on,!yet!Baudrillard!seems!to!offer!more!
insightful!views!on!the!global!phenomenon.!Despite!having!been!exposed!to!
globalisation!and!tourism,!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!engage!in!
different!orders!of!simulacra.!!
!
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There!are!five!main!parts!in!this!chapter:!the!first!elaborates!on!the!first!order!of!
simulacrum!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!and!the!second!on!the!third[order!
simulacrum!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market.!This!is!followed!by!the!third!section,!which!
looks!at!tourists,!with!the!last!section!presenting!a!theoretical!discussion!and!the!
limitations!of!Baudrillard’s!work.!What!follows!now!is!interview!data.!
!
!
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8.2!Interview!data:!the!first!order!of!simulacrum!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market!
!
This!section!highlights!the!cultural!consequences!of!globalisation!and!tourism!in!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market.!As!stated!in!the!previous!chapters,!the!arrival!of!
tourists!made!the!floating!market!move!to!the!other!side!of!Damnoen!Saduak!Canal,!
next!to!the!main!road.!The!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!not!original,!
instead!it!is!a!representation!of!the!previous!floating!market.!The!local!municipality!
revived!the!old!market!here,!called!Khlong!Lud!Pee!Floating!Market,!in!order!to!draw!
a!contrast!between!the!old!market!and!the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market
28
.!In!other!words,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!a!counterfeit!of!the!
original!traditional!place,!which!refers!to!the!first!order!of!simulacrum.!At!this!stage,!
we!can!see!the!differences!between!a!counterfeit!and!an!original,!which!are!
elaborated!on!as!follows.!!
!
8.2.1!Food!
!
As!a!counterfeit,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!not!an!ancient!and!traditional!
place,!rather!it!is!only!a!reflection!of!a!traditional!floating!market!and!of!local!Thai!
culture,!where!globalisation!and!tourism!have!resulted!in!recreating!the!natural!
reference!of!the!original!floating!market.!Thai!food!is!a!must[try!for!foreign!visitors!so!
that!they!can!sample!the!local!Thai!experience.!Generic!Thai!food!sold!in!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market!appears!to!be!a!counterfeit!of!the!local!culture,!which!it!co[
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28!For!further!information!about!the!old!floating!market!and!the!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market,!please!refer!back!to!chapter!on!the!circulation!of!value!and!signs!
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presents!using!local!speciality!dishes.!What!actually!constitutes!an!experience!of!local!
culture!is!genuine!Thai!food,!which!some!tourists!are!not!familiar!with.!
!
Me:!What!is!a!must[try!food!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market?!
Interviewee:!J’Im!Boat!noodles!and!dried!rice,!or!Kao!Hang
29
!in!Thai.!Dried!rice!is!a!
local!food!that!has!existed!for!a!long!time,!like,!many,!many!years!ago.!Non[local!
people!don’t!know!what!dried!rice!is.!We!use!the!same!ingredients!as!boiled!rice,!but!
we!don’t!pour!soup!over!it.!So,!we!call!it!‘dried!rice’.!
Me:!Most!tourists!don’t!know!dried!rice!is!a!real!Damnoen!Saduak!local!dish,!right?!
Interviewee:!Umm,!dried!rice!is!broadcast!on!TV!food!shows.!Dried!rice!sold!in!the!
floating!market!is!delicious.!!
Me:!What!food!is!popular!with!foreign!tourists!then?!Thai!dessert?!
Interviewee:!When!Farang![Western!tourists]!come!to!the!market,!they!don’t!try!
local!food.!What!they!do!is!sit!in!a!coffee!shop!and!buy!souvenirs.!But!Chinese!
tourists!like!to!have!boat!noodles,!dried!rice,!or!Thai!desserts.!They![Chinese!tourists]!
have!the!same!food!as!we!do.!They!eat!what!we!eat.!But!I!hardly!see!Western!
tourists!trying!local!Thai!food.!!
(Mr.!Wong#!n=23#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
!
Dried!rice!is!the!most!famous!local!food,!which!Western!tourists!do!not!know!of!and!
will!not!try,!while!Chinese!tourists!try!local!food!as!they!see!Thai!people!eating!that!
food.!So!what!food!do!Western!tourists!usually!eat!when!they!visit!the!market?!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29!Kao!Hang,!or!dried!rice,!is!rice!mixed!with!chicken!blood,!fried!with!brown!sauce!(palo!sauce)!and!
topped!with!fried!shrimps!‘These!shrimps!makes!this!food!delicious’!(interviewee!no.4#!female#!
Damnoen!Saduak)!
!
!
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!
The!Thai!food!they!like!is!Tom!Yum!Kung![spicy!soup!with!prawns].!It!is!the!only!Thai!
food!they!like!(Mr.!Pong#!n=20#!male#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Western!tourists!like!to!eat!spicy!soup!with!prawns,!or!Tom!Yum!Kung,!which!is!not!a!
local!food,!but!a!generic!Thai!food.!Tom!Yum!Kung!is!a!counterfeit!of!local!food,!but!
for!Western!tourists,!Tom!Yum!Kung,!which!is!regarded!as!a!representation!of!local!
culture,!enables!them!to!experience!local!Thai!culture.!Based!on!Baudrillard,!in!the!
first!order!of!simulacrum!we!can!see!the!difference!between!generic!Thai!food!and!
local!speciality!dishes.!!
!
Unlike!Western!tourists,!Chinese!tourists!will!eat!local!food!cooked!by!floating!
vendors!in!the!market,!such!as!boat!noodles!and!dried!rice.!In!this!way,!Western!
tourists!and!Chinese!tourists!have!differentiated!experiences,!in!which!the!former!
only!access!a!representation!of!local!Thai!culture,!and!the!latter!experiences!an!
element!of!real!local!Thai!culture.!This!may!be!because!Chinese!culture!and!Thai!
culture!are,!to!some!extent,!interrelated.!As!interviewees!said,!during!the!reign!of!
King!Rama!V,!he!allocated!this!area!to!Chinese!immigrants,!so!Damnoen!Saduak!
culture!is!a!mixture!of!Chinese!and!Thai!culture.!The!old!floating!market,!or!Khlong!
Lud!Pee!Floating!Market,!even!has!a!Chinese!name:!Lao!Tak!Lak!Market.!Although!the!
Chinese!tourists!are!still!foreign!tourists,!their!experience!is!differentiated.!
As!Baudrillard!says,!the!first!order!of!simulacrum!sees!the!proliferation!of!sign!
according!to!market!demand,!which!in!this!case!is!the!arrival!of!tourists!fostering!
signs!to!be!reproduced!in!accordance!with!tourist!demand.!Here,!this!is!the!co[
presence!of!generic!Thai!food,!e.g.!Tom!Yum!Kung,!with!a!local!specialty,!dried!rice.!
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The!sign!of!the!floating!market!is!not!restricted!to!the!realm!of!traditional!culture,!it!
becomes!arbitrary!and!the!signifier!can!refer!to!other!signifieds,!whereby!the!floating!
market!does!not!only!reflect!a!specific!locality,!but!also!represents!general!Thai!
culture.!We!are!able!to!compare!general!Thai!food!with!local!speciality!dishes.!This!is!
the!first!order!of!simulacrum,!where!the!difference!between!the!counterfeit!and!the!
original!is!sustained.!!
!
8.2.2!Activity!
!
Activities!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!also!pertain!to!the!first!order!of!
simulacrum.!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!popular!with!both!group!tours!and!
independent!tourists.!Interviewees!stated!that!tourists!travel!to!the!floating!market!
to!see!boats!and!to!be!paddled!around!the!market.!For!group!tours,!when!tourists!
arrive!at!the!market,!a!tour!guide!or!group!tour!leader!leads!them!to!a!boat!service!
and!asks!who!wants!to!take!a!boat!ride.!Staff!from!the!boat!service!then!divide!
tourists!into!groups!of!four!to!go!for!a!ride!in!a!rowing!boat
30
.!After!that,!tourists!can!
a!ride!in!a!motorboat!to!explore!all!of!the!market.!The!activity!sub[theme!obtained!
from!the!interviews!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!now!presented.!
!
Me:!What!else!do!tourists!like!to!do?!
Interviewee:!On!a!boat!ride,!they!can!see!local!fruit!orchards!and!the!labyrinth!of!the!
canals.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30!It!takes!about!40!minutes!for!a!ride,!and!costs!250!baht!(about!2.5!GB!pounds)!per!person!in!the!
case!of!a!group!tour.!A!private!boat[ride!service!costs!400!baht!(6!GB!pounds)!for!a!rowing!boat!and!
600!baht!(12!GB!pounds)!for!a!motorboat,!and!takes!one!hour,!including!a!stop!at!the!coconut[sugar[
making!area!for!15[20!minutes.!
!
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(Mr.!Pete#!n=19#!male#!Damneon!Saduak)!
!
Another!interviewee!noted!that!tourists!do!not!only!visit!the!floating!market,!but!also!
experience!nature.!
!
They!can!take!a!boat!ride!along!the!canal!to!see!a!coconut[sugar[making!
demonstration,!the!fishing!areas!and!the!temples.!Even!when!it’s!raining,!I!see!
tourists!taking!a!boat!ride.!They!can!be!paddled!in!a!rowing!boat!along!the!canals!for!
an!hour!(Ms.!Wang#!n=22#!female#!Damnoen!Saduak).!
!
Not!all!tourists!can!enjoy!the!same!activities,!as!some!activities!are!only!for!tourists!
who!have!purchased!a!private!package!tour.!
!
If!they!take!a!private!rowing[boat!ride,!they!can!visit!a!place!called!Tao!Tarn!Bang!Le!
to!view!a!coconut[sugar[making!demonstration,!taste!a!glass!of!fresh!coconut!sugar!
for!free,!and!enjoy!souvenir!shopping!there!(Ms.!Helen#!n=34#!female#!Damnoen!
Saduak).!
!
To!offer!a!representation!of!local!Thai!experience,!the!floating!market!offers!a!boat[
ride!service!to!tourists,!during!which!they!are!able!to!view!the!market’s!districts,!
including!the!fruit!orchards,!the!labyrinth!of!canals,!the!fishing!area,!temples!and!the!
local!wooden!houses.!Only!tourists!who!purchase!a!private!boat!tour!are!able!to!
access!further!attractions,!including!Tao!Tarn!Bang!Le!to!see!a!coconut[sugar[making!
demonstration,!where!they!can!spend!15[20!minutes!watching!the!demonstration!
and!shop!for!souvenirs.!Although!the!floating!market!does!not!offer!this!activity!
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specifically!for!any!target!group,!the!tourist!experience!is!thus!differentiated,!
depending!on!what!package!tour!they!buy.!!
!
If!tourists!join!the!usual!boat[ride!service,!they!can!see!the!market’s!districts.!But!if!
they!purchase!a!private!boat!tour,!they!can!see!a!greater!representation!of!real!local!
Thai!culture,!e.g.!a!coconut[sugar[making!demonstration.!I!went!there!as!well!as!I!
purchased!a!private!boat[ride!service!from!the!local!hotel!where!I!stayed!for!a!week!
during!data!collection.!I!was!able!to!see!their!tools!for!a!coconut[sugar[making!
demonstration!and!try!fresh!coconut!sugar,!which!was!too!sweet!and!tasted!
unnatural.!I!could!also!see!coconut!trees!there!as!well!as!souvenir!items.!In!this!way,!
signs!of!local!culture!are!co[presented!with!the!floating!market!in!order!to!offer!a!
glimpse!of!local!culture!to!tourists!and!signs!of!local!culture!are!proliferated!to!meet!
tourist!demand.!
!
Referring!to!Baudrillard’s!theory,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!the!natural!
reference!of!the!original!market.!The!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!that!
was!built!for!tourists!represents!local!Thai!culture!with!a!display!of!local!ambience.!
Instead!of!placing!the!local!against!the!global,!as!discussed!in!the!review!chapter,!
globalisation!enables!signs!of!the!floating!market!to!emerge.!The!counterfeit!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!co[exists!with!original!culture,!such!as!the!labyrinth!
of!canals,!the!natural!ambience!and!the!fruit!orchards.!Those!activities!represent!local!
Thai!culture,!since!they!are!not!restricted!to!traditional!culture,!but!they!can!co[
present!with!the!current!floating!market.!!
!
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In!the!first!order!of!simulacrum,!the!difference!between!the!counterfeit!and!the!
original!is!maintained.!Additionally,!the!data!further!indicate!the!existence!of!the!
original!is!dependent!on!that!of!the!counterfeit.!For!example,!local!fruit!orchards!
show!a!local!way!of!life!and!are!not!there!for!their!own!sake.!It!seems!that!the!local!
way!of!life!survives!on!the!condition!that!it!co[exists!with!the!current!Damnoen!
Saduak!Floating!Market
31
.!Or!rather,!on!the!one!hand,!the!current!floating!market!
derives!value!from!being!the!simulacrum!of!the!original,!while!on!the!other!hand,!the!
existence!of!the!original!depends!on!simulation.!If!seeing!fruit!orchards!was!not!
included!in!the!activities,!it!might!not!become!a!local!Thai!experience.!Floating[
market!culture!has!thus!been!remade,!rearranged!and!re[transcribed,!and!activities!
here!are!a!reflection!of!the!original!culture.!A!significant!increase!in!the!number!of!
tourists!has!given!rise!to!the!liquidation!of!signs,!which!makes!floating[market!culture!
enter!a!further!stage!of!simulacrum.!!
!
What!follows!is!the!interview!data!on!Pattaya!Floating!Market.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31!Referring!back!to!the!first!thematic!chapter,!the!floating!market!was!moved!to!the!other!side!of!the!
canal!in!order!to!welcome!tourists.!
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8.3!Interview!data:!the!third!order!of!simulacrum!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
!
In!contrast!to!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!not!a!
counterfeit!of!an!original!floating!market!and!does!not!bear!a!resemblance!to!an!
original,!rather!it!absorbs!the!features!of!an!original!floating!market.!It!devours!the!
real!so!that!the!difference!between!the!original!and!the!copy!does!not!matter!any!
more.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!copy!that!bears!no!relation!to!the!realm!of!the!
traditional!floating!market!at!all.!The!series!of!the!Pattaya!Floating!Market!are!not!
restricted!to!an!original!floating!market.!Thanks!to!the!income!from!tourists,!along!
with!the!arrival!of!tourists,!the!signs!of!floating!market!and!Thai!culture!are!
proliferated!and!liquidated.!
!
The!cultural!contents
32
!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market!are!inessentially!different.!
Regardless!of!the!real!culture!and!simulated!culture,!the!place!becomes!authentic!
and!unique.!This!facilitates!the!place!to!enter!the!stage!of!a!hyperreal,!in!which!real!
Thai!culture!and!the!simulated!version!are!imploded.!Looking!back!at!the!Baudrillard!
chapter,!‘A!hyperreal!shelters!from!the!imaginary!and!from!any!distinction!between!
the!real!and!the!imaginary,!leaving!room!only!for!the!orbital!recurrence!of!models!
and!the!simulated!generation!of!difference’!(Baudrillard!1983,!p.4).!The!distinction!
between!the!real!and!the!imaginary!becomes!blurred,!which!accelerates!a!liquidation!
of!the!real.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!has!passed!from!the!second!order!of!simulacrum,!
in!which!it!is!a!series!object,!to!the!third!order!of!simulacrum,!which!makes!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32!For!further!details!of!the!cultural!contents!of!the!floating!markets,!please!refer!to!the!previous!
chapter.!
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distinction!between!the!real!and!the!imaginary!disappear.!It!is!neither!real!nor!unreal;!
instead,!the!place!is!a!hyperreal,!where!only!the!simulated!difference!is!produced.!!
!
The!third!order!of!simulacrum!sees!a!change!in!the!structural!law!of!value!that!refers!
to!a!reversal!of!origin!and!finality!(Baudrillard!1983).!Series!which!were!generated!
from!the!model,!as!seen!in!the!second!order!of!simulacrum,!turn!out!to!be!models!
themselves!that!bring!about!all!forms.!In!this!case,!a!series!of!Pattaya!Floating!
Market,!including!the!four!regional!cultures!and!the!whole!of!Thailand,!has!given!rise!
to!the!model!of!Thai!culture.!In!the!third!stage,!these!series!become!the!model!that!
generates!other!cultural!forms.!In!other!words,!other!cultural!forms!are!diffracted!
from!the!model!of!the!four[regional[culture!floating!market,!and!of!the!floating!
market!within!the!whole!of!Thailand
33
.!The!third!order!of!simulacrum!is!all!about!the!
model.!!
!
As!the!model,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!renders!the!capability!of!differentiating!an!
original!floating!market!from!a!copy!impossible.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!not!
dependent!upon!reference!to!an!original!floating!market.!Other!cultural!forms!seem!
to!precede!the!floating!market,!or!rather,!there!is!a!precession!of!simulacra.!In!
addition,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists.!The!cultural!
consequences!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!are!thus!principally!subject!to!the!arrival!of!
Chinese!tourists.!This!affects!the!action!in!the!floating!market,!including!food,!film[
induced!tourism!and!activities!in!which!the!floating!market!offers!a!simulacrum!of!
local!Thai!culture.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33!For!more!information!about!model!and!series,!please!refer!to!the!previous!chapter.!!
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8.3.1!Food!and!dessert!!
!
Referring!back!to!the!Baudrillard!chapter,!a!precession!of!simulacra!is!when!a!
simulacrum!happens!to!precede!the!original,!and!generates!cultural!forms.!In!this!
case,!Thai!foodstuffs!that!are!orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists!become!local!Thai!
culture.!What!follows!is!the!interview!data!on!food!and!desserts.!
!
Me:!What!type!of!food!do!you!sell?!
Interviewee:!We!have!ice!cream,!mango!with!sticky!rice!and!fruit!smoothies.!
Me:!Do!you!make!them!all!by!yourself?!
Interviewee:!This!ice!cream!is!from!a!franchise,!but!we!make!the!mango!with!sticky!
rice.!
Me:!Which!type!of!dessert!is!popular!among!the!tourists?!
Interviewee:!The!bestseller!for!Thai!tourists!is!noodles!and!some!have!ice!cream.!
Mango!with!sticky!rice!is!the!most!popular!Thai!dessert!among!foreign!tourists.!
Me:!Apart!from!mango!with!sticky!rice,!what!else!do!they!like?!
Interviewee:!Well,!fresh!durian,!coconut!and!coconut!ice!cream.!
Me:!So,!only!Thai!food!is!sold!here?!
Interviewee:!You!mean!here?!Yes,!we!sell!Thai!food!and!Thai!desserts.!But!I!hardly!
ever!see!vendors!selling!Western!food,!as!only!a!few!Western!tourists!visit!the!
market.!There!used!to!be!a!food!stall!selling!hamburgers,!then!it!closed!down.!!
Me:!Why!do!so!few!Western!tourists!visit!the!floating!market?!
Interviewee:!Most!Farang![Western!tourists]!like!to!visit!Phuket.!
Me:!What!about!Western!tourists!in!Pattaya!city?!
Interviewee:!They!are!other!types!of!Farang!who!love!the!nightlife,!bars!and!walking!
the!city!streets!rather!than!visiting!a!place!like!the!floating!market.!!
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(Ms.!Orn#!n=7#!female#!Pattaya)!
!
Thai!desserts!that!are!sold!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!are!not!local!speciality!dishes,!
but!rather!generic!Thai!dishes!that!progress!from!the!model!of!the!floating!market!
within!the!whole!of!Thailand.!Thai!desserts!are!not!counterfeits!of!local!food!that!is!
sold!in!the!original!floating!market,!as!in!the!first!order!of!simulacrum,!and!is!not!a!
pure!series!or!equivalence,!as!in!the!second!order.!In!the!third!order!of!simulacrum,!
the!cultural!form!is!diffracted!from!the!model!of!general!Thai!culture.!The!traditional!
floating[market!culture!hence!loses!finality.!The!reproducibility!of!the!floating[market!
culture!enables!the!place!to!offer!a!simulacrum!of!the!local!Thai!experience.!Another!
example!is!the!Thai!food!that!is!orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists.!I!interviewed!
one!food!trader!who!sold!southern!Thai!food;!an!extract!now!follows.!!
!
Interviewee:!My!restaurant!is!popular!among!Thai!tourists,!but!other!traders!sell!
food!and!products!that!Chinese!tourists!like.!Of!the!four!types!of!food!they!like,!the!
most!favourite!is!durian,!mango!with!sticky!rice,!Pad!Thai![stir[fried!Thai!noodles!with!
prawns]!and!Tom!Yum!Kung![spicy!soup!with!prawns].!They!come!to!our!market!to!
try!those!four!dishes.!
Me:!How!many!shops!sell!mango!with!sticky!rice!in!the!market?!
Interviewee:!I!think!three!shops,!one!at!the!front,!one!in!the!centre,!and!the!other!in!
the!Southern!zone.!All!of!them!are!popular!with!tourists,!as!the!floating!market!has!
organised!walking!paths!for!the!tourists
34
.!
Me:!I!see!!When!Thai!tourists!try!mango!with!sticky!rice!here,!what!do!they!say?!
Interviewee:!The!taste!isn’t!Thai.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34!When!entering!the!floating!market,!tourists!follow!green!arrows!that!lead!them!to!the!different!
zones!of!the!market,!while!red!arrows!take!them!to!an!exit.!Walking!in!the!market!seems!to!be!well!
organised.!
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Me:!How!is!it!different?!
Interviewee:!Chinese!people!don’t!like!a!sweet!taste,!and!mango!with!sticky!rice!isn’t!
that!sweet.!But!Thai!people!love!sweet!sticky!rice.!
Me:!What!taste!do!Chinese!tourists!like?!
Interviewee:!They!like!oily,!salty!and!a!little!bit!of!a!sweet!taste.!They!won’t!buy!the!
dessert!if!it’s!too!sweet.!
Me:!What!about!durian?!
Interviewee:!They!don’t!like!the!same!kind!as!Thai!people.!We!need!to!know!what!
they!like.!What!about!you?!How!ripe!do!you!like!to!eat!your!durian?!I’m!guessing!you!
don’t!like!it!soft!and!stringy
35
,!but!Chinese!people!like!to!eat!soft!and!stringy!durian.!
Me:!Oh!that’s!strange,!isn’t!it?!
Interviewee:!No,!not!at!all,!because!Thailand!exports!durian!to!China,!which!takes!
many!days!and,!so!it’s!ripe!when!it!arrives.!So!the!Chinese!have!just!got!used!to!
eating!ripe!durian.!When!they!visit!Thailand!we!need!to!find!them!ripe!durian.!!
(Mr.!Frank#!n=15#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
From!the!interview,!it!is!apparent!that!the!Thai!desserts!sold!in!the!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!are!not!original!local!ones,!but!not!false!either.!Mango!with!sticky!rice!is!a!
generic!Thai!dessert,!and!durian!is!a!Thai!fruit,!but!the!floating!market!does!not!offer!
a!real!Thai!taste!as!it!is!altered!to!suit!Chinese!tourists’!taste.!For!example,!the!sticky!
rice!sold!there!is!not!sweet!but!oily,!making!it!a!product!orientated!towards!Chinese!
tourists.!In!this!manner,!the!distinction!between!the!real!(locality)!and!the!imaginary!
becomes!blurred.!!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35!Personally,!I!do!not!like!durian!and!not!eat!it!because!of!its!smell!
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Thai!desserts!that!are!orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists!cause!a!reversal!of!origin!
and!turn!out!to!be!real!local!Thai!desserts.!They!become!cultural!forms!that!are!
diffracted!from!the!model!of!the!floating!market!within!the!whole!of!Thailand.!Thai!
desserts!and!Thai!foodstuffs!sold!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!turn!out!to!be!an!original!
local!Thai!experience.!Generic!Thai!foodstuffs!and!desserts!precede!the!local!
speciality!foods!of!the!original!floating!market,!which!triggers!a!reversal!of!origin.!Thai!
foodstuffs!that!are!orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists!do!not!tie!in!to!the!original!
floating!market!and!Thai!culture.!This!leads!to!the!reproducibility!of!the!floating!
market!and!Thai!culture.!Another!example!of!the!generic!Thai!foodstuff!that!is!
popular!with!tourists!is!Som[Tam
36
,!or!spicy!papaya!salad.!I!interviewed!one!boat!
vendor!selling!this.!
!
Me:!Are!there!other!vendors!selling!Som[Tam?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!some!vendors!sell!Som[Tam,!but!with!a!different!special!side!dish.!I!
sell!Som[Tam!with!grilled!chicken!and!grilled!fish.!Other!vendors!don’t!cook!grilled!
fish,!though!they!cook!fried!chicken,!but!not!grilled!chicken.!
Me:!Do!you!use!different!ingredients!if!you!cook!for!Thai!tourists?!
Interviewee:!Chinese!people!don’t!like!as!strong!flavours!as!Thai!people!do.!Thai!
people!like!three!flavours!–!salty,!spicy!and!sour.!Most!Chinese!people!don’t!like!spicy!
foods!and!sweet!tastes,!just!a!little!bit!sour.!!
(Ms.!Som#!n=14#!female#!Pattaya)!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36!Thai!people!usually!have!Som[Tam!(spicy!papaya!salad)!with!sticky!rice!and!grilled!or!fried!chicken.!
There!are!many!different!local!styles!of!Som[Tam,!such!as!Som[Tam!Thai,!Som[Tam!Para!(pickled!fish)!
and!Som[Tam!Sua!(papaya!salad!with!Thai!rice!vermicelli).!
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Som[Tam!is!a!generic!Thai!food!that!does!not!have!any!particular!relationship!with!
the!original!floating!market.!Som[Tam!that!is!specially!made!for!Chinese!tourists!also!
proceeds!from!the!model!of!the!floating!market!within!the!whole!of!Thailand.!Again,!
simulacrum!precedes!the!original!culture.!Returning!to!Baudrillard’s!theory,!the!
action!of!the!model!preceding!all!cultural!forms!is!a!reversal!of!finality.!Thai!
foodstuffs!orientated!towards!Chinese!tastes,!including!Som[Tam,!mango!with!sticky!
rice!and!durian,!precede!original!Thai!food.!This!is!precession!of!simulacra.!According!
to!Baudrillard,!the!real!is!broken!into!miniaturised!units!and!recombined!with!other!
references!in!order!for!the!real!to!be!indefinitely!reproduced.!Thai!desserts!and!Thai!
foodstuffs!sold!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!are!miniaturised!units!of!Thai!culture,!and!
the!cultural!forms!make!sense,!or!become!an!experience!of!local!Thai!culture,!only!
when!they!accord!with!the!model.!They!are!thus!a!hyperreal!of!local!Thai!culture.!!
!
However,!Thai!tourists!may!not!experience!simulated!culture!in!the!same!way!
Chinese!tourists!do.!Instead,!Thai!tourists!are!able!to!access!representations!of!
regional!Thai!culture!in!the!floating!market,!whereby!they!can!have!regional!Thai!
food,!such!as!southern!food,!or!have!general!Thai!food!with!real!Thai!taste.!If!vendors!
cook!for!Thai!tourists,!they!ask!how!spicy!they!would!like!it.!Thus,!these!two!groups!of!
tourists!experience!simulation!of!culture!differently.!Furthermore,!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!also!offers!an!entire!simulational!experience!for!Chinese!tourists.!!
!
What!follows!now!is!a!look!at!how!film[induced!tourism!meets!Chinese!tourist!
expectation.!
!
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8.3.2!The!filmYinduced!floating!market!
!
With!film[induced!tourism,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!further!incarnated!as!a!
hyperreal!of!a!floating!market!and!Thai!culture.!As!Baudrillard!states,!messages!in!the!
media!are!selected!and!coded!to!represent!reality.!The!media!breaks!down!reality!
into!simple!elements!so!that!they!can!recombine!with!other!differential!combinatory!
signs.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!place!that!is!orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists!
because!of!the!influence!of!the!media.!Globalisation!enables!the!floating!market!to!
select!this!reality!over!others,!and!this!pushes!the!place!into!further!simulacrum.!
Since!the!floating!market!offers!a!mediated!culture,!and!a!falsified!construct!of!Thai!
culture,!the!experience!of!local!Thai!culture!that!it!offers!is!a!hyperreal.!!
!
Film[induced!tourism
37
!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!now!presented!using!interview!
data.!
!
We!promote!the!floating!market!by!supporting!films!and!the!media.!I!remember!in!
the!very!beginning!we!were!able!to!establish!a!good!relationship!with!China!TV,!and!
they!showed!a!programme!on!the!floating!market!several!times!during!one!month!so!
that!a!high!number!of!visitors!could!see!it.!We!offered!our!market!as!the!setting!for!
free.!Game!shows!and!documentaries!have!also!used!our!place!as!a!location!(Mr.!
Liam#!n=4#!male#!Pattaya).!
!
The!main!reason!for!Chinese!tourists!visiting!the!floating!market!is!to!see!the!real!
location!of!a!famous!Chinese!film!called!Go!Lala!Go!.!The!most!attractive!thing!in!it!is!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37!Please!see!Appendix!V!for!photographs!of!film!tourism!
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the!film’s!location,!where!a!woman!hung!a!man’s!name!card!on!a!holy!tree
38
!and!
prayed!that!they!met!each!other!again.!Chinese!tourists!want!to!see!this!(Mr.!Chris#!
n=2#!male#!Pattaya).!
!
As!a!film!location,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!attracts!a!considerable!number!of!Chinese!
tourists.!
!
Me:!Are!most!tourists!from!China?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!our!place!is!a!Chinese!market.!
Me:!Do!they!come!on!group!tours?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!about!70%!of!tourists!are!Chinese.!About!five!years!ago,!our!
floating!market!was!the!film!location!for!the!film!Go!Lala!Go!.!Its!most!important!
scene!is!when!a!man!meets!a!woman!under!a!holy!tree![at!the!back!of!the!market].!
Chinese!tourists!call!our!market!‘Du!Lala
39
!Market’,!so!our!place!is!associated!with!a!
romantic!story.![In!the!film],!a!boy!and!a!girl!who!work!in!China!come!to!visit!the!
market!and!pray!to!a!holy!tree!that!they!will!meet!each!other!again.!The!woman!hung!
the!man’s!name!card!on!the!tree.!Then!they!met!each!other!again!in!China.!
Me:!So,!most!Chinese!tourists!came!here!after!having!watched!the!film?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!it!was!free!to!shoot!the!film!here,!so!the!media!could!promote!our!
place!for!free.!!
(Mr.!Sam#!n=3#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
‘Reality!tests!you!according!to!the!same!grill;!you!decode!it!according!to!the!same!
code,!inscribed!within!each!message!and!object!like!a!miniaturised!genetic!code’!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38!Please!see!the!photograph!of!the!holy!tree!in!Appendix!V!
39!They!named!the!floating!market!after!one!of!the!film’s!leading!characters.!
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(Baudrillard!1983,!p.121).!In!this!sense,!reality!is!transcribed!according!to!the!code.!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!appears!to!be!‘Du!Lala!Market’,!with!Chinese!tourists!having!
named!it!after!one!of!the!film’s!leading!characters.!Tourists!decode!the!reality!of!the!
floating!market!in!accordance!with!the!code!given!in!the!messages!from!the!film.!
Action!and!cultural!forms!in!the!floating!market!can!make!sense!on!the!condition!that!
they!correspond!with!the!model!of!the!film[induced!floating!market,!hence!the!place!
is!a!hyperreal!of!the!film!and!accelerates!the!liquidation!of!reality,!or!of!local!Thai!
culture!that!is!open!to!a!different!combinatory!of!signs,!particularly!elements!of!
simulated!culture.!!
!
Messages!from!the!film,!namely!the!romantic!story,!Du!Lala!and!the!holy!tree,!do!not!
present!the!facts!of!the!floating!market,!yet!they!break!down!reality!into!simple!
elements!so!that!those!messages!can!recreate!scenarios!of!the!floating!market,!which!
are!the!scenes!of!the!romantic!story.!The!messages!test!reality!by!asking!questions!
that!already!have!answers.!For!example,!messages!from!the!film!might!pose!a!
question!like!is!the!floating!market!the!real!setting!of!the!film?!The!answer!is!
definitely!yes,!and!messages!from!the!film!and!the!floating!market!present!a!selection!
of!reality.!Messages!from!the!film!together!foster!the!reproducibility!of!the!floating!
market!with!a!falsified!construct!of!Thai!culture,!and!sustain!a!hyperreal!experience!
of!Thai!culture.!
!
At!this!point!some!scholars!argue,!as!discussed!earlier,!that!film!tourism!is!not!the!
entire!simulation,!but!rather!a!combination!of!real!and!simulational!experience,!
whereby!tourists!are!able!to!see!a!real!physical!place,!while!obtaining!a!depicted!
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experience!mediated!by!the!film!(Buchmann,!Moore!and!Fisher!2010).!The!floating!
market!is!the!real!location!of!the!film,!but!what!becomes!an!experience!of!Thai!
culture!for!Chinese!tourists!is!actually!mediated!messages!from!the!film,!not!the!
market!itself.!Without!film!tourism,!the!floating!market!itself!cannot!fulfil!Chinese!
tourists’!expectations.!The!miniaturised!units!of!reality!and!a!selection!of!reality!result!
in!a!hyperreal!of!local!Thai!culture.!Mediated!messages!from!the!film!generate!
cultural!forms!in!the!floating!market.!!
Below!are!some!reviews!of!the!film!Go!Lala!Go!.!!
!
This!film!was!shot!like!a!US!TV!show.!It!blended!Hong!Kong!culture!into!the!location!
where!the!film!was!set,!Beijing.!It!was!based!on!the!pursuit!of!materialism!and!had!no!
sense!of!any!real!Chinese!culture.!The!cast!was!unconvincing!and!the!clothing!design!
made!every!single!character!in!the!film!look!like!fashion!model!(IMDB,!2010).!
!!
Fast!camera!cuts,!bright!colours!and!copious!amounts!of!product!placement!made!it!
feel!like!an!American!TV!show.!If!I!did!not!know!it!better,!I!would!assume!that!
everyone!working!in!a!corporate!office!in!China!drank!Lipton!tea,!while!talking!on!a!
Nokia!phone!and!emailing!on!their!Lenovo!(IMDB,!2010).!
!
There!is!a!cultural!double[take!here!that!this!thesis!can!succinctly!comment!on.!
According!to!the!reviews,!the!assimilation!of!global!culture!erodes!Chinese!culture.!
This!makes!Pattaya!Floating!Market!a!simulacrum!of!a!simulacrum.!Not!only!does!it!
show!a!simulacrum!of!local!Thai!experience,!but!also!a!simulacrum!of!American!
culture.!Although!it!is!a!Chinese!movie,!it!presents!a!simulacrum!of!an!American!TV!
show.!It!mixes!Hong!Kong!culture!with!the!film’s!setting,!Beijing.!The!clothing!design,!
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production!techniques!and!the!storylines!either!represent!Chinese!culture!or!devour!
Chinese!culture.!On!the!other!hand,!they!facilitate!the!emergence!of!miniaturised!
units!of!American!culture.!!
!
When!it!comes!to!the!use!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market!as!a!film!location,!messages!
from!the!film!combined!with!the!miniaturised!units!of!Chinese!and!American!cultures!
are!a!selection!of!reality.!As!a!copy,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!does!not!bear!relation!to!
a!real!local!floating!market,!and!the!market!itself!already!appears!to!be!a!simulacrum.!
In!being!used!as!a!film!location,!the!experience!of!local!Thai!culture!offered!by!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!gets!mediated!by!the!film,!and!messages!from!it!break!down!
the!reality!of!the!floating!market!into!simple!elements!that!can!be!reassembled!into!
possible!scenarios!in!the!film,!particularly!the!scene!where!the!man!meets!the!
woman!and!they!pray!to!meet!each!other!again,!in!other!words,!the!romantic!story.!
The!film!experience!offers!a!more!real!experience!than!the!market!itself.!The!floating!
market!is!reduced!to!nothing!more!than!a!location!for!the!film.!The!selected!reality!
and!messages!of!the!film!that!proceed!from!the!model!of!the!floating!market!within!
the!whole!of!Thailand,!and!also!the!model!of!American!culture,!precede!original!Thai!
culture!and!the!traditional!floating!market.!!
!
The!film!purports!to!show!references!to!Hong!Kong!and!Beijing!culture,!but!ironically!
causes!the!reduplication!of!an!American!TV!show.!However,!the!film!does!not!relate!
to!real!American!culture!either,!and!is!just!a!simulacrum.!The!floating!market!
therefore!enters!the!third[order!simulacrum,!whereby!it!appears!to!be!the!
simulacrum!of!a!simulacrum.!The!floating!market!is!not!the!film!setting,!instead!the!
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film!itself!is!the!location!of!the!floating!market.!This!is!a!reversal!of!origin,!whereby!
the!action!in!the!floating!market!is!only!a!hyperreal.!As!the!simulacrum!of!a!
simulacrum,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!also!becomes!a!deterrence!model.!
!
8.3.3!The!deterrence!model!and!replacement!
!
When!the!boundary!between!true!and!false!collapses,!reality!turns!out!to!be!further!
liquidated.!This!makes!the!ability!to!access!the!real!impossible,!and!so!the!distinction!
between!the!real!and!unreal!is!irrelevant.!Looking!back!at!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!
tourists!generate!a!cash!flow!that!facilitates!local!Thai!culture!to!be!liquidated,!and!
this!permits!a!radical!law!of!equivalence!and!exchange!to!emerge.!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!is!a!deterrence!machine,!in!that!the!place!only!offers!a!simulacrum!of!the!
floating!market,!and!thus!a!hyperreal!of!local!Thai!culture.!!
! !
Globalisation!and!tourism!result!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!being!a!deterrent!and!
neutralised.!Again,!this!causes!a!reversal!of!finality,!as!well!as!the!generalisation!of!all!
culture.!This!is!where!the!floating!market!becomes!globalised.!Instead!of!
hybridisation!and!glocalisation,!as!discussed!in!the!literature!review!chapter,!the!
interaction!between!the!global!and!the!local!leads!to!a!deterrent!to!accessing!real!
local!Thai!culture,!whereby!the!experience!of!local!Thai!culture!is!a!hyperreal!and!
simulacrum.!With!the!generalisation!of!culture,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!can!transmit!
a!condensed!experience!of!local!Thai!culture!to!a!wider!audience.!In!this!case,!a!wider!
audience!refers!to!the!different!seasons!of!tourists,!which!do!not!matter!to!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!at!all.!What!follows!is!interview!data.!
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The!high[low!season!of!tourists!doesn’t!really!impact!on!the!market!because!we!have!
other!groups!of!tourists!coming!to!the!market,!called!replacements!(Ms.!Manee#!
n=12#!female#!Pattaya).!!
!
And!in!another!interview,!the!following!was!revealed!about!seasons.!
!
Me:!When!is!the!low!season!of!tourists?!
Interviewee:!Foreign!group!tours!always!visit!the!market!over!the!course!of!the!year,!
but!there!are!some!differences.!For!example,!the!high[low!season!of!tourists!from!
the!Middle!East!is!different!from!that!of!Chinese!tourists.!Chinese!tourists!come!here!
all!year!round.!I!can’t!tell!you!how!we!do!this!because!it’s!the!market!strategy.!!
(Mr.!Brad#!n=10#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
Based!on!the!interviews,!the!high[low!season!of!Middle!Eastern!tourists!is!different!
from!that!of!Chinese!tourists,!who!are!the!main!customers!of!the!market!and!visit!the!
place!all!year!round.!!
!
Me:!When!is!the!low!season?!
Interviewee:!There!is!no!low!season!for!Chinese!tourists,!neither!a!high!nor!a!low!
season.!If!a!place!can!attract!Chinese!tourists!to!visit,!that’s!good.!They!constantly!
come!to!visit!the!place.!A!high[low!season!doesn’t!matter.!!
(Mr.!Frank#!n=15#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!place!orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists.!The!
interaction!between!the!global!(flow!of!tourists)!and!local!(Pattaya!Floating!Market)!
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generates!a!unique!outcome!that!might!differ!from!what!happens!in!other!locales,!for!
instance,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!experiences!a!difference!of!high[low!
season.!But!for!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!an!increase!in!Chinese!tourists!renders!the!
high[low!season!of!tourists!irrelevant,!as!they!visit!the!market!all!year!round.!
Globalised!tourism!does!not!produce!a!homogenised!impact,!yet!its!effect!turns!out!
to!be!deterrent,!whereby!structural!forms!of!global!flow!are!exchangeable!and!
replaceable!with!one!another,!rather!than!a!hybridised!culture!or!a!glocalised!one.!!
!
The!third!order!of!simulacrum!deterrence!model!and!activity!
!
Globalisation!does!not!water!down!the!experience!of!local!Thai!culture,!instead!it!is!
impossible!to!differentiate!between!the!effect!of!tourism!and!globalisation!and!that!
of!localised!culture,!since!the!hyperreal!associates!with!a!reversal!of!origin!and!
finality.!The!reality!that!relates!neither!to!a!traditional!floating!market!nor!Thai!
culture!becomes!the!more!real!experience!of!Thai!culture.!Hence,!Thai!culture!is!
neutralised.!The!cultural!forms!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!do!not!only!proceed!from!
the!model!of!the!floating!market!with!its!four!regional!cultures,!and!of!the!floating!
market!within!the!whole!of!Thailand,!but!also!the!model!of!the!floating!market!within!
entertainment.!!
!
This!is!a!hyperreal!experience!that!is!produced!specifically!for!foreign!tourists.!When!I!
collected!interview!data!in!the!floating!market,!I!only!saw!Chinese!tourists!and!Asian!
tourists!participate!in!the!activities!of!souvenir!and!food!shopping,!while!Thai!tourists!
only!took!photographs.!When!tourists!arrive!at!the!floating!market!they!are!led!to!a!
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foreign[tourist!entrance,!where!they!need!to!pay!200!baht!(about!4!GB!pounds)!as!an!
admission!fee.!A!tour!guide!then!takes!the!tourists!around!the!market!to!see!the!
shows!and!cultural!performances,!and!to!recommend!what!products!they!should!buy.!
To!illustrate!the!deterrence!model,!the!sub[theme!activities!of!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!will!be!presented.!!
!
For!foreigners,!we!have!a!package!tour![800!baht,!or!about!16!GB!pounds!per!person]!
of!a!rowing[boat!ride!to!go!sightseeing!around!the!market![phase!1!and!2],!then!they!
are!transferred!to!an!amphibious!boat![which!can!drive!on!land!and!float!on!water]!to!
visit!phase!3,!where!tourists!can!see!an!economically!self[sufficient!village,!a!fruit!
garden,!a!rice!farm,!a!monkey!show,!a!Thai!boat!museum!and!an!ancient!Thai!village!
with!four!regional!kitchen!styles.!Tourists!can!also!feed!the!fish!and!view!a!Thai!
dessert[making!demonstration!(Mr.!Aong#!n=13#!male#!Pattaya).!
!
In!addition!to!the!package!tour,!regional!cultural!performance!is!also!a!highlight!of!
Pattaya!Floating!Market,!
!
Interviewee:!We!try!to!find!interesting!activities!for!tourists,!especially!cultural!
performances.!We!are!currently!putting!on!a!cultural!performance!of!the!central!
region.!
Me:!Do!you!have!a!show!every!day?!
Interviewee:!I’m!not!sure.!For!example,!on!Wednesdays,!there’s!a!boat!parade!at!the!
front!and!a!musical!show!at!the!back,!or!we!have!a!northern[style!music!performance!
in!the!Northern!zone.!!
Me:!Who!arranges!all!the!shows?!
Interviewee:!They!are!arranged!by!all!of!our!staff.!
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Me:!How!do!you!know!what!to!do!or!how!to!select!a!cultural!show?!
Interviewee:!We!always!change!them.!We!don’t!want!repetition.!We!need!to!keep!
people’s!attention,!for!instance!for!six!months!we!have!a!drum!show.!For!the!next!six!
months,!we!might!hire!other!shows!to!perform!here.!Before!that,!we!had!regional!
Thai!dance!performances,!such!as!a!northern!Thai!dance.!
Me:!So,!they!are!professionals?!
Interviewee:!Yes,!they’re!all!professionals,!especially!the!drum!show.!They!are!our!
staff,!and!we!have!our!own!musical!band.!There’s!no!need!to!be!worried!!!
(Ms.!Nan#!n=11#!female#!Pattaya)!
!
Therefore,!activities!here!are!a!combination!of!floating[market!culture!and!Thai!
culture.!Tourists!can!take!a!boat[ride!service!to!go!sightseeing!in!the!floating!market,!
such!as!to!see!the!ancient!Thai!village!and!the!boat!museum,!or!watch!regional!
cultural!shows!along!with!a!Thai[dessert[making!demonstration.!The!place!does!not!
bear!any!relation!to!a!traditional!floating!market!or!regional!Thai!cultures!at!all.!
Therefore,!an!experience!of!Thai!culture!does!not!represent!Thai!culture,!but!rather!a!
hyperreal!experience.!
!
The!most!famous!activity!here!is!sea!boxing,!as!explained!in!the!below!exchange.!
!
Me:!So,!tourists!can!see!Thai!culture!here?!
Interviewee:!What!we!present!is!a!simple!thing.!We!try!to!bring!lots!of!fun,!
particularly!Muay!Talay![a!Thai!sea!boxing!show].!Two!guys![sitting!astride!a!pole!set!
over!water]!punch!each!other!until!one!drops!into!the!water;!usually!it’s!both!of!
them.!We!have!a!traditional!Thai!music!show,!boat!parades!by!female!Thai!dancers!in!
traditional!costumes,!and!an!artistic!performance.!We!try!to!have!something!
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different!day!by!day!and!week!by!week,!but!what!we!most!regularly!have!are!a!boat!
parade!and!Muay!Talay.!We!operate!and!launch!special!events!and!special!contests!
for!the!Song!Kran!and!Loy!Kratong
40
!festivals,!and!so!on.!!
(Mr.!Liam#!n=4#!male#!Pattaya)!
!
Sea!boxing!is!regarded!as!a!Thai!folklore!sport!and!was!originally!popular!in!the!south!
of!Thailand,!and!it!serves!the!purpose!of!entertainment!(Wattanatam!2018).!But!it!
does!not!relate!to!a!traditional!floating!market!or!the!locality!of!Pattaya.!It!is!a!
combination!of!sport!and!entertainment!that!is!used!to!attract!tourists!in!Pattaya!
Floating!Market.!It!is!a!hyperreal!experience!when!it!is!presented!in!the!context!of!the!
tourist[orientated!floating!market.!Non[floating!market!culture!can!thus!be!combined!
with!floating[market!culture.!It!shows!how!the!local!accommodates!the!global.!In!
order!to!attract!tourists,!signs!of!the!floating!market!do!not!tie!in!to!a!traditional!
floating!market,!with!the!result!that!reality!is!liquidated.!According!to!the!data,!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!recreates!activities!including!regional!Thai!dance,!cultural!
shows,!music!shows,!boat[ride!services!and!a!Thai!sea!boxing!show.!!
!
Therefore,!activity!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!combination!of!Thai!culture!and!
non[Thai!culture,!especially!entertainment!activity.!Referring!back!to!Baudrillard,!the!
presence!of!culture!and!anti[culture!makes!culture!neutralised,!so!that!there!is!no!
difference!between!the!two!at!all,!as!well!as!more!generalised,!with!culture!becoming!
exchangeable!with!signs!of!non[culture.!Although!there!are!some!activities!that!do!
not!even!bear!relation!to!Thai!culture,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!needs!them.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40
!Song!Kran!(Thai!New!Year)!and!Loy!Kratong!are!popular!Thai!festivals!in!April!and!November!
respectively.!
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At!the!back!of!the!market,!we!have!an!adventure!zone!that!is!10!metres!and!costs!
200!baht!(about!4!GB!pounds)!for!tourists!to!enter.!They!can!enjoy!taking!
photographs!and!walking!on!a!suspension!bridge!to!see!a!view!of!the!market!(Mr.!
Aong#!n=13#!male#!Pattaya).!
!
Thai!cultural!activity!is!combined!with!tourist!spots,!namely!a!suspension!bridge!and!
an!adventure!zone.!These!activities!are!rearranged!into!possible!scenarios!of!the!
floating!market.!They!are!not!references,!or!representations,!of!local!Thai!culture!or!
of!the!traditional!floating!market,!as!those!in!the!first!order!of!simulacrum!in!
Damneon!Saduak!Market!are.!Rather,!they!proceed!from!the!model!of!the!floating!
market!within!entertainment.!The!activities!precede!the!experience!of!local!Thai!
culture,!whereby!they!devour!real,!local!Thai!culture.!What!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
presents!is!a!hyperreal!of!the!local!Thai!experience.!It!might!be!impossible!to!
differentiate!the!real!from!unreal,!since!the!two!implode.!The!activities!seem!to!be!
more!real!than!the!original,!and!to!be!the!totality!of!Thai!culture.!
!
The!establishment!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market!conceals!the!fact!that!it!is!the!real!
Thailand,!while!indicating!all!of!Thailand!is!not!real,!and!it!also!saves!the!reality!
principle,!that!local!culture!is!actually!there.!Tourists!can!experience!a!variety!of!Thai!
cultural!forms,!and!access!the!whole!of!Thailand,!as!well!as!the!four!regional!cultures.!
Referring!back!to!Baudrillard’s!work!on!Beaubourg,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!turns!out!
to!be!the!space!of!deterrence!that!triggers!social!discourse!and!cultural!manipulation,!
as!seen!in!the!floating!market’s!cultural!shows!and!entertainment.!!
!
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There!is!a!Thai!sea!boxing!show,!an!adventure!zone!and!a!boat[ride!service!that!can!
take!tourists!around!the!floating!market,!during!which!they!can!enter!each!phase!of!
Thai!culture,!such!as!the!traditional!Thai!way!of!life!in!phase!3.!Cultural!activities!here!
are!anachronistic,!with!the!incoherence!of!cultural!contents!being!able!to!co[present.!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!seems!to!be!a!deterrent!to!every!attempt!to!access!a!real!
traditional!floating!market,!as!seen!with!the!display!of!four!regional!Thai!cultures!and!
regional!Thai!performances,!and!in!its!references!to!real!local!Thai!culture,!
particularly!the!recreation!of!entertainment!activities,!such!as!a!fishpond,!an!
adventure!zone!and!a!suspension!bridge.!These!activities!are!not!restricted!to!a!
traditional!floating!market!or!local!Thai!culture.!They!are!constituted!by!a!differential!
combinatory!of!signs.!!
!
A!mixture!of!cultural!forms,!such!as!a!sea!boxing!show!and!the!floating!market!
ambience!in!phase!1,!is!contradictory!and!inconsistent.!The!sea!boxing!show!is!
incompatible!with!the!floating[market!ambience!and!vice!versa.!Culture!here!is!
simultaneously!counter[culture.!This!neutralises!local!Thai!culture!in!the!floating!
market,!the!hyperreal!and!counter[culture!devour!real!local!culture.!An!experience!of!
local!Thai!culture!becomes!generalised,!where!culture!is!exchangeable!with!
antithetical!culture,!as!seen!with!the!floating!market!and!its!sea!boxing!show.!!
!
So,!is!cultural!production!simultaneously!counter[culture,!or!antithetical!to!culture?!
This!is!seen!in!the!co[presence!of!entertainment!activities!and!regional!Thai!culture!in!
Pattaya!Floating!Market,!whereby!the!former!becomes!antithetical!to!the!local!Thai!
experience.!Cultural!forms,!together!with!activities,!are!neutralised.!Connecting!to!
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Baudrillard’s!deterrence!model,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!thus!appears!to!be!
polyvalent,!or!a!multipurpose!space,!where!culture!itself!is!dead.!The!implosion!of!
culture!and!non[culture!leads!to!a!total!hyperreality,!where!culture!becomes!counter[
culture.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!not!a!simulacrum!of!the!local!Thai!experience,!but!
just!a!simulacrum!of!a!simulacrum,!where!things!proceed!from!the!model!and!are!
subject!to!signs.!There!is!no!difference!between!the!real!and!unreal,!just!a!
simulacrum!and!a!hyperreal.!!
!
Furthermore,!the!third!order!of!simulacrum!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!sustained!by!
the!alibis!of!the!counterfeit!in!the!first!order!of!simulacrum,!which!are!the!traditional!
floating!market!and!the!four!regional!Thai!cultures.!These!alibis!do!not!represent,!or!
reflect,!an!original!floating!market!or!real!local!Thai!culture,!as!in!the!first!order!of!
simulacrum!seen!in!Damneon!Saduak!Floating!Market.!Rather,!they!are!only!the!alibis!
in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!because!they!do!not!need!to!function!in!the!third!order!of!
simulacrum.!Their!social!existence!lies!elsewhere.!!
!
The!only!reason!they!appear!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!to!supply!the!content!of!
the!following!order!of!simulacrum.!The!alibis!of!regional!cultures!are!the!preceding!
orders!that!supply!the!substance!of!the!empty!subsequent!orders!of!the!floating!
market.!For!example,!the!construction!of!the!four!regional!cultures!gives!meaning!to!
the!regional!dance!shows,!or!the!four!regional!cultures!become!the!model!that!
precedes!all!cultural!forms.!Cultural!forms!and!activities!are!not!recreated!for!
culture’s!sake,!instead!they!are!created!to!assign!meaning!to!the!simulacrum!of!the!
floating!market.!A!hyperreal!of!local!Thai!culture!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!deters!
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any!attempt!to!access!a!traditional!floating!market!and!real!local!Thai!culture,!with!
the!result!that!the!floating!market!turns!out!to!be!the!real!Thailand,!and!the!rest!of!
Thailand!is!not!real.!!
!
So!how!are!tourists!drawn!differently!into!the!simulacrum!of!local!Thai!culture?!It!is!
to!the!tourist!section!that!we!now!turn.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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8.4!Tourists!
!
This!section!presents!survey!data!collected!from!two!groups!of!foreign!tourists:!
tourists!who!have!been!to!a!floating!market!in!Thailand!and!tourists!who!have!never!
been.!I!only!conducted!a!survey,!in!English,!with!foreign!tourists!staying!at!two!hotels!
in!the!Khao!San!Road!area!in!Bangkok
41
.!Therefore,!the!findings!only!show!foreign[
tourist!experiences,!not!others.!This!thesis!suggests!that,!to!some!extent,!the!
interpretation!of!tourists!who!have!never!been!to!a!floating!market!is!similar!to!those!
who!have!been!to!floating!market.!!
!
Referring!back!to!the!Beaubourg!model!as!discussed!in!the!Baudrillard!chapter,!
spectators!come!not!only!to!participate,!but!also!to!erase!all!meaning!of!local!Thai!
culture.!The!more!they!come!to!see!simulated!culture,!the!more!the!meaning!of!local!
culture!is!eroded.!The!simulation!of!culture!that!is!displayed!in!the!floating!markets!
fosters!what!Baudrillard!calls!‘the!production!of!the!masses’.!In!this!case,!the!masses,!
or!spectators,!refer!to!tourists!who!come!to!enjoy!and!participate!in!cultural!
simulation!in!the!floating!markets.!Local!Thai!culture!and!floating[market!culture!exist!
in!reduced!forms,!which!vary!according!to!the!floating!market,!and!this!may!enable!
the!markets!to!offer!condensed!local!Thai!culture!to!tourists.!Ironically,!simulation!of!
culture!is!the!way!for!tourists!to!access!an!experience!of!Thai!culture.!
!
The!survey!had!eight!questions,!and!36!surveys!were!completed!in!total.!Out!of!these,!
there!were!24!foreign!tourists!who!had!not!previously!been!to!a!floating!market,!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41!Khao!San!Road!is!popular!among!backpacker!tourists,!and!it!is!the!place!where!many!tour!itineraries!
start.!
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who!only!answered!the!last!two!questions,!which!were!‘Did!you!plan!to!visit!a!floating!
market!and!why?’!and!‘What!did!you!expect!to!see!in!the!market?’!The!data!are!
shown!in!the!table!8.4.1!below.!Regarding!the!column!headings,!‘presupposition’!
refers!to!the!reasons!why!they!would!like!to!visit!a!floating!market!in!the!future,!and!
‘expectation’!means!what!they!want!to!see!in!a!floating!market!if!they!get!the!
opportunity!to!go!to!one.!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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8.4.1!The!table!of!survey!data!obtained!from!tourists!who!had!not!previously!been!
to!a!floating!market!!
Respondent!
number!
Presupposition!
!!
!
Expectation!
1! Yes.! Food,!shop,!shirts.!
2! Yes,!it!looked!so!beautiful!in!
every!paper!and!on!TV.!
!
I!expected!to!see!fruit,!souvenirs!
and!many!traditional!Thai!things.!
3! Yes,!beautiful!area.! Experience!and!boats.!
4! Yes!sure,!interesting!market.! Nature,!people.!
5! I!wanted!to!see!Thai!culture,!
food!and!have!new!experiences!
of!the!market!on!the!river.!
!
I!expected!to!see!Thai!people’s!
style.!
6! I!wanted!to!see!it,!but!it!was!too!
far!from!our!accommodation!in!
Thailand.!I!had!a!lot!of!things!to!
see.!
!
Lots!of!boats!with!different!sorts!
of!food,!a!colourful!and!beautiful!
place.!
7! No,!because!we!didn’t!have!
time!to!do!it.!The!express!bus!to!
the!market!takes!too!long!from!
Bangkok.!
I!expected!a!wonderful!market!on!
a!river!or!lake!with!many!little!
boats!with!food!and!stuff.!The!
visitors!can!walk!through!the!
market!on!piers.!I!was!really!sad!
that!we!didn’t!have!time!for!it.!
!
8! Yes,!it!looked!like!an!experience!
steeped!in!culture.!
!
Boat,!stalls,!spices,!food!and!
culture.!
9! No,!beautiful!place!and!unseen.!
!
A!range!of!Thai!goods!including!
clothes!and!food.!
!
10! Yes,!it!seemed!like!an!authentic!
experience.!We!are!sorry!we!
missed!it.!
General!products!sold!and!freshly!
produced,!and!the!food!was!what!
I!was!expecting.!Also,!handmade!
and!authentic!products!from!
Thailand.!
!
11! Yes,!beautiful.! Food!and!fruit.!
12! No,!because!I!didn’t!have!time.!
Maybe!I!would!go!there,!I!don’t!
know.!
!
Boats!and!fish.!
13! Yes,!of!course,!because!it’s!a!
traditional!place!of!Bangkok.!
!
Boats,!long!tail!boats,!fruit,!food,!
culture.!
14! Maybe.!! Bags,!figures!of!elephants,!food,!
fruit!and!clothes.!
!
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15! Yes,!I!had!read!good!reports!on!
the!internet!about!it.!
Much!like!walking!the!streets!but!
on!rafts!and!long!tail!boats,!many!
traders!and!stalls!selling!things.!
!
16! Yes,!a!different!sight/type!of!
market!to!see.!
I!expected!to!see!stalls,!food!
stands,!clothes,!fruit!and!the!sea.!
!
17! Yes,!beautiful.! Food!and!fruit.!
18! Yes,!beautiful.! Food!and!fruit.!
19! No,!I!was!unaware!of!the!
market!as!it!was!not!widely!
advertised!on!the!Khao!San!
Road,!and!time!would!not!allow!
for!a!visit.!
!
I!wasn’t!sure.!I!had!not!seen!any!
advertisements.!
20! Popular!place.! Local!products.!
21! No,!limited!time.!If!we!were!
staying!longer,!I!would!
definitely!go.!
!
Lots!of!fresh!produce,!some!
spices!and!fresh!flowers.!
22! Yes,!when!we!return!to!
Bangkok.!It!looked!very!
interesting!and!different!from!
what!we!have!back!home.!
!
Flowers,!food!and!interesting!
people.!
23! Been!told!by!many!people!to!go!
there.!Heard!good!things!about!
it.!
Many!crazy!things!I!didn’t!get!to!
see!back!home.!
24!
!
No,!because!I!was!leaving!for!
France!today!but!I!will!return.!
Boats,!floating!vendors,!all!sorts!
of!things.!The!kindness!of!
merchants,!all!those!colours!and!
also!the!boat!purchases.!
!
There!are!two!sub[themes!that!emerged!from!the!survey!data!of!foreign!tourists!who!
had!not!previously!been!to!a!floating!market.!Starting!with!presupposition,!tourists!
were!asked,!‘Did!you!plan!to!visit!a!floating!market!and!why?’!Only!one!tourist!said!no!
because!he/she!had!not!seen!an!advertisement!before!(survey!no.19#!Kao!San!Road).!!
!
There!were!three!types!of!presupposition:!firstly,!nine!out!of!23!tourists!said!the!
market!looks!beautiful!and!interesting;!secondly,!eight!tourists!had!a!special!
presupposition,!for!example:!
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!
I!wanted!to!see!Thai!culture,!food,!and!have!a!new!experience!with!the!market!on!
the!river!(survey!no.5#!Khao!San!Road).!
!
Another!example!is!the!following:!
!
It!looked!very!interesting!and!different!from!what!we!have!back!home!(survey!no.22#!
Khao!San!Road).!
!
Thirdly,!they!heard!about!the!floating!market!from!the!media,!such!as!through!
favourable!reports!on!the!internet,!and!by!word!of!mouth.!
!
Moving!on!to!the!second!sub[theme!of!expectation,!foreign!tourists!were!asked,!
‘What!did!you!expect!to!see!in!the!market?’!Food!is!the!first!thing!they!thought!
about,!then!boats,!stuff/goods,!a!market!on!the!river/lake,!traders,!stalls!and!culture.!
Thus!tourists!expect!to!see!a!variety!of!Thai!culture!in!floating!markets,!such!as!food,!
boats,!products,!and!so!on,!as!the!below!response!shows.!!
!
I!expected!to!see!Thai!people’s!style!(survey!no.5#!Khao!San!Road).!
!
Another!example!is!the!following:!
!
I!expected!a!wonderful!market!on!a!river!or!a!lake!with!many!little!shops!with!food!
and!other!stuff.!The!visitors!can!walk!through!the!market!on!piers.!I!was!really!sad!
that!we!didn’t!have!time!for!it!(survey!no.7#!Khao!San!Road).!
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For!foreign!tourists!who!have!not!been!to!a!floating!market,!the!floating!market!
therefore!signifies!local!Thai!culture,!namely!food,!products,!an!authentic!experience,!
traders,!and!more!besides.!Most!of!them!said!they!would!visit!the!floating!market!if!
they!had!time.!Although!they!had!not!previously!been!to!a!floating!market,!they!knew!
what!they!should!expect!to!see!at!one.!In!this!way,!tourists!involve!the!third!order!of!
simulacrum!that!all!Thai!cultural!forms!proceed!from!the!model!of!a!floating!market.!
Only!cultural!forms!that!accord!with!the!model!make!sense.!!
!
Due!to!insufficient!data,!it!seems!impossible!to!say!whether!tourists!are!able!to!
differentiate!real!Thai!culture!from!unreal!Thai!culture,!and!tourists!might!not!be!
interested!in!doing!so.!They!would!like!to!visit!a!floating!market!to!get!a!glimpse!of!
local!Thai!culture,!and!they!unconsciously!obey!the!imperative!of!a!cultural!
simulacrum.!Whether!it!is!real!or!unreal!culture!might!not!matter!to!them.!Floating!
markets!thus!appear!to!be!a!way!for!tourists!to!get!an!experience!of!local!Thai!
culture.!!
!
This!thesis!then!goes!on!to!look!at!survey!data!on!tourists!who!have!been!to!a!floating!
market.!In!the!survey,!there!were!12!tourists!who!had!been!to!different!floating!
markets!within!and!outside!Bangkok.!They!answered!questions!1[6.!After!the!
respondent!number,!there!are!four!column!headings.!The!first!is!the!name!of!the!
floating!market;!the!second!is!the!tourists’!perceptions!of!the!floating!market!they!
visited;!the!third!is!whether!they!felt!Thai!culture!was!represented!in!the!floating!
market;!and!the!fourth!column!is!their!impression!of!the!floating!market.!The!data!
are!shown!in!the!table!8.4.2!below.!
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8.4.2!The!table!of!survey!data!obtained!from!tourists!who!had!been!to!different!
floating!markets!
Number! Floating!
market!
Experience! Thai!culture!
represented!
!
Impression!
1! Damnoen!
Saduak
42
!
!
New!experience.! Not!really,!because!
of!too!many!
tourists.!
Traffic!on!the!
canal/river.!
2! Damnoen!
Saduak!
!
Traffic,!too!many!
people!and!
tourists.!
Yes,!by!means!of!
Thai!inhabitants!
who!sold!every!kind!
of!product.!
!
Smiles!and!people!
sold!things!alongside!
the!river.!
3! Taling!
Chan
43
!
!
Ladies!worked!to!
sell!stuff.!
Yes.!! Fantastic!way!of!
selling!stuff.!
!
4! Damnoen!
Saduak!
!
A!typical!Thai!
market!and!how!
they!sold!things.!
!
Their!products!and!
their!way!of!selling.!
Impressed!with!the!
variety!of!products.!
5! Damnoen!
Saduak!
!
Very!traditional!
and!authentic!
Thai!experience.!
Yes,!Bangkok!was!
very!busy,!however!
the!floating!market!
showed!Thailand!at!
its!best.!
Even!though!there!
were!lots!of!tourists,!
everybody!behaved!
the!same!way,!and!
was!very!welcoming.!
!
6! Taling!
Chan!
!
It!was!nice!to!see!
something!
different.!
!
Yes,!it!showed!how!
people!made!a!
living!in!Thai!
culture.!
!
The!items!on!sale!
were!beautifully!
made.!
7! Taling!
Chan!
!
The!market!was!
fun!and!an!
exciting!
adventure.!
!
The!sellers!were!
friendly!and!had!a!
variety!of!Thai!
goods!and!crafts!
available!to!buy.!
!
I!was!impressed!with!
the!quality!of!goods!
to!buy.!
8! Ayothaya
44
!
!
Tasted!Thai!food!
and!smelled!
different!flavours.!
!
Not!so!much,!I!
expected!
something!different!
from!a!tourist!
market.!
!
Plenty!of!colours!and!
things.!
9! Ayothaya!
!
Taste,!flavour,!
and!smell!of!Thai!
culture!
!
Yes,!local!
homemade!
products.!
Not!so!much,!I!
expected!to!see!
many!more!boats!like!
a!real!market,!not!
only!for!tourists.!
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42
!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!a!90[minute!drive!to!the!west!of!Bangkok.!
43
!Taling!Chan!Floating!Market!is!a!popular!market!in!Bangkok.!
44
!Ayutthaya!is!a!city!that!is!located!to!the!north!of!Bangkok.!Ayothaya!Floating!Market!is!another!
artificial!market!located!in!Ayutthaya!Province,!the!old!capital!of!Thailand,!and!is!a!90[minute!drive!
from!Bangkok.!
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10! Bangkok!
Old!Town!
(Ayothaya)!
Saw!the!shops!
and!it!gave!an!
insight!into!Thai!
life!–!good!
experience.!
I!thought!so,!some!
of!the!items!sold!
were!locally!made!
and!represented!
Thailand/reflected!
Thai!culture,!e.g.!
Thai!clothes/!
paintings.!
!
I!was!impressed!
because!it!was!
different!from!
anything!I!had!seen!
before.!There!was!
also!a!large!variety!of!
things!to!buy.!
11! Bangkok!
Old!Town!
(Ayothaya)!
An!insight!into!
the!local!way!of!
life.!Everyone!we!
passed!waved!
and!was!friendly.!
!
Yes,!it!appeared!to!
be!uninfluenced!by!
Western!culture,!
refreshing!to!see.!
I!was!impressed.!It!
was!small!but!not!too!
busy.!
12! River!
tour
45
!
I!thought!it!
looked!very!nice,!
and!there!were!a!
lot!of!things.!I!
enjoyed!the!
experience!of!
seeing!the!shops!
and!the!items!
they!had.!
!
Yes,!the!items!on!
sale!were!similar!to!
what!I!had!seen!in!
other!areas!of!
Thailand!and!
Bangkok.!
The!market!was!very!
small!but!not!very!
busy.!I!was!
impressed!by!that!as!
places!in!Thailand!are!
often!too!busy.!
!
There!were!4!out!of!12!tourists!who!went!to!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!three!
tourists!to!Taling!Chan!Floating!Market,!and!four!who!went!to!Ayothaya!Floating!
Market,!or!what!they!recognised!as!‘Bangkok!Old!Town’.!One!tourist!went!through!a!
floating!market!during!a!river!tour.!Although!the!tourists!went!to!different!floating!
markets,!their!experience!of!local!Thai!culture!was!generally!the!same.!The!floating!
markets!offer!Thai!culture!such!as!food,!products,!and!so!on.!The!first!sub[theme!is!
experience.!How!did!tourists!view!the!places?!The!floating!markets!are!equivalent!to!
Thailand:!an!experience!of!Thai!culture!that!refers!to!the!way!of!selling,!for!example:!
!
Question:!What!kind!of!experience!did!you!obtain!from!the!market?!!
Answer:![It!was]!a!typical!Thai!market!and!how!they!sold!things!(survey!no.4#!
Damnoen!Saduak).!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
45!Tourists!can!take!river!tours!around!the!main!attractions!in!Bangkok.!
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!
Three!tourists!said!the!floating!markets!were!a!new!and!different!experience,!for!
instance:!
!
Question:!What!kind!of!experience!did!you!obtain!from!the!market?!
Answer:!It!was!nice!to!see!something!different!(survey!no.6#!Taling!Chan).!
!
The!second!sub[theme!is!Thai!culture.!Ten!tourists!thought!floating!markets!
represent!Thai!culture,!especially!the!Thai!way!of!life,!and!that!Thai!culture!in!the!
floating!market!also!refers!to!Thai!products.!
!
Question:!Did!the!floating!market!represent!Thai!local!culture!and!how?!
Answer:!I!thought!so.!Some!of!the!items!sold!were!locally!made!and!the!place!
represented!Thailand!and!reflected!its!culture,!e.g.!Thai!clothes,!paintings!(survey!
no.10#!Bangkok!Old!Town).!!
!
Another!example!is!the!following,!
!
Question:!Did!the!floating!market!represent/relate!to!Thai!culture?!How?!
Answer:!The!sellers!were!friendly!and!had!a!variety!of!Thai!goods!and!crafts!available!
to!buy!(survey!no.7#!Taling!Chan).!!
!
The!third!sub[theme!is!impression.!Most!tourists!were!most!impressed!with!the!
variety!of!products.!
!
Question:!What!impressed!you!in!the!market?!
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Answer:!Plenty!of!colours!and!things!(survey!no.8#!Ayutthaya).!
!
Another!example!is!the!following:!
!
Question:!What!impressed!you!in!the!market?!
Answer:!I!was!impressed!because!it!was!different!to!anything!I!had!seen.!There!was!
also!a!large!variety!of!things!to!buy!(survey!no.10#!Bangkok!Old!Town).!
!
From!the!survey,!the!interpretation!of!the!tourists!who!have!and!have!not!been!to!a!
floating!market!was!not!significantly!different.!Regarding!the!foreign!tourists!who!had!
been!to!the!floating!markets,!the!places!turned!out!to!be!associated!with!Thailand!
and!with!general!Thai!culture,!namely!the!food!and!the!products.!Thai!culture!means!
the!Thai!way!of!life,!food!and!products.!Again,!what!impressed!them!was!the!variety!
of!products.!Referring!to!Baudrillard’s!theory,!the!sub[themes!of!Thai!culture!and!
impressions!epitomise!the!imperative!of!the!cultural!simulacrum!and!the!stockpiles!of!
cultural!objects!respectively.!!
!
The!tourists!visited!the!floating!markets!to!enjoy!the!place!and!participate!in!
activities;!they!knew!what!they!needed!to!do!and!to!see!there,!and!they!went!to!the!
floating!markets!because!they!thought!the!places!represented!Thai!culture.!If!people!
thought!the!floating!markets!were!just!shopping!places,!would!they!still!go!there?!To!
some!extent,!tourists!follow!the!imperative!of!cultural!simulation!in!order!to!enjoy!
seeing!cultural!objects!and!to!experience!local!Thai!culture,!and!might!not!pay!
attention!to!what!is!real!or!unreal.!Tourists!just!want!to!experience!something!new!
and!to!have!fun.!
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However,!these!two!groups!of!tourists!engaged!differently!in!the!simulacrum.!
Although!those!tourists!who!had!not!previously!been!to!a!floating!market!perceived!
the!floating!market!in!a!similar!way!to!those!who!had!been!there,!the!former!did!not!
erode!the!meaning!of!local!Thai!culture.!This!is!because!they!did!not!participate!in!
any!activity,!or!did!not!come!to!enjoy!the!floating!market.!They!did!not!become!the!
masses.!Only!tourists!who!visit!the!floating!markets!and!join!in!an!activity!efface!the!
meaning!of!Thai!culture.!They!follow!the!imperative!of!cultural!simulation!further!
than!the!tourists!who!have!not!visited!them.!
!
In!addition,!foreign!tourists!who!do!visit!the!floating!markets!seem!to!enter!different!
orders!of!simulacra.!Despite!simulational!experience,!tourists!seem!to!obtain!
differentiated!experiences.!The!tourists!who!visited!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!
were!able!to!see!a!counterfeit!of!the!original!floating!market,!and!of!local!Thai!
culture,!because!the!place!is!in!the!first!order!of!simulacrum.!Referring!to!the!
interview!data,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!the!representation!of!traditional!
local!Thai!culture!that!does!not!absorb!the!appearance!of!the!real.!There!is!still!a!
difference!between!the!real!local!culture!and!the!counterfeit!floating!market,!as!
interviewees!mentioned!previously.!But!tourists!may!not!know!this!difference.!
According!to!the!survey,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!represents!the!local!way!
of!life!and!reflects!traditional!Thai!culture.!In!this!way,!foreign!tourists!follow!the!
imperative!of!cultural!simulation!to!see!the!local!way!of!life,!regardless!of!the!real!and!
unreal.!
!
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Similarly,!tourists!who!go!to!Taling!Chan!Floating!Market!can!access!representation!of!
Thai!culture.!Before!road!construction,!Taling!Chan!Floating!Market!used!to!be!a!real!
water[trading!site!in!Bangkok.!After!road!construction!in!1971,!the!old!floating!
market!was!closed!and,!in!1997,!the!revived!market!was!renewed!and!expanded!by!
the!local!authorities!(Buasorn,!in!Cohen!2016,!p.72).!Although!Taling!Chan!Floating!
Market!is!the!representation!of!the!old!riparian!way!of!life!in!Bangkok,!the!foreign!
tourists!did!not!see!it!as!reflection!of!local!Thai!culture.!Instead,!the!survey!data!
indicate!they!enjoyed!seeing!new!things!in!the!market,!and!they!found!it!an!enjoyable!
experience.!They!did!not!even!pay!attention!to!what!is!real!and!unreal.!
!
By!contrast,!the!tourists!who!went!to!other!floating!markets,!including!Ayothaya!
Floating!Market,!or!‘Bangkok!Old!Town’,!and!took!part!in!a!river!tour,!did!not!see!any!
reference!to!an!original!floating!market,!but!rather!simulacra.!As!models,!those!
floating!markets!generate!cultural!forms!of!Thailand,!such!as!Thai!products!and!food.!
Miniaturised!units!of!culture!and!the!recreation!of!activity!render!local!Thai!culture!
generalised!and!neutralised.!Based!on!the!survey!data,!foreign!tourists!who!visit!
Ayothaya!Floating!Market!have!a!differentiated!experience.!!
!
Cohen!suggests!Ayothaya!Floating!Market!falls!into!the!category
46
!of!‘innovative!new!
floating!market’,!a!type!that!caters!to!both!domestic!and!foreign!tourists,!is!a!
business!enterprise!based!on!artificially!created!waterways,!and!features!shops,!food!
stalls,!restaurants!and!entertainment!facilities!(2016,!p.74).!The!floating!market!is!
established!to!recreate!the!charm!and!ambience!of!old!Thailand,!and!is!themed!by!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!also!categorised!as!an!innovative!new!floating!market!
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metonyms!of!the!old!royal!city!of!Ayutthaya!(Cohen!2016,!p.75).!The!floating!market!
is!recreated!as!a!tourist!site,!yet!decorated!like!the!old!city.!The!survey!data!show!
that!foreign!tourists!view!Ayothaya!Floating!Market!as!reflecting!a!sense!of!Thai!
culture!and!representing!the!Thai!way!of!life,!albeit!unreal!and!contrived!culture.!
Referring!back!to!Baudrillard’s!theory,!they!are!the!masses!who!obey!the!imperative!
of!cultural!simulation.!The!unreal!culture!turns!out!to!the!real,!or!more!real.!Those!
tourists!who!obey!the!imperative!of!cultural!simulation!engage!the!third!order!of!
simulacrum.!!
!
Tourists!participate!in!activities!offered!by!the!floating!markets,!such!as!a!boat!rides,!
eating!Thai!food!and!buying!a!variety!of!products.!This!erodes!the!meaning!of!culture.!
Ayothaya!Floating!Market!reproduces!Thai!culture!by!breaking!reality!into!simple!
elements!so!as!to!allow!these!small!units!to!be!recombined!with!one!another!and!
generate!possible!scenarios!of!Thai!culture,!such!as!the!theme!of!the!floating!market!
and!the!different!location.!What!is!presented!in!the!floating!markets!is!hyperreal!and!
simulacrum!that!makes!it!inaccessible!to!the!real.!Thai!culture!appears!to!be!
neutralised!and!generalised.!!
!
Regarding!the!tourist!who!went!through!a!floating!market!by!river!tour,!he/she!found!
the!market!an!enjoyable!experience!as!there!were!many!shops!and!items!to!see.!For!
them,!the!market!represented!Thai!culture,!for!what!is!sold!there!is!similar!to!what!is!
found!in!other!parts!of!Thailand.!Due!to!insufficient!data,!I!could!not!tell!what!floating!
market!this!tourist!was!talking!about.!During!river!tours,!tourists!can!pass!through!
different!floating!markets,!so!without!the!name!of!the!market!I!cannot!make!further!
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analysis.!But!what!can!I!tell!is!that!seeing!the!floating!market!was!treated!as!a!fun!and!
enjoyable!experience!rather!than!real!and!unreal!culture.!The!tourist!did!not!expect!
to!see!the!real!culture!other!than!a!reflection!of!Thailand.!In!this!manner,!general!
Thai!culture!replaces!local!specialty.!Referring!back!to!Baudrillard,!this!is!a!precession!
of!simulacra,!whereby!the!simulacrum!precedes!the!original.!What!the!floating!
market!offers!is!a!simulacrum!of!local!Thai!culture.!
!
The!more!tourists!come!to!see!the!simulation!of!culture,!the!more!they!move!away!
from!reality.!Local!culture!needs!to!be!generalised!so!as!to!offer!condensed!culture!to!
tourists,!and!in!order!to!transmit!it!to!a!wider!audience.!The!construction!of!Thai!
culture!is!simultaneously!antithetical!to!culture!itself.!Culture!is!not!there!for!its!own!
sake,!but!rather!for!inviting!the!masses!to!visit.!Although!Baudrillard’s!theory!enables!
this!thesis!to!alternatively!conceptualise!the!effect!of!globalisation,!there!are!some!
theoretical!issues!that!need!to!be!addressed.!What!follows!is!a!section!on!theoretical!
discussion.!
!
!
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8.5!Theoretical!discussion!and!the!limitations!of!working!with!Baudrillard’s!idea!
!
8.5.1!Discussions!of!the!theories!
!
Referring!back!to!the!theoretical!chapters,!some!theorists!conceptualise!the!cultural!
consequences!of!globalisation!as!a!finalised!outcome.!Hybridisation,!that!is!a!mixture!
of!two!or!more!cultures,!creates!a!new!cultural!form,!and!the!new!culture!does!not!
relate!to!the!original,!such!as!bread!ice!cream
47
!in!Thailand,!whereas!glocalisation!is!
differently!termed.!For!Robertson!(2012,!p.195),!glocalisation!is!a!standardised!form!
of!the!local,!and!the!idea!of!locality!produced!by!the!global.!For!Ritzer!(2007,!p.32),!on!
the!other!hand,!glocalisation!is!the!adaptation!of!the!local!to!globalisation,!so!as!to!be!
transmitted!to!various!groups!of!people.!Therefore,!locality!is!not!something!in!itself,!
since!it!is!not!freed!from!the!global!phenomenon.!
!
According!to!the!glocalisation!theories,!glocalisation!is!thus!a!tautology!of!the!dualism!
of!structure!and!agency,!where!the!global!happens!to!constitute!the!local,!rather!than!
the!other!way!around.!This!causes!an!imbalance!between!the!global!and!the!local.!
However,!is!there!a!fine!line!between!hybridisation!and!glocalisation?!A!hybridised!
culture!needs!to!interact!with!the!local!so!that!its!effect!can!occur!locally.!The!cultural!
consequences!of!globalisation!need!to!happen!somewhere,!for!instance,!a!Japanese!
restaurant!in!Thailand,!named!Fuji,!serves!kimchi
48
!(Korean!food)!as!a!side!dish.!This!
seems!to!be!a!hybridised!cultural!form!in!which!Japanese!culture!mixes!with!Korean!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47!Coconut!ice!cream!and!various!flavours!of!ice!cream!are!sometimes!served!with!bread.!The!origin!of!
bread!and!ice!cream!is!not!associated!with!Thai!culture.!
48!Kimchi!is!a!traditional!fermented!Korean!side!dish!that!is!made!of!vegetables!with!a!variety!of!
seasonings.!
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culture.!It!brings!about!a!new!cultural!form!that!is!neither!culturally!Japanese!nor!
Korean,!but!something!in!between.!It!is!a!hybridised!culture!that!impacts!upon!the!
local,!or!Thailand.!In!this!manner,!hybridisation!is!a!cultural!outcome!that!involves!a!
glocalised!process.!Hybridisation!might!not!be!freed!from!locality,!for!it!needs!to!
happen!somewhere!locally.!!
!
!
8.5.2!Globalised!tourism!
!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!which!is!a!representation!of!local!Thai!culture!in!
the!first!order!of!simulacrum!is,!again,!‘global’!rather!than!‘globalised’.!This!is!because!
the!difference!between!the!real!culture!and!the!simulated!culture!remains!to!be!
seen.!The!presence!of!tourist!activity!and!some!elements!of!the!local!way!of!life,!such!
as!fruit!orchards,!canals,!wooden!houses!and!coconut[sugar[making!demonstration,!
makes!the!floating!market!meet!tourist!expectations.!The!scale!of!tourism!is!affected!
by!global!flows.!
!
Unlike!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!which!is!a!
simulacrum!and!hyperreal!of!local!Thai!culture!in!the!third!order!of!simulacrum,!is!
globalised.!This!floating!market!offers!Thai!foodstuffs!as!well!as!a!falsified!construct!of!
Thai!culture!in!film!tourism!that!suit!the!preferences!of!Chinese!tourists.!It!is!not!
about!the!difference!between!the!real!local!Thai!culture!and!general!Thai!culture.!
Instead,!general!Thai!culture!is!substituted!by!Thai!culture!that!is!orientated!towards!
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Chinese!tourists.!The!distinction!between!an!experience!of!real!local!Thai!culture!and!
simulated!Thai!culture!is!becoming!blurred.!
!
Instead!of!hybridisation!and!glocalisation,!globalised!tourism!in!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!produces!a!simulacrum.!All!culture!can!be!sold!in!the!market.!
!
Baudrillard!states!the!usual!gripe!that!everything,!culture!included,!turns!out!to!be!a!
commodity,!and!conversely,!that!all!commodities!need!a!patina!of!cultural!or!
aesthetic!legitimacy!(in!Sassatelli!2002,!p.522).!!
!
!
Due!to!the!implosion!of!culture!and!the!economy,!culture!is!commodified,!while!
commodities!are!aestheticised;!and!cultural!commodities!that!are!aestheticised!can!
be!sold!in!a!cultural!marketplace.!The!implosion!of!culture!and!the!economy!brings!
about!the!liquidation!of!local!Thai!culture.!This!refers!to!the!‘hyperculture’!that!is!
discussed!in!the!Baudrillard!chapter.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!does!not!only!offer!Thai!
culture!that!matches!Chinese!tourists’!preferences,!but!also!non[Thai!culture,!
including!an!adventure!zone!and!a!suspension!bridge.!The!construction!of!culture!is!
simultaneously!anti[culture,!especially!commodified!culture.!Culture!is!not!there!for!
its!own!sake,!but!produced!to!be!sold!for!tourists.!Thai!culture!orientated!towards!
Chinese!tourists!along!with!non[Thai!culture!erodes!cultural!meaning,!and!makes!the!
distinction!between!the!real!culture!and!the!unreal!one!disappear.!!
!
Global!flows!free!local!culture!from!its!own!realm,!with!it!becoming!open!to!a!
differential!combinatory!of!signs.!For!example,!mediated!messages!from!a!film!
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become!an!experience!of!Thai!culture!in!the!floating!market.!This!erodes!all!
difference.!Cultural!forms!and!action!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!are!not!an!
experience!of!the!real!local!Thai!culture,!but!a!simulacrum!and!hyperreal.!As!the!
simulacrum,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!acts!as!a!deterrent!that!only!makes!us!move!
away!from!real,!local!Thai!culture.!It!does!not!mean!globalisation!waters!down!local!
culture,!instead!global!flows!cause!local!Thai!culture!and!anti[culture!to!become!
neutralised!and!generalised.!An!experience!of!Thai!culture!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
is!thus!globalised,!in!that!the!difference!is!effaced.!Although!Baudrillard’s!simulation!
can!elucidate!the!cultural!consequences!of!globalisation,!there!are!some!limitations!
to!working!with!his!idea.!
!
!
8.5.3!The!limitations!of!Baudrillard’s!simulation!
!
Although!Baudrillard’s!theory!can!shed!some!critical!light!on!the!cultural!
consequences!of!globalisation!and!tourism,!some!of!the!data!might!suggest!
otherwise.!Regarding!‘the!production!of!the!masses’!in!the!tourist!section,!in!
Ayothaya!Floating!Market!one!tourist!says!he/she!expected!to!see!more!boats!as!you!
would!on!a!real!canal.!The!tourist!knows!the!place!does!not!display!the!real!culture,!
but!as!a!replica!it!should!have!been!presented!as!the!real!place.!Real!experience,!or!
simulated!experience,!may!not!matter!at!all.!However,!other!tourists!who!visited!
Ayothaya!Floating!Market!viewed!the!place!as!reflecting!the!local!Thai!way!of!life,!
albeit!not!the!real!culture.!An!experience!of!local!Thai!culture,!in!this!case,!depends!
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on!foreign[tourist!interpretation.!The!market!may!simultaneously!offer!both!a!real!
experience!and!simulational!experience.!!
!
Regarding!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!it!is!the!representation!of!the!real!local!
way!of!life,!but!the!survey!data!show!that!only!one!foreign!tourist!saw!it!as!a!new!
experience,!and!not!representative!of!Thai!culture,!because!too!many!tourists!were!
there.!In!this!way,!the!tourist!did!not!pay!attention!to!seeing!the!real!local!culture,!
and!just!saw!new!things!there.!In!these!cases,!tourists!were!able!to!have!a!new!and!
fun!experience!in!the!floating!markets,!although!they!knew!the!culture!was!not!real.!
Tourists!might!not!care!whether!they!see!real!culture!or!not,!as!they!just!want!to!
enjoy!and!experience!a!new!place.!!
!
At!this!point,!we!can!look!at!‘the!post[tourist’!proposed!by!Lash!and!Urry.!Lash!and!
Urry!state,!‘The!post[tourist!knows!that!he!or!she!is!a!tourist,!and!tourism!is!simply!a!
series!of!games!with!multiple!texts!and!no!single!authentic!experience,!for!instance,!
the!apparently!authentic!local!entertainment!is!as!socially!contrived!as!the!ethnic!bar,!
and!that!the!quaint!traditional!fishing!village!cannot!survive!without!the!income!from!
tourism’!(1994,!p.276).!Lash!and!Urry!believe!tourists!can!exercise!agency.!They!do!
not!have!to!follow!the!script!of!a!place,!but!can!interpret!and!re[read!the!script.!
Tourists!are!not!silent.!As!the!data!indicate,!some!tourists!do!not!see!the!floating!
markets!as!real!Thai!culture,!however,!they!are!able!to!enjoy!the!places!nevertheless.!
Tourists!are!thus!not!passive!and!silent,!and!not!every!tourist!becomes!part!of!the!
masses.!
!
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Additionally,!Baudrillard’s!simulation!downplays!another!group!of!agents!in!tourism,!
that!is!the!people!who!invite!the!masses!to!a!particular!place.!From!the!interview!
data,!I!would!argue!that!local!workers!can!exercise!agency!in!creating!simulation!of!
culture,!particularly!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market.!Workers!there!play!an!important!role!
in!attracting!tourists!to!visit,!putting!on!activities!such!as!a!Muay!Talay!show,!or!Thai!
sea!boxing.!As!stated!previously,!Thai!sea!boxing!is!a!combination!of!a!sport!and!an!
entertainment.!This!does!not!relate!to!traditional!floating!markets!or!the!locality!of!
Pattaya,!and!local!workers!are!well!aware!of!that.!This!is!the!prioritisation!of!one!
culture!over!another.!!
!
Moreover,!my!thesis!correlates!with!previous!research!that!proposes!that!Pattaya!
Floating!Market!connects!to!Asian!tourists!while!disconnecting!from!Western!ones!
(Pongajarn,!van!der!Duim!and!Peters!2016,!p.11).!Simulation!of!culture!there!seems!
to!match!Asian!tourists’!preferences.!This!is!because!Asian!tourists!seem!to!be!little!
concerned!with!authenticity!(Cohen!and!Cohen,!in!Cohen!2016,!p.69).!But!I!would!
state!Pattaya!Floating!Market!reconnects!to!Chinese!tourists.!The!place!chooses!to!
accommodate!some!groups!of!tourists!and!not!others.!It!displays!a!simulation!of!
culture!that!matches!Chinese!tourists’!preferences,!offering!film[induced!tourism!and!
Thai!foodstuffs!that!suit!their!preferences.!!
!
Workers!know!film!tourism!and!Thai!foodstuffs!there!are!not!the!real!Thai!culture.!
Thus!Pattaya!Floating!Market!has!become!popular!among!one!group!of!tourists!
rather!than!others.!This!is!because!local!people!have!selectively!attracted!one!group!
of!tourists!and!not!others.!Winter!proposes,!‘With!tourism!in!Asia,!which!ranges!from!
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Singapore!to!Halong!Bay,!Angkor!to!Macau,!locations!are!becoming!re[packaged!and!
re[scripted!so!as!to!meet!the!preferences,!desires!and!aspirations!of!Asian!tourists’!
(2007,!p.41).!Local!people!are!able!to!recreate!cultural!content!to!suit!a!specific!group!
of!tourists,!or!rather,!the!local!can!reconfigure!global!flows!in!order!to!accommodate!
a!specific!group!of!tourists!rather!than!others.!
!
Unlike!the!experience!for!Chinese!tourists,!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!local!people!
choose!to!offer!regional!Thai!food!to!Thai!tourists!who!can!access!a!representation!of!
regional!Thai!culture!in!the!simulated!floating!market.!Despite!the!simulation!of!
culture,!workers!offer!a!differentiated!experience!to!Thai!tourists!meaning!they!can!
have!regional!Thai!food!there.!Local!workers!play!an!important!role!in!producing!
differentiated!experiences!for!different!tourist!groupings.!Connecting!with!the!
literature!review!chapter,!Gotham!suggests,!‘The!growth!of!tourism!pressures!local!
actors!to!improvise!on!past!traditions!and!establish!new!ones!to!accord!with!the!
constraints!as!well!as!opportunities!of!the!present’!(2005,!p.321).!Globalisation!and!
tourism!do!not!necessarily!water!down!local!culture;!on!the!contrary,!they!facilitate!
local!people!to!reinvent!culture.!Tourism!enables!them!to!remake!culture.!
Globalisation!and!tourism!affect!local!Thai!culture,!though!local!people,!to!some!
extent,!can!mediate!them.!Paying!more!attention!to!agency!in!the!simulation!of!
culture!may!enable!us!to!understand!differentiated!experience!in!terms!of!both!
consumption!and!production!site.!
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8.6!Conclusion!
!
This!chapter!answers!research!question!no.!3,!which!asks,!‘How!can!we!conceptualise!
the!cultural!consequence!of!globalisation?’!Based!on!Baudrillard’s!simulation,!this!
chapter!concludes!that!globalisation!leads!to!different!orders!of!simulacra.!This!
chapter!has!presented!interview!data,!including!on!food,!film[induced!tourism,!
activities!and!groups!of!tourists.!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!involves!the!first!
order!of!simulacrum,!while!Pattaya!Floating!Market!enters!the!third!order!of!
simulacrum.!
!
The!simulation!of!local!Thai!culture!starts!from!the!first!order!of!simulacrum,!with!
Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!appearing!to!be!a!counterfeit!of!the!original!local!
Thai!culture!and!a!reference!of!the!traditional!floating!market,!or!Khlong!Lud!Pee!
Floating!Market!(the!old!floating!market).!Signs!of!the!original!floating!market!are!not!
restricted!to!the!realm!of!tradition,!yet!are!proliferated!in!accordance!with!market!
demand.!The!current!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!which!is!tourist[orientated,!
has!not!absorbed!the!original!floating!market,!but!has!been!recreated!to!represent!
the!original.!It!maintains!the!difference!between!the!counterfeit!and!the!real!local!
Thai!culture.!!
!
In!contrast!to!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!in!the!
third!order!of!simulacrum,!in!that!the!place!turns!out!to!be!a!simulacrum!and!a!
hyperreal.!In!the!third!stage!of!simulacrum,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!does!not!either!
represent!or!reflect!original!local!Thai!culture.!Instead,!it!acts!as!the!real!so!as!to!
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become!the!real!itself.!Cultural!forms!and!activities!can!make!sense,!on!the!condition!
they!correspond!to!the!model!of!the!floating!market.!For!example,!Thai!food!that!is!
orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists!is!diffracted!from!the!model!of!the!floating!
market!within!Thailand,!and!the!holy!tree!has!meaning,!for!it!accords!with!the!model!
of!the!floating!market!shown!in!the!film!Go!Lala!Go!.!Constructed!and!falsified!Thai!
culture!becomes!an!experience!of!the!real!Thai!culture!in!the!floating!market.!
!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!only!offers!a!hyperreal!version!of!local!Thai!culture,!with!the!
distinction!between!the!real!and!the!unreal!becoming!blurred.!The!cultural!
consequences!of!globalised!tourism!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!not!only!contribute!to!
simulacra,!but!also!the!deterrence!model.!A!hyperreal!of!culture!is!a!deterrent!from!
accessing!the!original!local!Thai!culture.!The!place!is!the!totality!of!the!culture!that!
conceals!the!fact!that!there!is!nothing!behind!it.!However,!ironically,!Pattaya!Floating!
Market!needs!to!construct!a!hyperreal!of!local!Thai!culture!in!order!to!transmit!a!
condensed!version!of!Thai!culture!to!a!wider!audience,!especially!Chinese!tourists.!
This!brings!about!the!production!of!the!masses.!!
!
Concerning!tourists,!the!interpretation!of!tourists!who!have/have!not!been!to!a!
floating!market!is!insignificantly!different!in!general.!Tourists!who!have!not!previously!
been!to!a!floating!market!are!not!the!masses,!yet!they!follow!the!imperative!of!
cultural!simulation,!in!that!they!know!what!they!can!expect!to!see!and!do!there.!They!
connect!an!experience!of!a!floating!market!with!the!whole!of!Thailand.!Thus,!general!
Thai!culture!precedes!local!speciality!of!floating[market!culture.!This!relates!to!what!
Baudrillard!calls!‘a!precession!of!simulacra’.!
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The!tourists!from!the!survey!who!visited!the!floating!markets!and!participated!in!the!
activities!are!the!masses,!and!they!erode!the!meaning!of!the!place.!In!order!to!obtain!
an!experience!of!condensed!local!Thai!culture,!they!followed!the!imperative!of!
cultural!simulation.!They!came!to!enjoy!the!stockpiles!of!cultural!objects!in!the!
floating!markets.!However,!real!and!unreal!culture!may!not!matter!to!them.!Some!of!
them!only!wanted!to!see!new!things!and!have!a!fun!experience,!rather!than!see!real!
Thai!culture,!while!some!of!them!regarded!representations!of!Thai!culture,!namely!
Damnoen!Saduak!and!Taling!Chan!Floating!Markets,!as!not!original,!but!a!tourist[
orientated!and!new!experience!respectively.!Despite!the!simulation!of!culture,!their!
experience!was!differentiated.!
!
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Chapter!9!
!
Conclusion!!
!
To!conclude,!an!inconvenient!truth!here!is!that!local!Thai!culture!is!a!simulacrum,!and!
the!thesis!has!shown!how!globalisation!constructs!a!simulacrum!in!Thailand.!
Globalisation!does!not!cause!the!disappearance!of!local!culture,!and!it!is!not!
necessarily!concomitant!of!indistinctive!cultural!content.!Regardless!of!distinctive!
cultural!content!and!generic!cultural!content,!local!culture!can!be!remade!through!
globalisation!to!fit!within!a!new!context.!Globalisation!is!a!paradoxical!process,!
whereby!local!culture!does!not!preserve!its!originality,!although!it!does!not!
disappear.!Flows!of!tourism!affect!the!establishment!of!local!places!and!local!culture,!
while!the!adaptation!of!the!local!to!the!global,!to!some!extent,!reconfigures!the!flows!
of!tourism,!e.g.!a!significant!increase!in!the!number!of!Chinese!tourists!visiting!
Pattaya!Floating!Market.!!
!
This!sounds!similar!to!the!concept!of!‘glocal’,!yet!it!is!not!the!same.!Glocalisation!is!
the!mixture!of!the!global!and!the!local,!where!the!dimension!of!locality!can!be!seen.!
But!to!what!extent!is!it!a!real!locality?!We!might!not!be!able!to!separate!the!global!
process!from!the!local!process!as!they!become!interwoven!with!each!other,!or!even!
imploded.!What!appears!in!globalisation!seems!to!be!a!mere!representation!of!the!
local!and!of!the!indigenous!culture.!Local!people!internalise!the!effects!of!
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globalisation!and!adapt!their!culture!to!the!changes!induced!by!the!flows!of!tourism.!
The!idea!of!the!local!is!reinvented!in!accordance!with!the!diktats!of!the!global!market.!
!
This!thesis!has!used!Baudrillard’s!theory!to!study!the!representation!of!local!culture!
in!globalisation.!To!understand!globalised!tourism!and!simulation,!the!thesis!has!
contextualised!these!in!the!two!case!studies!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!
Markets.!These!case!studies!exemplify!the!impact!of!globalised!tourism!on!the!local.!
Regarding!representation!and!globalised!tourism,!the!thesis!has!elaborated!on!three!
important!themes:!the!circulation!of!value!and!signs,!the!play!of!differences,!and!the!
orders!of!simulacra.!Globalisation!and!tourism!cause!changes!in!form,!the!cultural!
content!of,!and!action!in!the!floating!markets.!!
!
To!exist!in!globalisation,!the!two!floating!markets!inevitably!have!to!engage!in!cultural!
simulation,!which!is!fed!by!the!economic!exchangeability!of!tourism.!The!
establishment!of!the!floating!markets!depends!on!unequal!flows!of!money!between!
the!global!and!the!local.!People!need!the!floating!markets!because!they!are!able!to!
make!money!from!them!and!use[value!and!exchange[value!are!only!the!legitimisation!
of!commodity!sign[value.!In!this!case,!globalisation!that!is!associated!with!the!
circulation!of!value!and!signs!is!only!the!reflection!of!the!economic!system.!
!
The!circulation!of!value!and!signs!then!affects!the!cultural!contents!of!Damnoen!
Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets.!This!thesis!examined!Ritzer’s!theory!on!‘the!
globalisation!of!nothing’,!for!it!is!the!representation!of!the!whole!strand!of!
globalisation.!Due!to!the!operation!of!value!and!signs,!there!are!no!specific!criteria!
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that!differentiate!distinctive!cultural!content!from!generic!cultural!content.!Ritzer’s!
criteria!are!therefore!insufficient!for!studying!the!complexity!of!globalisation.!In!order!
to!challenge!Ritzer,!Baudrillard’s!theory!on!the!system!of!objects!was!employed.!The!
cultural!contents!of!the!floating!markets!are!inessentially!different!from!each!other.!
The!places!engage!the!play!of!differences,!which!makes!the!places!attractive!to!
visitors.!
!
Inessential!difference!between!one!floating!market!and!another!results!in!a!
simulation!of!local!Thai!culture!and!orders!of!simulacra.!The!cultural!consequences!of!
globalisation!condition!action!in!the!floating!markets,!with!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!
Market!engaging!the!first!order!of!simulacrum.!Action!in!the!place!can!represent!a!
traditional!floating!market,!meaning!the!place!becomes!a!counterfeit!of!local!Thai!
culture.!In!contrast!to!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
engages!the!third!order!of!simulacrum,!and!turns!out!to!be!a!hyperreal!of!local!Thai!
culture,!with!other!parts!of!Thailand!not!being!real.!
!
Simulation!can!recreate!local!culture!so!that!it!fits!into!the!context!of!tourism.!What!
appears!as!local!Thai!culture!in!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!is!
neither!real!nor!unreal,!just!a!representation!and!a!simulation!respectively.!
Regardless!of!the!real!and!unreal,!globalisation!and!tourism!sustain!the!idea!of!the!
local.!With!the!flows!of!tourism,!traditional!Thai!culture!comes!to!life.!Tourists!also!
find!the!floating!markets!acceptable,!as!they!can!enjoy!what!the!markets!offer!them.!
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9.1!The!original!contributions!of!the!thesis!
!
The!contribution!of!the!thesis!from!the!application!of!Baudrillard’s!theory!
!
The!original!contribution!of!this!thesis!to!the!literature!is!applying!Baudrillard’s!theory!
to!practical!case!studies!in!Thailand.!Using!Baudrillard’s!theory!in!a!non[Western!
context,!especially!in!Thailand,!enables!us!to!see!the!effects!of!globalised!tourism!on!
the!local,!and!is!an!alternative!way!of!approaching!globalisation.!It!seems!that!
Baudrillard’s!theory!fits!into!the!context!of!globalisation!in!Thailand,!with!local!Thai!
culture!becoming!a!simulacrum,!and!the!idea!of!the!local!being!able!to!emerge!in!
globalised!tourism.!!
!
Baudrillard’s!work!can!add!value!to!the!globalisation!and!tourism!literature.!
Regarding!globalisation,!Baudrillard’s!theory!shed!some!light!on!the!complexity!of!
structural!forms!and!the!implosion!of!social!dimensions,!with!this!thesis!examining!
the!implosion!of!economy!and!culture!in!particular.!Concerning!tourism,!we!can!
understand!how!packages!of!Thainess!and!Thai!culture!are!produced!in!two!different!
locations.!This!reproduces!and!maintains!structural!forms!of!globalised!tourism!and!
the!economic!system.!
!
With!a!different!theoretical!framework!and!case!study,!there!are!numerous!ways!to!
capture!globalisation.!There!is!no!grand!narrative!for!conceptualising!globalisation,!
for!example,!Ritzer’s!globalisation!of!‘nothing’!is!insufficient!for!understanding!the!
global!phenomenon.!In!order!to!critically!examine!globalisation,!we!cannot!separate!
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the!global!from!the!local,!or!pit!the!global!against!the!local,!since!global!flows,!as!well!
as!local!culture,!appear!to!be!imploded.!
!
Baudrillard’s!theory!is!different!from!other!existing!literature!in!that!it!views!
globalisation!as!an!independent!process!that!causes!changes!in!social!dimensions.!
Based!on!Baudrillard’s!theory!and!the!empirical!data,!this!thesis!suggests!
globalisation!itself!refers!to!the!implosion!of!social!dimensions,!particularly!the!
implosion!of!the!economy!and!culture.!The!spread!of!globalised!tourism!does!not!
inherently!occur,!it!is!dependent!upon!the!emergence!of!other!social!events!and!of!
the!pre[established!system.!Looking!back!at!the!data,!the!flow!of!capital!that!is!
associated!with!the!arrival!of!tourists!in!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!
Markets!brings!about!the!reinvention!of!local!culture.!In!this!way,!globalisation!
accompanies!the!capitalist!economy,!and!the!implosion!of!the!economy!and!culture!
affects!the!apparatus!of!globalisation.!
!
Tourism!that!pertains!to!the!flow!of!people,!and!the!transnational!movement!of!
people,!seems!to!be!a!causal!factor!of!globalisation.!Tourism!does!not!only!involve!
the!flow!of!people,!but!also!the!flow!of!capital,!especially!income!from!tourists;!with!
tourism,!globalisation!is!widely!spread!to!different!locales.!Globalised!tourism!
becomes!the!model!that!generates!social!forms!and!social!processes!in!the!local,!
particularly!local!culture,!the!idea!of!the!local,!forms!of!interaction!between!the!
global!and!the!local,!and!cultural!consequences.!Globalisation!and!tourism!render!
local!culture!exchangeable!with!a!combinatory!system!of!signs!and!references.!
!
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The!concept!of!‘globalised!tourism’!and!the!contribution!to!existing!knowledge!
!
As!discussed!earlier,!this!term!is!different!from!‘global!tourism’,!in!that!global!tourism!
stresses!the!interrelatedness!of!globalisation!and!tourism,!and!the!expansion!of!the!
scale!of!tourism!entailing!the!movement!of!people,!flows!of!capital!and!flows!of!
images!and!ideas.!Instead!of!‘global!tourism’,!I!suggest!the!term!‘globalised!tourism’!
to!highlight!the!effect!of!globalisation!on!tourism!in!a!local!place,!which!in!this!case!is!
Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets.!I!have!used!Baudrillard’s!idea!to!
develop!this!concept.!Tourism!in!each!floating!market!becomes!globalised!on!the!
condition!that!the!distinction!between!the!real!and!contrived!culture!becomes!
blurred.!This!concept!also!shows!the!implosion!of!the!economy!and!culture,!whereby!
culture!is!commodified!and!produced!to!be!sold!to!tourists,!while!tourist!products!are!
aestheticised.!In!this!way,!tourism!that!is!globalised!involves!the!implosion!of!the!
economy!and!culture,!not!just!economic!or!cultural!reductionism!in!globalisation,!or!
in!tourism.!
!
The!floating!markets!are!not!entirely!globalised.!They!are!globalised!differently,!with!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!having!become!more!globalised!than!Damnoen!Saduak!
Floating!Market.!This!is!because!the!difference!between!real!Thai!culture!and!
simulated!culture!that!is!orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists!there!has!collapsed.!
Simulated!culture!has!even!become!an!experience!of!Thai!culture!in!this!floating!
market.!In!contrast,!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market!is!globalised!when!it!is!subject!
to!economic!exchange[value!and!sign[value!that!make!the!use[value!of!the!market!
replaceable.!!
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The!concept!of!‘globalised!tourism’!can!enrich!tourism!and!globalisation!studies,!in!
that!it!focuses!on!the!effect!of!globalisation!on!tourism!in!a!local!place!rather!than!
the!interconnectedness!of!the!global!and!tourism.!I!have!not!found!existing!literature!
that!uses!the!term!‘globalised!tourism’.!Much!of!the!literature!uses!‘global!tourism’,!
and!‘globalisation!of!tourism’,!or!looks!at!the!disadvantages!of!global!tourism!on!a!
local!place.!‘Globalised!tourism’!enables!us!to!see!how!a!local!place!implodes!into!the!
global!flow.!To!employ!this!concept!more!widely,!future!research!is!needed.!There!
might!be!another!way!to!study!this!that!would!be!better!than!developing!from!
Baudrillard’s!idea,!in!particular!empirical!research.!
!
!
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9.2!The!limitations!of!working!with!Baudrillard’s!theory!
!
Although!Baudrillard’s!theory!enables!my!thesis!to!critically!study!the!effects!of!
globalisation!and!tourism,!there!are!some!issues!that!are!overestimated.!For!
Baudrillard,!there!is!no!longer!representation!in!hyperreality.!‘Hyperreality!emerges!
when!culture!no!longer!refers!to!social!reality,!and!hyperreality!as!well!as!hyperreal!
culture!marks!the!end!of!representation,!for!representation!does!not!reflect!reality,!
but!rather!becomes!reality!itself’!(King!1998,!p.94).!As!discussed!previously,!the!third!
order!of!simulacrum!witnessed!in!this!research!saw!simulation!and!hyperreal!culture,!
in!which!the!origins!of!reality!are!reversed.!Hyperreality!is!not!the!same!as!
representation.!The!real!remains!to!be!seen!in!representation,!while!the!hyperreal!
absorbs!the!real!and!become!the!real!itself.!A!simulacrum!of!reality!replaces!the!real!
culture,!such!as!Thai!foodstuffs!and!film!tourism!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market.!These!
two!do!not!relate!to!a!traditional!floating!market!and!general!Thai!culture,!rather!
they!are!orientated!towards!Chinese!tourists.!!
!
But!in!what!sense!hyperreality!produces!the!end!of!representation!is!still!left!unclear.!
As!arguably!discussed!elsewhere!earlier,!a!film[tourism!experience!may!juxtapose!
with!real!experience!and!simulational!experience,!since!tourists!are!able!to!see!the!
real!physical!place!and!depicted!scenes!from!the!film!(Buchmann,!Moore!and!Fisher!
2010).!Tourists!need!to!corporeally!travel!to!see!the!real!place!and!get!the!film!
experience.!Film!tourism!inherently!embeds!in!a!local!place,!albeit!through!mediated!
messages.!In!the!case!of!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!workers!know!film!tourism!is!a!
supplement!to!the!floating!market,!yet!inherently!local.!For!Chinese!tourists,!despite!
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their!experience!being!mediated!by!the!film,!they!can!see!the!real!physical!place.!So,!
hyperreal!culture!may!not!lead!to!non[representation,!but!rather!something!in!
between.!!
!
Based!on!Baudrillard’s!idea,!with!the!circulation!of!value!and!signs!Damnoen!Saduak!
and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!are!tourist!attractions!in!which!their!purpose!and!use[
value!are!modified!to!welcome!tourist!arrivals.!Although!sign[value!can!make!us!see!
in!what!ways!the!floating!markets!are!tourist!attractions,!Baudrillard’s!sign[value!
might!have!a!limitation!when!investigating!the!different!trends!of!floating!markets.!
Regarding!the!different!trends!of!floating!markets!and!other!local!markets,!the!actor[
network!theory!might!be!a!better!approach!that!allows!us!to!capture!networked!
relations!between!objects!and!subjects!in!a!local!place.!As!Murdoch!puts!it,!!
!
Tourism!is!held!together!by!active!sets!of!relations!in!which!the!human!and!the!non[
human!continuously!exchange!properties.!Consequently,!the!use!of!some!material!
resources!enables!interactions!to!stabilise!and!extend!through!space!and!time!(in!van!
der!Duim!2007,!p.964).!!
!
Murdoch!views!tourism!as!networks!of!relations!between!the!human!and!non[
human,!as!well!as!relations!between!different!actors!such!as!people!and!material!
objects;!it!is!these!relations!that!produce!tourist!spaces.!Using!the!actor[network!
theory!can!show!how!relations!between!humans!and!non[human!produce!floating!
markets!(Pongajarn,!van!der!Duim!and!Peters!2016).!Floating!markets!can!emerge,!or!
re[emerge,!on!the!tourist!stage!depending!upon!networked!relations.!!
!
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In!addition,!another!significant!limitation!is!that!the!role!of!agents!in!producing!and!
reproducing!culture!is!undertheorised.!To!stress,!it!is!evident!that!Baudrillard!ignores!
agency!where!subjects!are!subordinated!to!signs,!the!system!of!objects!and!
simulation.!Baudrillard!appears!to!have!a!one[sided!take!on!structure.!My!thesis!has!
limited!understanding!of!tourism!and!the!social!life!of!the!local!markets,!for!much!
attention!has!been!given!to!signs!and!simulation.!!
!
To!understand!this!better,!we!should!study!the!local!markets!by!looking!back!at!‘the!
performance!turn’,!as!discussed!in!the!literarture!review!chapter.!For!example,!Larsen!
argues!that,!‘Everyday!routines!and!habitual!dispositions!can!influence!tourism!
performances,!with!many!of!them!revolving!around!pleasant!sociality!with!co[
travelling!significant!others’!(2008,!p.31).!Everyday!practices!affect!tourism!
performances!whereby!the!home!experience!of!tourists!always!travels!with!them,!
such!as!socialising!with!significant!others!at!a!distance,!reuniting!with!significant!
others,!and!so!on.!!
!
!
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9.3!The!limitations!of!the!data!
!
Relying!on!TripAdvisor!accounts!does!not!allow!this!thesis!to!elaborate!in!detail!on!
the!differentiated!experiences!of!the!floating!markets!for!different!tourist!groupings.!
Nationality!is!not!identifiable!in!the!TripAdvisor!comments.!I!am!unable!to!
differentiate!their!perceptions,!interpretations!and!experiences!on!the!basis!of!their!
nationalities!and!backgrounds,!although!the!data!show!some!differentiations,!such!as!
interpretation!of!authenticity.!Regarding!the!survey!data,!they!only!show!Western!
tourists’!experiences!of!floating!markets,!thereby!excluding!other!non[English!
speaking!tourists,!since!I!conducted!the!survey!in!English.!!
!
To!study!experiences!of!floating!markets!of!different!tourist!groupings,!further!
research!needs!to!be!conducted!with!non[English[speaking!tourists!in!different!
languages.!The!data!obtained!from!different!groups!of!tourists!can!be!used!for!
comparative!analysis.!Looking!back!at!the!literature!review!chapter,!studying!tourist!
performance,!as!in!Larsen’s!work!and!Edensor’s!work,!may!enable!us!to!see!how!a!
tourist!place!is!reproduced.!In!this!case,!‘the!performance!turn’!may!investigate!how!
differentiated!experiences!of!the!floating!markets!of!different!tourist!groupings!can!
reproduce!the!places.!This!might!be!of!interest!to!future!research.!
!
Also,!my!thesis!does!not!research!photographs!of!the!floating!markets.!If!research!
with!photographs!is!conducted,!we!would!be!able!to!study!representations!of!the!
markets!more!effectively.!In!terms!of!the!case!studies,!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!
Floating!Markets!can!epitomise!the!cultural!consequences!of!globalisation,!yet!the!
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effects!of!globalisation!vary!in!different!types!of!tourist!locations.!The!two!case!
studies!were!researched!within!a!limited!period!of!time;!perhaps,!if!the!research!had!
been!conducted!over!a!longer!period,!or!with!more!case!studies,!it!would!have!come!
up!with!other!conclusions.!!
!
For!example,!Pongajarn,!van!der!Duim!and!Peters!conduct!comparative!analysis!to!
examine!the!different!paths!of!development!of!five!floating!markets!in!Thailand!by!
using!documentary!research,!field!observations!and!in[depth!interviews,!together!
with!using!the!actor[network!theory!for!analysis!(2016,!p.1).!Cohen!is!also!able!to!
undertake!comparative!analysis!that!‘conceptualises!the!process!of!transformation!in!
terms!of!a!sequential!typology!that!focuses!on!the!changing!characteristics!of!21!
floating!markets!as!they!are!reorientated!from!a!local!to!a!wider!situation!and!foreign!
tourists’!(2016,!p.61).!
!
Moreover,!the!workers!in!the!two!floating!markets!came!from!different!backgrounds.!
In!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!most!workers!were!local!people,!except!for!the!
tour!guides!who!accompany!tourists!from!Bangkok.!There!were!three!groups!of!local!
people!in!Damnoen!Saduak!Floating!Market,!and!their!groups!are!dependent!on!the!
boat!services!that!they!work!for.!In!Pattaya!Floating!Market,!all!the!workers!are!staff!
who!are!hired!by!the!Pattaya!Four!Regions!Floating!Market!Company!Limited,!which!
belongs!to!a!private!owner.!Some!say!the!different!backgrounds!of!interviewees!
might!have!affected!the!data,!however,!within!the!limited!timeframe!of!PhD!research,!
the!two!case!studies!of!the!floating!markets!are!realistic.!Studying!the!tourist[
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orientated!floating!markets!enables!this!thesis!to!see!the!effects!of!globalisation!and!
tourism!on!the!local.!
!
9.4!Implications!
!
In!this!case,!implications!refer!to!issues!that!Baudrillard!does!not!pay!attention!to!and!
does!not!state!explicitly.!As!stated!elsewhere!earlier,!Baudrillard’s!theory!does!not!
directly!relate!to!globalisation.!However,!the!theory!casts!some!critical!light!on!
globalisation.!Baudrillard’s!concept!is!premised!on!pre[established!systems,!namely!
the!systems!of!economy!and!of!signs.!The!most!important!implication!of!Baudrillard’s!
theory!is!the!interrelatedness!of!these!systems.!!
!
Based!on!Baudrillard’s!concept,!globalisation!refers!to!the!implosion!of!social!
dimensions!and!of!social!units,!and!in!this!case!the!implosion!of!the!economy!and!
culture!contributes!to!a!significant!change!in!contemporary!society.!From!the!data,!
packages!of!Thainess!and!Thai!culture!in!the!two!different!floating!markets!are!
produced,!sold!and!aestheticised!in!the!tourist!market.!The!main!themes!of!this!
thesis,!the!circulation!of!value!and!signs,!the!play!of!differences!and!simulacrum,!
implicitly!reflect!the!implosion!of!the!economy!and!culture.!What!is!culturally!
produced!in!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!simultaneously!serves!
the!purpose!of!the!economy!and!vice!versa.!
!
Flows!of!capital!precede!globalisation!and!tourism,!and!income!from!tourists,!along!
with!the!arrival!of!tourists,!affects!the!establishment!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!
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Floating!Markets.!The!economic!system,!to!some!extent,!regulates!the!relationship!
between!the!global!and!the!local.!Flows!of!capital!facilitate!the!circulation!of!value!
and!signs!and!vice!versa.!Or!rather,!the!implosion!of!the!economy!and!culture!has!
influenced!forms!of!the!floating!markets.!In!this!way,!it!is!apparent!that!Baudrillard!
undervalues!agency!being!subordinated!to!structure,!although!it!does!not!mean!
structure!is!an!influence!over!agents,!or!subjects.!It!is!not!as!simple!as!that.!!
!
Instead,!the!pre[established!systems!predominate!over!both!structure!and!agency.!
According!to!Kellner,!‘Baudrillard!assumes!all!needs,!or!use[values,!are!entirely!
produced!and!controlled!by!the!system!of!the!consumer!society,!whereby!he!rejects!
all!human!agency!and!creativity’!(1989,!pp.27[28).!Needs!and!desire!of!subjects!are!
regulated!by!the!economic!system,!with!the!consumer!society!being!interrelated!with!
the!capitalist!economy.!In!this!manner,!it!is!the!pre[established!systems!that!control!
both!structure!and!agency.!!
!
Moreover,!the!system!of!signs!comes!to!organise!structural!forms!and!people’s!lives.!
With!the!play!of!differences,!the!cultural!contents!of!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!
Floating!Markets!do!not!depend!on!practical!application!and!functional!essence.!
Rather,!the!cultural!contents!of!the!places!are!freed!to!combine!with!systems!of!signs!
and!references!because!of!flows!of!capital.!Structural!forms!of!globalised!tourism!and!
agency!are!not!only!subject!to!the!law!of!value!of!the!economic!system,!but!also!to!
the!system!of!signs.!!
!
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The!implosion!of!the!economy!and!culture!also!triggers!complexity!of!representation!
in!the!local!places,!whereby!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!can!
reinvent!packages!of!Thai!culture.!The!arrival!of!tourists!does!not!only!economically!
benefit!the!places!and!Thailand,!but!also!helps!the!places!and!the!country!to!produce!
and!retain!the!distinctive!value!of!uniqueness,!exoticness!and!authenticity.!The!two!
floating!markets!do!not!offer!free!time!to!tourists,!conversely!tourists!have!to!pay!
local!workers!to!spend!free!time!in!the!markets.!The!free!time!of!tourists!is!subject!to!
the!law!of!exchange[value,!while!the!skills!of!local!workers!are!regulated!by!tourist!
demand.!Both!tourists!and!local!workers!are!therefore!‘constrained!labour’!in!
globalised!tourism.!!
!
Globalised!tourism!creates!cultural!simulation!and!orders!of!simulacra!in!Thailand,!
but!this!does!not!have!anything!to!do!with!a!previous!authenticity.!It!does!not!mean!
authenticity!exists!in!Thai!culture!before!tourism.!Simulation!does!not!make!authentic!
culture!disappear,!instead!authenticity!can!be!a!simulacrum.!The!cultural!contents!of!
the!floating!markets,!as!well!as!activity!in!the!places,!do!not!inherently!happen,!they!
are!socially!and!mutually!constructed!in!globalisation.!In!this!way,!authenticity!is!also!
socially!created,!which!is!the!search!for!value.!What!appears!as!authentic!depends!on!
the!source!of!value,!whereby!cultural!simulation!can!add!value!to!a!place,!or!an!
object!as!well.!For!instance,!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!an!authentic!place!that!offers!
a!film[induced!tourist!experience!and!also!a!variety!of!Thai!culture!shows.!!
!
Due!to!globalisation!and!simulation,!we!may!question!whether!or!not!local!culture!is!
an!alternative!to!globalised!tourism.!Concerning!the!orders!of!simulacra,!Damnoen!
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Saduak!Floating!Market!does!not!display!original!culture,!it!is!just!a!reflection!of!the!
original!floating!market.!Here,!original!culture!co[exists!with!a!tourist[orientated!one,!
such!as!local!Thai!food!and!general!Thai!food,!whereas!a!hyperreal!and!simulacrum!of!
Thai!culture!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market!cause!local!Thai!culture!to!be!neutralised!and!
generalised.!The!floating!market!becomes!the!real!Thailand!and!generates!forms!of!
Thai!culture,!which!is!a!reversal!of!finality.!Pattaya!Floating!Market!creates!a!
hyperreal!of!local!Thai!culture!for!tourists,!e.g.!a!film[induced!place,!cultural!shows!
and!tourist[orientated!Thai!food.!Global!demand!affects!an!experience!of!local!Thai!
culture!along!with!action!in!the!floating!markets.!!
!
Globalisation!and!tourism!facilitate!the!recreation!and!re[packaging!of!Thai!culture!
and!Thainess!in!the!two!different!floating!markets.!Simulated!local!culture!seems!to!
match!tourist!expectation!and!local!people!are!able!to!adapt!to,!or!internalise,!the!
cultural!consequences!of!globalisation.!Hence,!there!might!be!no!clear!boundary!
between!the!global!and!local!any!more,!rather!they!become!interwoven!with!each!
other.!Or!rather,!the!global!and!the!local!become!imploded.!Thanks!to!the!simulation!
of!local!culture!and!globalisation,!the!difference!between!the!global!and!the!local!
becomes!blurred!and!neutralised.!
!
Baudrillard’s!concept!of!simulation!enables!us!to!examine!a!significant!change!in!
society,!and!to!conceptualise!the!complexity!of!representation,!yet!he!might!be!too!
pessimistic!about!the!fate!of!simulation!when!he!denies!the!existence!of!reality.!
Cultural!simulation!enables!Damnoen!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Floating!Markets!to!
transmit!Thai!culture!to!wide!audience.!Likewise,!cultural!simulation!apparently!
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enables!tourists!to!get!a!glimpse!of!local!Thai!culture.!Therefore,!what!is!the!problem!
with!simulation?!Do!people!really!search!for!reality?!
!
There!might!not!be!a!problem!with!this,!and!a!quest!for!the!real!culture!might!not!be!
that!important.!The!diktats!of!the!market!and!flows!of!tourism!foster!cultural!
simulation,!which!triggers!changes!in!local!culture.!But!paradoxically,!simulation!turns!
out!to!be!something!that!is!acceptable!for!people,!as!they!are!willing!to!participate!in!
cultural!simulation.!It!seems!to!be!a!win[win!situation!for!workers!and!tourists!
despite!a!hyperreal!and!a!simulacrum.!Workers!and!tourists!both!derive!benefits!from!
cultural!simulation.!In!order!to!attract!tourists,!local!workers!need!to!select!some!
parts!of!their!culture!at!the!expense!of!others,!and!this!may!enliven!local!culture.!
Globalised!tourism!does!not!correlate!with!the!disappearance!of!local!culture.!
Instead,!local!culture!is!intentionally!recreated!by!local!people,!and!well!arranged!in!
the!floating!markets.!
!
Regarding!tourists,!they!know!the!floating!markets!represent!made[up!culture,!and!
yet!they!still!think!the!places!are!worth!visiting.!Indeed,!Lash!and!Urry!assert!tourists!
do!this!playfully!(1994).!Tourists!know!local!places!are!contrived!and!set!up!for!tourist!
purpose,!but!they!find!them!enjoyable!and!acceptable.!They!just!want!to!visit!a!new!
place!and!have!fun.!Instead!of!presenting!and!searching!for!reality!and!originality,!
local!people,!along!with!tourists,!seem!to!accept!simulation!as!a!part!of!society!and!
everyday!life.!It!therefore!appears!that!people!enjoy!living!in!the!age!of!simulation.!
!
!
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9.5!Future!research!and!suggestion!
!
In!order!to!further!understand!simulation!of!culture!in!the!context!of!Thailand,!future!
research!may!look!at!other!cultural!spaces,!namely!department!stores,!restaurants,!
cafes,!street!food,!temples,!and!so!on.!From!this,!we!would!be!able!to!see!how!these!
cultural!spaces!engage!simulation!and!produce!cultural!value.!Differentiated!
experiences!of!simulation!of!culture!for!Thai!and!foreign!tourists!could!be!used!for!
comparative!analysis.!Additionally,!future!research!on!floating!markets!in!Thailand!
could!use!photo[elicitation!as!a!research!technique,!so!that!we!can!understand!the!
appearance!of!the!markets!on!the!tourist!stage!and!their!representations.!
!
For!the!sociology!of!globalisation,!there!are!two!subject!types!that!explain!the!social!
processes!that!are!common!to!all!the!countries!of!the!world,!and!the!social!
phenomena!that!immediately!present!themselves!as!global!(Martin,!Metzger!and!
Pierre!2006,!p.503).!Social!processes!and!social!phenomena!are!central!to!
globalisation,!but!they!might!vary!in!different!contexts.!There!is!no!standardisation!of!
social!process!and!social!phenomena.!They!are!dependent!upon!the!interaction!
between!the!global!and!the!local,!and!there!is!no!social!theory!that!can!claim!an!
absolute!truth!about!globalisation.!To!better!understand!globalisation,!we!need!to!
use!both!an!empirical!case!study!and!a!firm!theoretical!framework.!Globalisation!
needs!to!be!contextualised,!and!if!we!apply!a!different!sociological!theory!to!
globalisation,!we!can!come!up!with!a!new!conclusion!and!understanding!of!
globalisation,!for!instance,!functional!theory!has!a!different!approach!from!post[
modern!theory.!!
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In!the!case!of!Baudrillard,!future!sociological!research!should!pay!more!attention!to!
his!work!in!capturing!social!change!in!contemporary!society,!especially!systems!of!
simulation!at!both!macro!and!micro!levels.!This!is!because!systems!of!simulation!and!
of!signs!appear!to!be!a!totality!of!which!we!are!unaware.!We!accept!simulation!to!be!
a!part!of!contemporary!society,!with!it!constituting!our!everyday!life.!Baudrillard!does!
not!overreact!to!social!changes!and!is!not!unrealistic.!What!he!is!trying!to!do!is!bring!
hidden!facts!that!receive!little!attention!to!the!fore.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Appendices!
!
!
Appendix!I!
!
!
An!example!of!semiYstructured!interview!questions
49
!and!follow!up!questions
50
!
!
Damneon!Saduak!Floating!Market!
!
!
1. Personal!information!
!
[Could!I!have!your!name!please?!
[How!many!years!have!you!been!working!in!the!floating!market?!
[What!is!you!job!in!the!floating!market?!
!
!
2. Why!Damneon!Saduak!Floating!Market!becomes!an!attractive!place?!
!
[Does!the!floating!market!present!local!way!of!life?!
[Did!they!bring!crops!and!produces!from!their!orchards!to!sell!and!exchange!
with!one!another!in!Damneon!Saduak!Community?!
[Do!you!think!that!an!original!way!of!life!makes!the!floating!market!attractive?!
!
!
3. Is!the!current!Damneon!Saduak!Floating!Market!different!from!the!one!in!the!
past?!How?!
!
[You!said!a!number!of!visitors!have!decreased,!why!is!that?!
[Do!you!find!Damneon!Saduak!Floating!Market!authentic?!!
[How!long!and!why!was!the!floating!market!moved!to!this!side?!
[Before!moving,!how!did!the!place!look!like?!
[Before!tourist!arrivals,!what!was!local!way!of!life?!
[When!did!tourists!firstly!come!to!visit!the!place?!Have!they!visited!here!since!
the!old!floating!market!was!there?!
[How!did!tourists!enter!the!old!floating!market?!
[How!much!does!the!boat!service!pay!a!tour!guide?!
!
!
4. What!is!a!significant!change!in!Damneon!Saduak!Floating!Market?!
!
[A!change!in!the!floating!market!
[Groups!of!tourists!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49!The!interview!questions!in!Damneon!Saduak!and!Pattaya!Flaoting!Markets!were!arranged!in!
different!orders!which!depended!on!responses!of!interviewees!and!each!situation!
50
!Follow!up!questions!varied!to!informants’!jobs!in!the!floating!markets!
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[What!is!sold!here!
[Product!distribution!
[Way!of!life!
!
5. What!are!good!change!and!bad!change?!
!
1 How!that!change!affects!each!place?!
1 How!could!you!deal!with!that?!
!
!
6. What!is!local!way!of!life!here?!
!
!
[How!could!you!define!it?!
[Why!would!you!recommend!tourists!to!come!here?!
[Why!is!the!floating!market!popular!among!foreign!tourists?!
[You!think!what!do!tourists!expect!to!see!here?!
[What!do!you!want!tourists!to!see!in!the!floating!market?!
[Although!the!place!shows!local!way!of!life,!some!tourists!might!choose!to!
visit!other!floating!markets?!!
[Does!the!floating!market!meet!tourist!expectation?!
!
!
7. What!do!vendors!sell!in!the!floating!markets?!
!
[Why!did!they!stop!selling!crops!and!fruit?!
[When!did!this!happen?!
[Are!souvenir!items!locally!made?!
[Why!do!you!change!to!sell!souvenir!items?!
!
!
8. What!is!famous!activity!in!the!floating!market?!
!
[Do!you!think!tourists!would!get!an!experience!of!local!Thai!culture!here?!
[What!do!tourists!like!it!here?!
!
!
9. What!is!the!best!selling!item!here?!
!
[Do!tourists!buy!produces!and!food!in!the!floating!market?!
[Which!groups!of!them!do?!
[Excuse!me,!but!do!you!sell!products!to!foreign!tourists!at!more!expensive!
price!than!to!Thai!tourists,!don’t!you?!Why?!
[Are!most!tourists!here!Westerners!or!Asian?!
[Do!they!like!local!Thai!food?!What!food!do!they!buy?!
[Do!they!have!different!favourite!products?!
[Is!there!any!difference!between!group!tours!and!independent!tourists?!
!
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!
10. Without!tourist!arrival!would!local!way!of!life!exist?!
!
[What!is!the!difference!between!local!way!of!life!and!tourism!in!the!floating!
market?!
!
!
11. What!do!you!think!about!the!future!of!the!floating!market?!
!
[In!what!way!the!floating!market!should!be!improved?!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
!
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!
Appendix!II!
!
!
An!Example!of!semiYstructured!interview!question!and!follow!up!questions!
!
Pattaya!Floating!Market!
!!!
!!
!
1. Personal!Information!
!
[Could!I!have!your!name!please?!
[What!is!your!job!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market?!
[Why!do!you!work!in!tourism!industry?!
[How!long!have!you!been!working!here?!
!
!
2. What!is!an!inspiration!for!creating!the!floating!market?!
!
[How!long!has!it!been!open?!
[What!did!it!look!like!before!building!the!floating!market?!
!
!
3. You!said!purpose!of!building!this!floating!market!is!to!preserve!!!
Thainess?!
!
[What!does!Thainess!mean!to!you?!
[How,!or!in!what!way!does!the!place!preserve!it?!
[Do!you!think!tourists!would!be!interested!in!Thainess!and!why?!
[Why!do!you!think!that!selling!and!presenting!Thai!culture!would!attract!
tourists?!
[Does!Thainess!mark!the!floating!market!out!as!distinctive?!
[Does!Thainess!make!the!place!different!from!an!original!one?!
!
!
4. What!is!the!most!significant!change!in!Pattaya!Floating!Market?!
!
!
5. What!is!good!change!and!bad!change?!
1 How!that!change!affects!each!place?!
1 How!could!you!deal!with!that?!
!
!
!
6. You!said!it!is!a!simulated!floating!market,!what!does!the!place!simulate!or!
copy?!
!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!![Does!Pattaya!Floating!Market!relate!to!an!original!floating!market?!
[What!makes!this!place!more!outstanding!and!attractive!than!an!original!!!
floating!market?!
[What!makes!the!place!unique?!
[As!a!simulated!floating!market,!what!makes!tourists!feel!like!visiting!!!!
!a!floating!market?!
!
!
7. What!do!traders!sell!in!the!floating!market?!
!
[Do!products!look!similarly!to!one!another?!
[What!is!the!difference!between!souvenir!items!here!and!other!mass!
produced!souvenirs?!
[How!do!you!find!traders?!
[What!are!the!best!selling!products!in!the!floating!market?!
[What!kind!of!Thai!food!do!they!cook?!
[What!is!a!must[try!dish!in!the!floating!market?!!
[What!kind!of!Thai!food!do!tourists!like!most?!
[How!is!taste!of!food?!If!Thai!tourists!have!mango!with!sticky!rice,!will!they!say!
it!is!authentic!or?!
[Could!you!please!explain!a!bit!more!about!product!selection!criteria?!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!![Do!you!have!any!special!strategy!to!sell!products?!
[Are!traders!Thai!people?!
!
!
8. What!is!a!popular!activity!in!the!floating!market?!
!
[How!do!tourists!participate!activity?!Do!you!have!any!special!package?!
[Which!activity!do!they!like!most!and!why?!
[What!is!a!must[do!in!the!floating!market?!
!
!
9. From!Tripadvisor!website,!some!tourists!said!Pattaya!Floating!Market!is!a!
commercial!and!touristy!place.!But,!it!looks!like!a!real!floating!market!which!
should!not!be!missed!if!you!are!in!Pattaya!City.!What!do!you!think!about!this?!
!
[Does!the!place!meet!tourist!expectation!and!how?!
!
!
!!!!10.!!!Why!the!floating!market!is!more!popular!among!Chinese!tourists!than!!!
Western!tourists?!
!
[Is!there!any!difference!between!group!tour!and!independent!tourists?!
[What!do!Chinese!tourists!usually!do!in!the!floating!market?!
[How!does!the!floating!market!attract!different!groups!of!tourists!to!visit?!
!
!
12. What!do!you!think!about!the!future!of!the!floating!market?!
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!
[There!are!many!floating!markets!in!Thailand,!what!would!make!your!place!
successful?!
!
!
!
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Appendix!III!
!
!
Qualitative!survey!questions!for!tourists!
!
!
1. Have!you!been!to!any!floating!market!in!Thailand!yet?!(If!Yes,!please!
answer!questions!no.2[6)!(If!no,!please!jump!to!questions!no.7[8)!
!
!
2. Which!floating!market!have!you!been!to?!Why?!By!group!tour!or!by!
yourself?!
!
!
3. What!kind!of!experience!have!you!obtained!from!floating!market?!
!
!
4. Did!the!floating!market!represent!or!relate!to!local!Thai!culture?!How?!
!
!
5. Did!the!floating!market!meet!your!expectation?!In!what!way?!
!
!
6. What!have!you!been!impressed,!or!not!impressed!with!floating!market?!!
!
!
7. Do!you!plan!to!visit!it!and!why?!
!
!
8. What!do!you!expect!to!see!in!floating!market?!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Appendix!IV!
!
Photographs!of!the!original!Klong!Lud!Pee!Floating!Market!
!
!
The!key!informant!in!the!market!sent!me!five!photographs,!prior!to!conducting!the!!
!
pilot!study.!I!used!these!photographs!to!formulate!interview!questions!for!the!
!
!preliminary!research!
!
!
!
!
!
The!canals!were!filled!with!floating!vendors!and!old!wooden!houses!were!located!by!
the!canals!
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!
!
Floating!vendors!sold!crops!and!vegetables!
!
!
!
!
!!!The!original!Lud!Pee!Floating!Market!
!
!
!
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!
Appendix!V!
!
Photographs!of!the!filmYinduced!Pattaya!Floating!Market!
!
!
I!took!these!photographs,!while!I!was!conducting!the!fieldwork.!For!further!details!of!
!
the!film!location,!!please!refer!back!to!chapter!8!on!cultural!simulation!in!the!!
!
floating!markets.!
!
!
!
The!holy!tree,!or!Ton!Po!in!Thai!located!at!the!back!in!the!market!where!a!!
!
woman!hung!a!man’s!name!card!on!the!tree,!prayed!to!meet!each!other!
!
!again.!Then,!they!met!each!other!in!Beijing,!China.!!
!
!
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!
This!is!also!the!film!spot!called!Lock!Love!!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
